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1. Introduction

1.1 The Need for CAD Frameworks

1993, Electronic Design Automation is moving forward, but at too slow a pace. Fabrication technology of integrated circuits, on the other hand, is progressing rapidly, permitting more complex electronic systems to be integrated on a single silicon chip. The big issue no longer is "how many devices can we integrate on a single chip", but rather "how do we make them do something useful". For more and more applications fabrication technology no longer is a bottleneck. The bottleneck is design. More and more designs of increasing complexity have to be done faster and faster to bring more advanced end-products to the market in time [Man92].

Many of the promises that have shown up in Electronic Design Automation (EDA) over the last years to alleviate the design problem have not (yet) yielded the powerful tools they were expected to. For example, formal verification and high level synthesis are still in their infancy, when measured by their practical use by the designer’s community. Application of formal methods was to bring new tools to the designer’s workbench for better and more efficient specification, synthesis and verification of his designs. Today’s reality is that "designers still routinely use simulation to post hoc verify their informally specified designs" [DAC91].

Even though progress has not met many people’s expectations, the optimistic side of the EDA picture is that quite a number of useful tools have become widely available. Automatic place & route, logic synthesis, and layout verification packages, to mention just a few, have become effective tools in the hands of the designer. For specific design tasks the tools help the designer to master the complexity and perform these tasks efficiently. Together with the interactiveness provided by modern graphical workstations this has yielded significant productivity improvements for parts of the design process.

Due to the focus on tool automation, design systems have become large tool-boxes offering the designer a great variety of loosely coupled tools to perform the many
design tasks. The realistic view on this, however, is that these tools support only individual design tasks, leaving the designer with the problem of handling the multitude of tools and of successfully moving his design data from one tool to the other. What lacks is integration and overall support for managing the design process.

People have recognized these problems and have realized that attention has to be paid to the overall efficiency of the design process in order to continue achieving gains in productivity. As a consequence, one of the latest buzzwords in the EDA arena is CAD framework. CAD stands for Computer-Aided Design.

We adopt the following definition of a CAD framework, as originally given by the CAD Framework Initiative (CFI), the public organization developing framework standards [CFIugo90]:

**Definition 1.1 (CFI):**

A CAD framework is a software infrastructure that provides a common operating environment for CAD tools.

CAD frameworks play a role in building as well as in operating integrated design environments. First, a CAD framework has to provide facilities for conveniently integrating multiple CAD tools into a coherent design environment. It is a basis for tool integration. In this respect there is a direct analogy with the role an operating system plays in the development of general-purpose software applications.

Second, a CAD framework can support the end-user in conveniently operating the design environment. Being the infrastructure that binds the tools together, the framework is the proper place to incorporate facilities for organizing the design information and managing the design process. Supported by these facilities in an integrated design environment, the end-user can easily keep track of the state of his design and apply tools effectively. This will help him to master the complexity of the design and the design process. More complex circuits, satisfying more stringent performance and quality standards, can then be done faster under the increasing time to market pressures. Thus, a CAD framework is to become the electronic assistant of the designer for organizing the design information and managing the design process.

From the above description we identify two categories of framework users: developers (e.g. CAD tool developers, CAD tool integrators) and end-users (e.g. design engineers, administrators, project managers). To get a more concrete idea of what the introduction of CAD frameworks may yield in practice for the end-user, consider the
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following support that a CAD framework is expected to give:

- Help the design engineer to maintain an overview of his design descriptions: which components are available, what is their status and history, how are the components related.

- Tell the design engineer which tools are available for which design tasks and give information on their usage. Moreover, a framework may take care that tools are applied in the proper sequence such that a pre-defined design methodology is adhered to.

- Make design projects manageable by performing book-keeping on the status of achievement for consultation by the project manager.

- Allow teams of design engineers to cooperate effectively on a design project. A related buzzword here is concurrent engineering, which is "the art of decomposing a complex serial task into smaller, relatively independent tasks that can be executed in parallel" [CFIstat90].

Effective framework technology providing such advanced facilities as exemplified above can thus help to:

- Cut down design time.
  Recent studies show that for every six months a project is late, the potential profit is reduced by a third [ROIstudy92].

- Reduce the error proneness of the design process.
  According to recent studies, design errors account for an average of 20 percent of product costs [ROIstudy92].

- Master the increasing complexity of the design and the design process.

- Increase performance and quality of electronic products.

In addition, a CAD framework provides environmental stability as it offers a standard operating environment to an ever evolving set of CAD tools, in which many services have yet been captured. It promotes modularization of CAD systems, as these are to be constructed as cooperating tool components on top of a CAD framework, rather than being implemented as monolithic super-tools.
1.2 The Search for CAD Frameworks

So far there appears to be world-wide consensus on the point that there is an urgent need for framework technology to improve design productivity. Also, the EDA community appears to agree on the major functional requirements for a framework. However, there is no common idea how to go about developing and implementing one. As is said in [Valid90], "The tremendous amount of importance placed on frameworks, as they directly relate to improving productivity, combined with the lack of agreement on their exact nature has shrouded the subject in mystery and uncertainty". The situation today is that effective frame-based design systems satisfying the major framework requirements have not yet reached the designer’s workbench [Hamer91, Maliniak92]. In fact, major EDA vendors are investing heavily but have problems in providing the required functionality while making the system efficient [Barnes92].

The CAD Framework Initiative (CFI), the public organization developing framework standards, is trying to alleviate the mystery surrounding frameworks. The mission of CFI is: "To develop industry acceptable guidelines for design automation frameworks which will enable the coexistence and cooperation of a variety of tools" [CFIugo90]. Having standard interfaces to CAD framework components will substantially reduce the cost of combining multi-sourced CAD tools into an effective design environment. But, progress is slow and consensus on specifications, detailed requirements and implementations appears difficult to reach [Hamer91].

Also in the major European framework effort, the Jessi-Common-Frame project, the different development partners, though having extensive framework experience, appeared to have quite different views on how to build a framework. Extensive exertions were required in order to identify critical differences in the respective approaches and to obtain some common understanding on a global framework architecture.

Now, what makes it so difficult to develop, implement, and even discuss frameworks? Obviously frameworks are complex systems; this is the nature of the subject. First of all frameworks have to satisfy many functional and operational requirements posed by different categories of users. A great variety of services has to be provided to tool integrators, design engineers, administrators, etc. A framework is not a piece of software performing a specific design task in a specific way with measurable results. In many respects it must be generic, customizable and open, in order not to have
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built-in restrictions for a particular usage of the system. For example, the system should not just support a pre-defined set of tools for some design process, since each site will have its favorite set of tools which will also vary over time. Rather, the framework must allow an actual set of tools to be configured. The extra level of genericness required for many framework functions adds to the complexity. Further, the framework is a multi-user system, required to provide services to many concurrent users in a distributed hardware environment, responding well under all circumstances. This requirement adds significantly to the complexity of a CAD framework.

In addition to the complex nature of frameworks, discussions on framework architectures are hampered by the lack of agreement on a common formal "language" or "model" to represent and discuss (aspects of) framework architectures. Each active member of the framework community appears to have his/her own way of (informally) representing certain aspects of a framework architecture. As a result, ideas on framework architectures do not get communicated well. It is hard for framework developers to disengage from their own background and learn the essence of the work of other people. A confusion of tongues in framework discussions is often the result.

1.3 About this Thesis

In this thesis we will present the architecture of a CAD framework that provides a sound basis for tool integration and effectively supports the end-user in managing the design process. This architecture is based on a limited number of logical design decisions and has key characteristics which permit efficient implementation of powerful framework functions. We will give a systematic presentation of the architecture to clearly identify the critical design choices and to motivate the principles adopted.

Key features of the CAD framework will be openness and efficiency. Both the terms openness and efficiency are to be interpreted in the wide sense. Openness is the ability of the CAD framework to easily incorporate new tools, new types of data, and new design methodologies. It relates to the notions of flexibility, configurability, and domain-neutralness, i.e. independence of a specific application domain. Efficiency implies that overall design efficiency is optimized. This relates to run-time performance of individual framework services as well as to powerful framework functionality that helps the end-user to work more effectively. The requirements of openness and efficiency are sometimes conflicting, and one must be traded for the
other. It is our aim to define the architecture of a CAD framework that properly balances openness and efficiency.

This thesis is further characterized by the emphasis on global mechanisms, rather than giving detailed exposures of individual framework sub-topics. We aim at a complete picture: we want to show how the individual framework sub-topics fit together in a single overall framework architecture. At the same time this implies that we must restrict ourselves in discussing detailed functionality of individual framework services. Moreover, this detailed functionality is subject to evolution of requirements.

This thesis is primarily aimed at the domain of electronic design, but many of the principles and concepts presented are also applicable to other design-oriented application domains, such as mechanical design or computer-aided software engineering (CASE).

In the next chapter we will make an assessment of the state of the art in the area of CAD frameworks, and their architectures in particular. We present the principal requirements a CAD framework has to satisfy.

In chapter 3 we will start with a global investigation into the nature of a CAD framework. A framework architecture can be viewed from many perspectives, ranging from end-user views to implementation views, each one emphasizing particular aspects of the architecture. We will follow a three step approach to the presentation of the framework architecture, these steps being:

1. Description of the information architecture.
2. Description of the component architecture.
3. Description of the implementation architecture.

Where appropriate, we will use formal means to represent the architecture.

The formal technique of our choice for communicating and documenting the information architecture is data modeling. In chapter 4 we will discuss data modeling techniques. We will introduce a semantic data model for describing the information architecture, and give a presentation of its modeling concepts.

We will use the data modeling techniques in chapter 5 to derive a data schema, representing the logical organization of the design environment. This data schema defines the relevant object types and their relationships. It provides a basis for
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discussing framework functionality as well as for structuring information in the framework upon implementation.

In chapter 6 we present the component architecture of the framework. We identify the individual framework components as well as their relationships. Relevant interfaces of the framework components will be defined. Special attention will be paid to the tool - framework interface. The characteristics of this interface determine whether powerful integrated design environments can be built successfully on top of the CAD framework. In chapter 6 we also discuss the framework user interface. It offers facilities for browsing the design information and the design history and permits tools to be launched conveniently. These facilities demonstrate that a CAD framework can indeed be the designer's powerful and friendly assistant.

The implementation architecture presented in chapter 7 describes how the framework is implemented in terms of Unix operating system primitives, such as processes, IPC mechanisms, etc. The design choices made at this level are decisive for obtaining maximum efficiency and optimal behavior with respect to physical distribution and multi-user support.
Introduction
2. State of the Art and Requirements

2.1 The Evolution of CAD Frameworks

2.1.1 File-and-Translator Based Systems

From the literature it appears that over the last ten years people have gradually discovered the topic of CAD frameworks, and have gradually allocated more functional requirements to this topic. The state of the art in CAD frameworks is the result of increasing awareness and evolutionary developments rather than specific scientific breakthroughs. We therefore start our assessment of the state of the art from an historical perspective.

The history of CAD frameworks starts in the early eighties when people realized that with the growing number of tools data transfer between tools became an ever growing pain. At that time tools typically used proprietary and tool-dependent ascii or binary formats to represent the design data. Communication between design tools was possible only if a translator for the respective formats was available [Katz83, Kalay85, Katz85, Gadient87, Harrison90]. This situation is illustrated in Figure 2.1.

![Figure 2.1](image)

**Figure 2.1.** Tools having proprietary data representations. Translation across data representations is required for sharing data among tools.

Bringing the growing number of tools together into an integrated design environment involved writing a large number of translators. The emergence of de-facto standard formats, allowing the number of translators to be reduced, eased this pain a bit.
These tool integration efforts had made people realize that effective EDA solutions not only had to provide the individual tools but also the integration facilities, or 'glue', to support the communication between tools. The integration facilities in the file-and-translator based systems consisted of translators and a whole collection of ad-hoc management scripts to make life easier for the end-user. These simple integration facilities can be termed the first primitive CAD frameworks, and a new EDA topic had been born.

2.1.2 First Role: Design Database

Historically, the first role allotted to CAD frameworks is that of common data repository [Newton81, Katz82, Goering85, Turner85, Chu86]. Data which is common to a number of applications is stored only once in the repository, from where it can be used as input for all applications, with reformatting as needed on input and output. Such a common repository has come to be called an integrated design database, or just design database. It is the key to tool integration. See Figure 2.2. Advantages of this approach are increased consistency and increased efficiency. For the end-user there is increased convenience as his design data is stored in a structured way in a single place. Additional database utilities support the end-user in managing his design data.

![Figure 2.2. Tools integrated on top of a design database.]

2.1.2.1 File Based Systems

In many CAD systems the design database is a file based system, implemented as a small layer on top of the host operating system [Newton81, Katz83, Katz85, Mayotte87]. This layer augments the operating system with specific support for managing the design files. Design files are stored in a structured file organization, for example, employing a hierarchical file system and pre-defined naming conventions. Access methods are provided for storage and retrieval of design data. These access methods may offer atomic update capabilities. Examples of the file based approach
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are the Nelsis Release 2 and Release 3 systems [Dewilde86, NelsisR2, NelsisR3].

2.1.2.2 Use of Conventional DBMSs

Another approach has been to employ conventional (record-oriented) database management systems (DBMSs) to fulfil the role of design database. These conventional DBMSs are typically used as storage- and transaction processing components in business applications. The interest in DBMSs was driven mainly by the apparent 'keyword-level' match between DBMS-functions and -facilities and the emerging requirements for design databases. A DBMS provides mechanisms for the reliable storage of data, including recovery facilities, it protects data from unauthorized access, and it provides concurrency control and integrity maintenance. The notion of transaction supported by these systems also seems to be useful: a sequence of database operations that are either executed completely or not at all [Date86].

Quite a number of attempts to employ conventional database techniques have been published in the literature [Haynie81, Roberts81, Zintl81, Katz82, Wiederho82, Haynie83, Hollaar84, Hardwick84]. However, none of them reported a straightforward applicability of off-the-shelf DBMSs. Most of the conventional DBMSs have been targeted for business applications and do not specifically address the problems encountered in a design environment. Critical differences occur in characteristics of data to be handled (e.g. granularity and inter-relatedness) and access characteristics (e.g. frequency, granularity and duration of transactions) [Sidle80, Lorie83, Buchmann84, Hardwick85, Staley86]. There is a mismatch between the facilities provided by the DBMSs and the requirements posed by engineering applications. Due to this mismatch, efficiency is hard to obtain, if at all, given the internal mechanisms for e.g. concurrency control and recovery, which have been geared towards the characteristics of business applications. We are currently not aware of any successful application of a classical business DBMS for the purpose of a CAD framework design database, and consider this to be a dead end.

2.1.2.3 Object-Oriented DBMSs

The database community has recognized the fundamental nature of the requirements posed by engineering applications and other new database applications such as multimedia databases and knowledge bases. Work was started on next-generation DBMSs targeted at these applications: object-oriented DBMSs. In contrast to conventional DBMSs, object-oriented DBMSs offer far more flexibility for handling
highly interrelated data of different granularities on which different types of access are performed. For engineering applications, the DBMS must be capable of handling many different data types and large numbers of instances of each type. Moreover, flexibility must be provided for modifying or extending the conceptual schemas to match the different views of data operated on by different application programs [Staley86, Benayoun86].

Databases typically found in Artificial Intelligence (AI) systems tend to provide flexibility for many different data types, which may also be defined dynamically. An example of such a system is the Pearl AI Package (Package for Efficient Access to Representations in Lisp) [Deering82]. These systems, however, have not been geared towards the large numbers of instances of each type, as found in engineering applications [Staley86]. Moreover, they typically are single-user systems. They may be used for purposes of prototyping, but are not suited as production systems.

The data models provided by powerful object-oriented DBMSs permit arbitrary types of design information to be represented and accessed conveniently. Typically the design information is modeled as a web of highly interrelated objects [Harrison86, Fox91, Objectiv91, Heijenga92]. Granularity of the objects may vary significantly; from a simple integer attribute value to a complete design file. Typically, a traversal type of access is provided to the application programs built on top of the DBMS. This permits them to navigate through the object web, to retrieve objects or to add new ones to the web. A key in achieving efficiency for EDA applications is maintaining locality of larger aggregates of data that are typically accessed as a (compound) entity. For this purpose object-oriented DBMSs targeted at these applications provide such features as clustering or complex objects [Lorie83, Buchmann84, Hardwick87, Fox91, Objectiv91, Hurson93].

A number of object-oriented DBMSs have been realized and have become the base components of some of today’s (prototype) frameworks. For example, the Objectivity/DB [Objectiv91] has been used for meta data management in ValidFrame [Valid90] and the Cadlab OMS (Object Management System) [Fox91] is used in Jessi-Common-Frame [JCFarch91]. Recently Cadence Design Systems Inc. announced an agreement with Object Design Inc. to use the ObjectStore DBMS in its next-generation EDA software. These developments signal a move by the EDA software industry away from proprietary design databases to the use of standard commercially available DBMSs.
2.1.3 Second Role: Design Data Manager

The second major role allotted to CAD frameworks is that of design data manager. A design database, in the sense of common data repository, provides a facility for storing the design data, but provides no support for managing the data. Randy Katz from U.C. Berkeley was one of the first to realize that 'brains' could be added to the design database 'muscle', to actually help the designer in organizing his design information [Katz83]. A design data management system uses knowledge of the structure and status of design information to provide management support and enforce constraints on the design process.

Clearly, system integration can be, and should be, much more than the definition of common formats for the purpose of tool communication. With the tools being interfaced to the framework, common data management services can be identified and incorporated into the framework. Such data management services may, for example, organize design information across representations, provide versioning capabilities to support evolutionary design, support consistent operation on hierarchical designs, control concurrent access and facilitate teamwork. A user interface may then be added to enable the end-user to interact with the system to get informed about the structure and status of his design. "Which copy is the latest version?", "Has this layout been extracted since it was updated, and if so, which circuit description was derived from it?", "If I change this layout, which other parts of the design will be affected?". It is the ability to answer such questions that differentiates a true data management system from a simple data repository [Newton86].

Today, data management facilities can be found in several frame based CAD systems. Some examples are Falcon from Mentor Graphics, Design Framework II from Cadence, and SiFrame from SNI. Quite often the solutions presented appear to be ad-hoc extensions rather than a coherent set of facilities based on a well-defined conceptual foundation. This is illustrated by missing features or serious restrictions found in these systems. For example, in some systems design hierarchies can be traversed only in the downward direction or they have to be isomorphic across representations. Data management solutions adding value to today's CAD systems do exist, but too often they lack important functionality, are too slow, or miss required flexibility.

Since the mid 1980's the research community has been relatively active in the data management area. No real breakthroughs in this area can be reported, though. Many
publications address interesting problems in too much isolation, yielding partial solutions that do not fit in a wider, generally accepted, context. No generally agreed upon set of data management principles has been established. Common agreement on some aspects of data management is reflected by the terminology that has been developed. For example, some commonly used terms are meta data, design object, and design transaction. The biggest gain appears to be the growing awareness that an overall concept is needed in which the individual data management topics are harmonized, and that formal means such as information modeling should be applied to develop such a concept. This view is also shared by CFI, which is applying information modeling techniques in its standardization efforts.

An example system offering extensive design data management functionality based on integral meta data management is the Nelsis CAD Framework, Release 4.0 / 4.3 [NelsisR4, Wolf88, Wolf90].

2.1.4 Third Role: Design Process Manager

The third major role allotted to CAD frameworks is that of design process manager. With the increasing number of tools found in today's CAD systems, there is a growing need to support the design engineer in correctly executing these tools to perform his design tasks. Framework services may help the design engineer in correctly invoking the individual tools, as well as provide support for executing the tools in the correct order, according to a pre-defined design procedure. A next step is to have the framework automatically (re-)execute design tools, for example, when valid output data is required for a subsequent tool run or the verification status of the design is to be enhanced. Ultimately, design process management facilities will help offer a design environment in which the framework actively supports the design engineer in meeting his design goals.

A few years ago the research community 'discovered' the topic of design process management, and quite some publications have appeared since then, for example: [Janni86, Bushnell89, Hamer90, Casotto90, Bosch91] and [Zanella92]. Prototype implementations are also starting to appear. In [Kleinfel93] Kleinfeldt et. al. define the important concepts in this area and give an extensive overview of the state of the art. The limited design process management capabilities found in today's CAD systems, if present at all, are by no far the full-fledged services they should be. Significant developments are expected in this area, as these services are of direct
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interest to the end-user. In the commercial arena customers are aware of the potential advantages and CAD vendors are under pressure to provide such functionality.

The terms design methodology management and design flow management are both used to denote framework services that help the design engineer to correctly perform design activities according to a pre-defined design procedure. The term design methodology is typically used to refer to the definition of a design procedure in terms of abstract design stages, such as 'circuit design', 'circuit verification', and 'layout design'. The term design flow typically refers to the definition of a design procedure in terms of individual tools and dependencies between tools.

Design flow management is one of the key framework topics today. As demonstrated by several prototypes [Janni86, Bosch91], the pre-defined design flow can be presented graphically to the end-user, to actually guide him through the design process. On some aspects of design flow management there appears to be quite natural agreement: a design flow can be represented graphically by a graph-like representation describing how data can flow from one tool to the other, and validity of data can be indicated in such a graph with appropriate graphical primitives. At a more detailed level, however, the known approaches differ significantly in their capabilities. For example, in the types of tools that can be supported and in the restrictions put on data management functions. The prototype implementations also differ significantly from an architectural point of view. For example, some systems provide design flow management through a special framework tool, while other systems consider this functionality to be located in a framework kernel component [Bingley92]. This will be further exemplified in chapter 6.

Many more developments can be expected in the area of design process management. Design flow management is now primarily concerned with correct use of data and the execution of tools in the correct order, but higher level facilities for design methodology management and design task scheduling will certainly follow.

New developments are also expected in the area of project management. These will include computerized facilities for the planning of projects, selection of tools and methodologies, allocation of tasks to team-members, evaluation and presentation of project progress, etc.

The Nelsis CAD Framework, Release 4.5, includes a design flow manager which guarantees correct use of data and execution of tools in the correct order, according to a configurable design flow description. It has been implemented as a kernel
framework service for full multi-user capabilities and support for interactive tools. A graphical flow browser enables the designer to inspect the status of his design and to invoke tools [Bosch91, Bingley92].

2.1.5 Conclusion

From the historical sketch presented above, we conclude that the idea of what a framework is and which functionality it should provide has gradually evolved. Starting as the common repository for tool integration purposes, the CAD framework has become the electronic assistant of the designer which organizes the design information and guides the designer through the design process. This has been an evolutionary process of increasing awareness rather than a revolution driven by certain technology leaps.

2.2 State of the Art in Framework Architectures

2.2.1 Introduction

We now take a more specific look into the state of the art in framework architectures. In Webster's English dictionary [Webster88] the 'architecture' of 'something' is defined as its 'design and construction'. We consider the architecture of a CAD framework to be a description of its principal functions and global structure as seen from the outside, as well as a description of the principal mechanics of its inner structure. It defines what functions are provided by the framework (specification side) as well as how these are provided (implementation side). Given the specification side, the implementation side gives additional detail on the construction of the framework, which is crucial to satisfying requirements on physical distribution, multi-user support, and efficiency.

Looking into the literature it becomes clear that little research explicitly addresses the architecture of CAD frameworks including aspects of their construction. It appears that there is far less knowledge and consensus on how to build a framework than on what it should do. Also there appears to be no generally accepted formalism to present (views on) framework architectures. When architectural issues are addressed in a publication, typically a single architectural view of a system (for example, its communication architecture) is presented through informal drawings, thus being incomplete and leaving much space for misinterpretation. Below we present an
overview of the relevant literature on (the constructive aspects of) framework architectures, seeking both for important architectural concepts and for ways of representing these concepts.

2.2.2 The Research Community

2.2.2.1 U.C. Berkeley, Oct/VEM

A well known system is the Oct/VEM facility for data management and graphics editing, developed at U.C. Berkeley [Harrison86]. The Oct data manager provides a basis for tool integration by acting as a central repository for data interchange. The VEM graphics editor provides browsing- and editing capabilities for Oct designs. In order to be flexible, Oct makes very few assumptions about the data to be handled. The high level object types are cell, view, and facet, where a cell contains views, and a view contains facets. Facets are described in terms of basic objects, e.g. boxes, polygons, etc., related through attachment. This information model employed by Oct is presented in [Harrison86] in an informal way. The interface for design data access consists of a set of procedures allowing applications to open facets and iterate over their contents. The internal structure of Oct and VEM is not further detailed in [Harrison86]. Aspects of communication between application programs and Oct/VEM, in particular with respect to operation in a distributed hardware environment, are described and exemplified.

In [Silva89], Silva et. al. describe extensions to Oct/VEM, named Octane. Facilities for versioning, configuration management and concurrency control are proposed. Again, there is no formal presentation of the (extended) information model. The software structure is presented in terms of coarse Oct- and Octane modules and their relationships.

2.2.2.2 U.C. Berkeley, Version Server

In [Katz83] and following publications [Katz84, Katz85a, Katz86, Katz86a, Katz87], Randy Katz from U.C. Berkeley presents a system for design data management. He concentrates on coarse-grain management of design data, rather than focusing on handling of detailed design data elements. Management is performed at the level of design objects, being convenient aggregations of design information. Both an information model and an overview of the system components are presented. The information model, called "data structures for specifying a design", defines the structure for organizing alternatives, versions, and representations of a design as well
as hierarchical and equivalence relationships. Presentation of the information model is done in an informal way through intuitive drawings and a textual description. The layered ordering of the system components is given, and their functioning is described textually. There is no description of internal interfaces or a tool interface. No implementation architecture is presented.

2.2.2.3 'Electronic CAD Frameworks', Tutorial Paper / Book
In the tutorial paper [Harrison90] and book [Barnes92] entitled "Electronic CAD Frameworks", Harrison et. al. present an extensive tutorial on CAD frameworks. They present an overview of the history of CAD frameworks, describe the state of the art for the key framework topics, and identify directions for further research, development and standardization. The major components of a CAD framework are identified and ordered, to reflect the functional decomposition of a CAD framework. No further details on the architecture are presented. The authors stress that an incremental approach is to be adopted to the design and implementation of a CAD framework.

2.2.2.4 The Pace Framework
In [Santos90] and [Sarmento91] the Pace framework, developed at Inesc, Portugal, is described. It includes subsystems offering database, user interface, and intertool communication services. Spook is a base subsystem offering mechanisms for interprocess communication and for storage of raw data on files. Ghost is the framework user interface subsystem. Dwarf is the database subsystem offering Oct-like data modeling capabilities.

Spook, Ghost and Dwarf are general-purpose base components that allow tools to be tightly integrated. Emphasis is on message-based communication between applications. The Pace components do not yet provide higher level data- or design management services.

2.2.3 The Commercial Vendors
2.2.3.1 EDMS / PowerFrame
Around 1986 EDA Systems Inc. introduced the Electronic Design Management System (EDMS) [Brouwers87, Goldman88] and several years later its successor PowerFrame [Johnson89]. EDMS can be considered the first CAD framework available on the market as a stand-alone product. As such it has played a pioneering role in creating awareness in the EDA community: CAD frameworks were for real!
2.2 State of the Art in Framework Architectures

EDMS and PowerFrame\textsuperscript{1} are general-purpose CAD frameworks, suited for integration of tools from disparate sources into a single CAD system. They offer data- and design management services, including a graphical desktop shell for data browsing and tool invocation. The design data management services include version management, hierarchical composition and configuration management, and view management. These services are based on an information model, representing the different types of relationships between design objects. This information model is presented in an informal way.

PowerFrame offers some design flow management capabilities, but these are rather basic. Another drawback is that upon tool integration quite a lot of integration code has to be written. Further, in a number of cases performance has been reported to be unsatisfactory.

Though there are some clear technical differences, the EDMS / PowerFrame approach is very much in line with the work of Katz mentioned above. Management is also performed at the coarse-grain level of design objects, basically corresponding to design files. Information about the design objects, e.g. their relationships and history, is administered. Upon integration, tools are allowed to retain their own storage structure for the actual design descriptions, for example, a dedicated file organization.

In [Brouwers87] the individual framework components are identified and their operation is described. Aspects of communication between the different components are presented and some interfaces are identified.

2.2.3.2 ValidFrame

ValidFrame has been a product of Valid Logic Systems. This company recently merged with Cadence Design Systems, San Jose, California. Cadence plans to incorporate concepts and components from ValidFrame into its own framework developments. According to [Valid90], ValidFrame does not enforce all tools to interface to one monolithic database. Instead they are allowed to maintain their optimized, application-specific (file based) databases. ValidFrame focuses on maintaining administrative data about the design and design process. The

\textsuperscript{1} Now a product of Digital Equipment Corporation, Marlboro, Massachusetts.
Objectivity/DB system, a commercially available object-oriented database management system, is used to handle this administrative data. ValidFrame’s Design Manager is claimed to provide more functionality than design managers of other commercial frameworks, but serious usability problems have been reported (user friendliness, performance, use of disk space). ValidFrame basically lacks design flow management functionality.

2.2.3.3 Cadence / Digital, Model of Framework Functionality
In [Bhat90] and [Cadence90] a unified model of framework functionality is presented. The model is an attempt to distinguish between the various levels of functionality provided by frameworks. It can be used to evaluate, compare and classify frameworks.

The model has seven layers, each one relating to a particular kind of functionality. In the lower layers we find base services and design representation services. Then come data management and tool management services. In the top most layers are the design process / design methodology management services. Notice the analogy with the subsequent allocation of different roles during the evolution of CAD frameworks, as presented in section 2.1.

Applying the model to the systems presented above, we conclude that the Oct/VEM system and the Pace framework focus on the lower layers of functionality. Randy Katz, EDMS / PowerFrame and ValidFrame, on the other hand, aim at providing higher level data- and design management services, leaving the design representation issues to the tool developer or tool integrator. Their approaches, therefore, relate to the higher layers of the model.

2.2.4 Cooperation Projects
2.2.4.1 CAD Framework Initiative: CFI
One of the most dominant efforts in the framework area is the CAD Framework Initiative (CFI), already mentioned above. The primary aim of CFI is to define standards and guidelines that will allow tools from different sources to cooperate in a single design environment. The standardization is driven by the understanding that no single commercial CAD vendor can deliver state-of-the-art tools for all stages of the design process and all application domains. CAD users urgently need the ability to easily "mix & match" CAD tools from different vendors as well as home-brewed tools, to comfortably cook their favorite design environment. The situation today is
that for every dollar spent on tools, two dollars are spent integrating them [ROIstudy92]. To improve this situation, the interfaces between tools and integration platform, the CAD framework, have to be standardized.

CFI has identified individual areas for standardization, for example, Design Representation and Intertool Communication. Technical Subcommittees (TSC) and Working Groups (WG) have been installed to actively work on the definition of standards in these areas. The Architecture TSC (later WG) works on the definition of the framework architecture reference, to provide an overall context to which the contributions of the other TSCs and WGs must relate. This framework architecture reference is presented in [CFIfar91] and [CFIinitiative91].

The framework architecture reference is described by a number of alternative views that provide additional insight into the structure and relationship of CAD framework components. The views distinguished by CFI are:

- The **user view**.
  This view recognizes objects and functions using these objects visible to end-users and developers. Information modeling techniques are applied to represent the object types and their relationships. This is done at a very abstract level, in terms of such object types as 'user', 'data', 'resource' (e.g. application, hardware), 'task', etc.

- The **tool view**.
  This view addresses the elements of a tool relevant from the perspective of the framework. These include tool executables, tool inputs, outputs, data files, etc.

- The **component view**.
  From a tool's perspective, a framework may be viewed as a collection of interfaces to services needed by CAD tools. These services can be grouped logically into components. The component view identifies the individual components and the dependencies between these components.

- The **communications view**.
  This view provides additional detail by focusing on the communication among framework components and tools. It shows how data, control and notifications are passed between these.

- The **data management view**.
  Using information modeling techniques this view characterizes the domain
independent information that the data management services of the framework maintain about the design objects.

- The design information view.
  This view describes the domain specific types of information that are used to describe the actual design.

To date the CFI framework architecture reference appears to be in a very preliminary state. As such it does not yet present a clear detailed picture of a framework architecture. Two CFI framework views are quite illustrative, though. The first one is a global component view, named the framework 'backplane' view, presented in Figure 2.3.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 2.3. The CFI framework backplane view.**

This backplane view has been widely accepted, in- and outside CFI, to convey the sense that from a tool perspective a framework is very much like an electronic product card cage. Individual CAD tools, like T2 in Figure 2.3, can be 'plugged' into a CAD
framework, to be used in cooperation with the other CAD tools and available framework services. Replacing one tool for the other can be done simply by 'unplugging' the first one and 'plugging' in the second one.

The framework backplane view identifies major components of a CAD framework (shaded components in Figure 2.3). However, it is not intended to represent relationships between components. The framework backplane provides common services that are required by CAD tools. Tools that conform to the standard interfaces to these services can be inserted without change.

The second interesting CFI framework view is the component view, which identifies the individual components and the dependencies between these components. The CFI picture for this view is shown in Figure 2.4.

![Figure 2.4. The CFI component view.](image)

A number of (logical) components together form the framework. Each component has a programming interface that represents the services exported by that component, that is, made available to CAD tools. Standards for these interfaces are the primary output of CFI.

- The basic component of the framework is the so called kernel. It provides the environment within which components and tools can run. These include
portability services, which facilitate interchangeability of software across dissimilar hardware platforms, inter-tool communication (ITC) services, error handling facilities, and an extension language engine.

- The *design information* component provides a programming interface that permits tools to create, modify, and access (domain specific) design data. For specific application domains, standard information models define the object types and relationships involved.

- The *data management* services are domain neutral services focusing on the interaction between tools and data. These services include version management, configuration management, access control, and relationship management.

- The *methodology management* component provides services that focus on the incorporation of tools and providing support for the design process in which these tools are to be used.

- The *user interface toolkit* is specified to deliver a consistent user interface for the framework and the tools.

Notice again the correspondence between the framework components and the different roles allotted to CAD frameworks in the course of history, as sketched in section 2.1.

The arrows in Figure 2.4 show the dependencies among the framework components. Also shown is a typical collection of tools. All interaction with the end-user takes place through tools, run by the user. The framework components are passive; they wait for control to be passed from a tool. Some of the tools are framework tools, aimed specifically at interaction of the end-user with the framework, for example, to browse or manage design information.

### 2.2.4.2 Jessi-Common-Frame

Another major framework effort is the European Jessi-Common-Frame (JCF) project. This project was started in 1990 and involves many European companies and institutes, among which Siemens Nixdorf Informationssysteme AG (SNI), CadLab, Philips, ICL, Delft University of Technology, and IMEC. The primary aim of CFI is the definition of standards. The JCF project, on the other hand, is actually building a framework, the Jessi-Common-Framework, which is intended to be compliant with the standards defined by CFI.
The architecture for the Jessi-Common-Framework was specified by the project partners SNI, CadLab, Telesoft and Delft University in 1991, and is described in [JCFarch91]. A key view of the JCF architecture is the 'functional structure', depicted in Figure 2.5. Just as the CFI component view, it identifies the logical components and the dependencies between these components.
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**Figure 2.5.** The JCF functional structure.

All interaction with the user is through tools, which are either design tools or domain neutral tools (framework tools). The tools rely heavily on the design management services for e.g. flow management, high-level consistency management, etc. The domain specific data handling offers comfortable access to standardized domain specific data. For example, the CFI Design Representation Procedural Interface may be located here. All access to the unified database is controlled by the data handling component. The basic mechanisms of the common basic services may be used by any of the higher components. The system environment provides a virtual operating system, the X Window System, OSF/Motif, etc.
In [JCFarch91] the JCF architecture further describes the information flow between the functional blocks. It distinguishes between meta data and design data, where meta data contains information about the design data. The meta data is used for management purposes and is fully controlled by the design management component.

The different types of objects managed by the framework are described. Semantic data modeling techniques are used to a limited extent to formally represent the object types and their relationships.

2.2.5 The NELSYS CAD Framework

The Nelsis CAD Framework has been developed at Delft University of Technology. It is the 'software output' of one of the main research activities performed in the framework area over the last decade. The evolution of the Nelsis CAD Framework shows a direct parallel with the subsequent allocation of framework roles presented in section 2.1. Starting from a very basic system for structured file management, it has grown to become a full-fledged system offering data management and design flow management functionality.

The Nelsis approach in doing framework research has not been to build multiple research prototypes, each one addressing an individual framework sub-topic. Rather, the ambition has been to build a single overall system in which the different framework sub-topics can be researched and experimented with, also in relationship to each other. This permits concepts for data- and design management to be mutually harmonized, and implemented for validation in a real design environment. Following this approach the Nelsis CAD Framework has been a working system gaining functionality while evolving from one release to the next. From this perspective the Nelsis CAD Framework can be termed "a framework for research into CAD frameworks".

The Nelsis CAD Framework introduces a clear distinction between the detailed design data contained in design objects and the meta data which is maintained by the framework [Wolf88, Wolf90a]. Information modeling techniques have been applied to structure the meta data. With its design data management and design flow management services built on top of an advanced meta data handling facility, the Nelsis CAD Framework demonstrates framework principles and functionality, such as:

- Data schema driven meta data management [Wolf90].
2.3 Principal Requirements

- A structured Data Management Interface (DMI) for tool integration [Meijs87].
- A powerful graphical user interface for meta data browsing and manipulation [Bingley90].
- Design data management functions such as versioning, support for multi-view hierarchical design, consistency management, etc.
- Design flow management concepts, functionality and architecture [Bosch91, Bingley92].
- Multi-user support [Widya88].
- Physical and logical distribution [Sloof90, Wolf90].
- Openness, Flexibility, Modularity, Portability.
- Efficiency.

The Nelsis CAD Framework has been the vehicle for validating many of the ideas presented in this thesis. It allowed the architecture to be judged in a real-life environment, functionality to be implemented in an overall context and (unknown) problems as well as possibilities to be discovered, considered, and taken as input for further research.

2.3 Principal Requirements

2.3.1 Introduction

We will now present the principal requirements a CAD framework has to satisfy. First we take a second look at the CFI definition of a CAD framework, which we have adopted in the introductory chapter, section 1.1. It is important to notice that this definition in itself is very generic, as are the definitions in [Harrison90] and [JCFgloss92]; It does not include a particular set of functions and features to be provided. This is due to the fact that the idea of what a CAD framework actually is, has gradually evolved over the last years and is expected to further evolve in the near future. Definitions which try to be specific about the functions and features to be provided by a CAD framework are bound to be outdated as engineering methods evolve, as both the software and hardware architectures of computer systems evolve, and as the needs and priorities of end-users change. As is said in [Harrison90], there
is no "right answer" to the CAD framework problem. A good understanding of this fact is crucial for the approach one takes to the design of a CAD framework: key goals must be configurability, flexibility, modularity and all other keywords that imply easy adaptation and modification as requirements on CAD frameworks evolve.

In presenting the requirements, we make a distinction between

- required overall operational characteristics, and
- functional requirements.

As overall operational characteristics we consider required properties that are not so much related to individual framework functions or capabilities, but, rather, to the operation of the framework as a whole. The functional requirements relate to actual data- and design management services to be provided to developers and end-users.

As functional requirements tell what (functions) the framework has to provide, the operational characteristics give constraints on how these functions are to be provided; the operational characteristics can be considered adjectives to the functional requirements. For example, in defining design flow management services, overall characteristics such as user friendliness, configurability, and efficiency have to be taken into account.

2.3.2 Overall Characteristics

1. **User friendly:**

   The framework must be the friendly assistant of the designer, rather than his dumb slave, his big brother watching him, or his severe master. Its operation must be comprehensible, it must prevent the designer from faulty actions without being too restrictive, and it must have a powerful user interface that is consistent and intuitive in appearance and behavior.

   As Knuth says in [Knuth81]: *The enjoyment of the tools one works with is, of course, an essential ingredient of successful work.*

2. **Open:**

   It must be an open framework for tool integration that does not restrict the functionality of the design environment or forces a design methodology on its
users. With a minimum effort foreign tools must be allowed to operate as consistent parts of the integrated environment.

3. **Configurable**:

Many aspects must be configurable from outside the system rather than being hardwired deep inside, to be able to satisfy different user requirements at different sites at different times and for different applications. This may range from configurability of user preferences at the user interface level to configurability of a design methodology that is to be supported by the framework in the course of a design project. Configurability can significantly contribute to openness (requirement 2).

4. **Flexible, extensible, modular, portable, maintainable**:

The framework must be able to evolve smoothly to satisfy new requirements. This may involve adaptation or extension of existing framework services, extension with new framework services, porting to a new hardware platform or operating system release, etc. Hence the framework must be well-structured, modular, with well-defined internal interfaces, rather than being an inflexible monolith.

5. **Efficient**:

The framework may offer fantastic high-level services for data- and design management, with capabilities that go beyond the imagination of an ordinary human being, it will not be used if the performance is not adequate! Introduction of the framework facilities should cause no significant run-time performance degradation for the tools interacting with the framework. Response of the framework services with which the user interacts directly must be good.

The key goal is overall optimization of design efficiency, in particular for large complex designs. This refers to run-time efficiency of individual tools and services, as well as to increased framework functionality that helps the design engineer to work more effectively.
2.3.3 Functional Requirements

The following functional requirements of framework services are generally agreed upon [CFIugo90, JCFreqs90, Harrison90]:

1. *Facilitate tool integration:*

   The framework must allow convenient and efficient incorporation of design tools, to let them become consistent parts of the integrated design environment. It must facilitate *tool interoperability* by providing means for tools to communicate and share data through a common interface.

   To fulfil its role of design database, the framework must provide facilities for reliable persistent storage of design data. This involves data of a wide range of granularity for which the access characteristics may vary significantly.

2. *Support multiple users performing in parallel multiple design tasks on multiple design projects:*

   A. *Logical distribution:*

      The framework must provide contexts in which design activities can be pursued without interaction with other (unrelated) design activities. We refer to this capability as *logical distribution* of design data and design activities. At any time it must, however, be possible to make results of one design activity available to others (design library facility).

   B. *Multi-user, multi-tasking support:*

      Multiple users must be allowed to operate concurrently on a design project in a controlled and coordinated way. The framework must support cooperation between members of a design team, yet prevent interactions that may yield inconsistent design descriptions (see also requirement 4 below) or may otherwise be detrimental to design productivity.

      Moreover, each single user must be allowed to perform multiple tasks in parallel, for example, run multiple tools from different windows on his graphics workstation. The framework must at all times guarantee consistency under concurrent operations.
3. *Physically distributed operation:*

The framework must operate in a distributed heterogeneous computing environment. It must support effective use of computing and storage facilities in this networked environment. Details of physical distribution should be made transparent to tools and end-users.

4. *Guarantee consistency and integrity of design information:*

The framework must prevent the design information from getting into an invalid state. This applies to the internals of individual design descriptions as well as to relationships between design descriptions. The process of change, inherent to evolutionary design, has to be managed to ensure the integrity and correctness of each portion of a design, and of the design as a whole.

This requirement relates to requirement 2B, in that consistency has to be maintained under concurrent operations, but also covers consistency maintenance that is to be performed in non-concurrent environments. For example, the framework must provide facilities for correct propagation of engineering changes throughout a design.

Note that this requirement relates only to consistency- and integrity constraints that the framework is to guard. For example, the framework may consider a circuit description to be in a valid state, even though logic simulation has demonstrated it to have incorrect logic behavior.

5. *Access control:*

The framework has to check whether a certain user has permission to access certain design information to perform a certain operation (authorization). Access must be prohibited if the user does not have proper permissions.

6. *Support Evolutionary Design:*

Design is iterative and tentative. Design engineers often take their design descriptions through several *refinements* and explore different design *alternatives* seeking for the best solution.

To support evolutionary design, multiple versions of a module must be allowed to co-exist. The framework must maintain a derivation history and support
selection and use of individual versions. This framework service is typically referred to as *version management*.

7. **Support hierarchical multi-view design:**

Typically a design is described hierarchically at multiple levels of abstraction. The framework has to support the systematic management of hierarchical multi-view design information. It has to permit and promote coordinated (parallel) design activities being performed on the different components in the design hierarchy and at the different levels of abstraction.

8. **Configuration management:**

The system under design is typically decomposed into different modules, with design efforts on these modules being performed in parallel. The framework has to support the systematic management of collections of (versions of) modules that somehow fit together. This service is typically referred to as *configuration management*. A *configuration* is a collection of related design objects, used for purposes such as release management and design checkpointing [JCFreqs90].

9. **Tool management:**

The framework must help the designer in conveniently executing tools. For example, it may aid the designer in selecting the proper tool for a given task, in correctly invoking the tool, and in supervising running tools.

10. **Design flow management:**

The framework has to provide a capability to capture a locally defined design procedure and to guarantee that this design procedure is adhered to. It has to support the design engineer in interacting with the defined procedure and in selecting a design action that he is allowed to take in a given design state.

It is our aim to define an architecture of a CAD framework that satisfies all of the above requirements.
2.4 Conclusion

We have seen that the idea of what a CAD framework is has gradually evolved. Starting from the design database as the basis for tool integration, it has grown to the design data manager and design process manager that assists the design engineer in performing his complex design task. The state of the art in framework architectures was investigated and principal requirements for a CAD framework were presented.
3. Global Framework Model

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter we start the definition of the CAD framework architecture by making some initial observations and by defining some terms, principles and global concepts. This will lead to a global framework model. In subsequent chapters we will refine this global model by presenting different architectural views that describe different framework aspects at a more detailed level.

A frame-based design environment is composed of design tools integrated in a CAD framework.

Definition 3.1:

A design tool is a software module for performing a specific design task.

For electronic design a great variety of design tools exists, and new ones are being developed continuously. We can distinguish between synthesis tools and analysis tools. Synthesis tools allow the design engineer to enter or (semi-) automatically generate design descriptions. Analysis tools aid the design engineer in the verification of previously synthesized design descriptions. Some tools are to be run in batch mode, that is, without any intermediate interaction with the design engineer, others can be operated interactively. With the graphics capabilities provided by modern workstations, there is a trend towards more interactivity at the tool-level. For example, batch simulators with textual input and output are being replaced by graphical simulation environments offering facilities for stimuli editing, interactive simulation control and waveform display.
We define the term *tool integration* as follows:

**Definition 3.2:**

*Tool integration* is the activity of incorporating a design tool into a design environment in such a way that it can be operated as a consistent part of this environment.

There are different aspects to tool integration, such as the use of a common design database, the use of common design representation formats, conformance of tool invocation procedures, and the integration of the user interfaces of design tools.

A truly *open* and *efficient* CAD framework must allow all the different kinds of design tools to be integrated conveniently and operated effectively in a single environment.

### 3.2 Global Run-Time View

#### 3.2.1 The Kernel-Tool Model

As a first step towards a global framework model, we position the design tools with respect to the framework. The framework is to provide a common operating environment for design tools and is the basis for tool integration. By *integrated* we mean that design information is unified in the design database [Date86]. Design information logically resides in a single place and access to the design information is controlled by a single authority, the framework. The framework employs uniform concepts for the organization of the design data. Individual pieces of design data may be *shared* among several different design tools, in the sense that each of those tools may have access to the same piece of data. Such sharing may even be performed concurrently. In order to obtain access to design data, the design tools have to interact with the framework. These observations are reflected by the run-time view of a frame-based design environment presented in Figure 3.1.
3.2 Global Run-Time View

![Diagram showing Design Tool 1, Design Tool 2, Design Tool 3, and Design Tool 4 interconnected with a CAD Framework and Design Data]

**Figure 3.1.** Design tools interacting with the CAD framework.

Multiple design tools, being operated concurrently by end-users at different locations in the distributed hardware environment, interact with the framework to obtain access to design data to perform specific design tasks. The framework operates as design database, and performs data- and design management functions as the interaction with the tools takes place.

Note that we view the issue of integration from a data perspective. This brings us to the 'database architecture' of Figure 3.1, consisting of services on top of a common repository. Another aspect often considered in the context of frameworks, is the integration of the user interfaces of design tools [CFIces92]. In our view this type of integration is a matter of co-existence rather than a matter of actual co-operation among tools. Integration of user interfaces can be achieved through compatibility of the graphics facilities employed by the tools and through conformance of the look & feel of the user interfaces. Taking into account the emergence of the X Window System and OSF/Motif, we will not consider the integration of user interfaces in detail in this thesis.

The framework supports the end-user in organizing his design information and managing the design process. This brings up the need for the end-user to interact with the framework, to get informed about the status of his design or to initiate some framework action. For example, he may want to be informed about the version history
of a design and subsequently want to select one of the versions for further use. The requirements for this type of interaction are in many respects the same as for the execution of design tasks with design tools: end-users must be allowed to interact concurrently with the framework from different locations in the distributed hardware environment. We therefore broaden the notion of tool, to include design tools as well as a new class of tools, the framework tools.

**Definition 3.3:**

A framework tool is a domain neutral tool aimed specifically at interaction of the end-user with the framework.

Framework tools do not access design descriptions to perform specific design tasks. They are domain neutral, that is, independent of a specific application domain.

We thus follow the CFI point of view that all interaction with the end-user takes place through tools, which may be framework tools. The CAD framework itself now consists of a framework kernel and framework tools. The framework kernel is passive and waits for control to be passed from a tool.

Each tool has its own internal operation and, while running, maintains an internal state. The framework kernel does not have to be aware of all details of the internal operation of the tools, but the procedure for the interaction between tools and framework kernel has to be such that the kernel can at all times respond correctly to requests performed by tools. In chapter 6 we will discuss in more detail the interaction between tools and framework kernel, and the possible integration techniques to establish this interaction. In chapter 7 we will discuss the operation of tools and framework in a distributed computing environment.

With this kernel-tool model we basically follow the model of the Unix operating system. In Unix, users do not interact directly with the Unix kernel itself. Instead, a rich set of utilities, including command shells, allows them to interact indirectly. This provides flexibility as users can decide which utilities to use when, where, how long, etc. Also users can add new utilities via the appropriate interfaces.
3.2.2 The Framework Kernel as Transaction Processing System

A dominant aspect of a CAD framework architecture is its concurrency control strategy. As is also illustrated by Figure 3.1, multiple tools issue requests concurrently, typically without any mutual coordination, to operate on the data held by the framework. The framework kernel has to handle these requests in such a way that the state of design is maintained correctly for the end-user. Also in case of (system or program) failures, the framework is responsible for correctly preserving the state of design. The latter is typically referred to as recovery.

We characterize the framework kernel as a transaction processing system, which performs transactions on the design data to take it from one consistent state to the next consistent state.

**Definition 3.4:**

A transaction is a sequence of operations that is either performed completely or not at all. It is a logical unit of work, which transforms a consistent state of the database into another consistent state.

The transaction concept provides convenient means to solve the problems of concurrency and recovery [Date86]. A transaction has the following three properties [Mullende89]:

1. **Failure atomicity:** Either all operations are performed successfully or their results are undone when a failure occurs.
2. **Permanence:** The results of committed transactions will not be lost.
3. **Serializability:** The results of executing transactions concurrently are the same as if they were executed serially.

These properties make a transaction the unit of recovery and concurrency.

Two special operations are the key to providing atomicity of transactions: commit and rollback [Date86]. Executing either a commit or a rollback operation, after having performed some database operations, establishes a synchronization point. A synchronization point corresponds to the end of a logical unit of work, and hence to a point at which the database is in a consistent state. The commit operation signals successful end-of-transaction: all updates performed by the transaction are "committed" or made permanent. The rollback operation signals unsuccessful end-of-transaction: all updates performed by the transaction are "rolled back" or undone.
To ensure that concurrent transactions do not interfere with each other's operation, i.e. to provide serializability, a transaction processing system employs some kind of concurrency control mechanism. One such mechanism is known as locking. The principle of locking is that a transaction can acquire a lock on an object to prevent other transactions from performing conflicting accesses on that object. When a transaction requests a lock on an object, this is granted only if there is no conflicting lock on that object. A locking mechanism typically employs different kinds of locks. A compatibility matrix [Date86] specifies for which combinations conflicts occur. An example compatibility matrix is presented in Figure 3.2. For the two kinds of locks, Exclusive and Shared, the matrix indicates compatibility of Shared locks and conflicts for all other combinations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Exclusive</th>
<th>Shared</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exclusive</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.2. Lock type compatibility matrix.

A locking technique which is proven to be correct in general cases is the two-phase locking mechanism [Eswaran76]. In a two-phase locking system, no locks are released until all locks for the transaction have been acquired. Once a transaction releases a lock, it may not acquire any other lock. The disjointedness of the acquisition- and release-phases guarantees the correctness of the mechanism. Locking can introduce the problem of deadlock. Deadlock is a situation in which two or more transactions are in a simultaneous wait state, each one waiting for one of the others to release a lock before it can proceed [Date86].

As a result of requests issued by tools, transactions get executed by the framework kernel on the state of design. Specification of the possible requests and the corresponding behavior in terms of transactions is a crucial aspect of a framework architecture.

1. Locking is not the only possible approach to the concurrency control problem, but it is the one most commonly encountered in practice.
3.3 Coarse-Grain Data Management

Transactions performed in the design environment may be of long duration [Buchmann84, Buncilh~o85, Katz85a, Widya88]. According to our efficiency requirement, serving a request for one tool may not cause significant delays in completing requests issued by other tools. This implies that classical techniques, which may e.g. force transactions to wait, are not appropriate and that a high degree of concurrency in executing transactions is to be provided. To provide atomicity of transactions, the framework must in all cases be able to undo intermediate results of a running transaction when a failure occurs. It are these concurrency and recovery requirements that greatly complicate framework construction. From a software engineering point of view, building a framework is very different from building a CAD tool that serially executes a particular algorithm.

For the run-time view presented above, we can draw an analogy with the operation of the control tower at an airport. Multiple airplanes (tools), approaching or leaving the airport, interact concurrently with the control tower (framework kernel) to obtain access to runways and flying routes. The people in the control tower correctly have to maintain the 'state of airport and air space'. They have to operate on this state in such a way that no two airplanes get directed to the same place at the same time. This requires well-defined procedures for the interaction between the airplanes and the control tower, as well as for the internal operation of the control tower. The control tower does not have to be aware of all details of the internal operation of the airplanes, as long as it obtains sufficient information to perform its task correctly.
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3.3.1 Meta Data and Design Objects

For purposes of openness and flexibility, the CAD framework is to be a domain neutral facility, i.e. independent of a specific application domain. We adopt a clear separation of responsibilities between design tools and CAD framework. Design tools are software modules for performing specific design tasks. The CAD framework is the generic software infrastructure underneath, providing support for arbitrary design tools and design methodologies. It is responsible for providing general facilities for data organization and design process control. Thus, the framework is based on invariants that can be recognized in the design environment, rather than the features of a particular tool set or design representation. This is an important contribution to the openness of the design environment.
The separation of responsibilities between design tools and CAD framework directly leads to a distinction at the level of the data handled in the design environment. The design tools are geared towards handling data specific to their design task. They consume and produce design descriptions expressed in terms of specific design representation formats. For example, a high level synthesis tool may employ specific design representation formats for representing input specifications and output results. There is no generally agreed upon set of design representation formats encompassing all stages of the design process. New applications employing new design representation formats are still being developed, and always will be developed as long as CAD is alive.

To retain openness and flexibility, the framework should only to a limited extent be involved in handling the design descriptions themselves. Instead, it should focus on maintaining information necessary for providing its data- and design management services at a level independent of specific design representation formats. This brings us to the following principle:

**Principle 3.1:**

The CAD framework maintains information about the design data and the design activities, rather than operating at the level of the detailed design descriptions.

Historically, this information about the design data and the design activities is called *meta design data*, or simply *meta data* [Leuken85].

**Definition 3.5:**

*Meta data* represents information about the design data and the design activities maintained by the CAD framework.

The meta data represents information such as the presence of design components, relationships between them, and operations that have been performed on them. The framework itself uses the meta data to perform its management tasks, without having detailed knowledge about the actual design descriptions. For this to work, the design descriptions must present themselves as manageable entities to the framework. We therefore require the design data to be organized on a per design object basis.
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Definition 3.6:

A design object is an aggregate of design data that is to be managed by the CAD framework as a single logical unit.

The framework does not make any assumptions about the actual contents of a design object (e.g. its granularity, or its data formats). A design object may, for example, contain a mask-level description, a small circuit netlist, a large circuit netlist, or a behavioral description in some high level design language. This 'raw' design data is operated upon by the design tools. The framework administers meta data about the design objects, such as their name, owner, and representation type. The meta data - design object distinction is key in supporting different design representations for design at multiple levels of abstraction. Note that in common design practice, design objects are sometimes referred to as cells.

The framework manages design data at the coarse-grain level of design objects. We therefore require the design objects to show a well-defined domain-independent behavior to the framework, i.e. a set of operations that can be applied to the design objects irrespective of the actual data they contain. This must allow the framework to perform its management tasks in which design objects are involved. The definition of the domain neutral interface for design object manipulation by the framework is part of the framework architecture. A definition of this interface will be presented in section 6.6.

Design tools are not permitted to access design objects directly. Access is allowed only after permission has been obtained from the framework: the framework is in control. A tool has to interact with the framework to obtain access rights for a design object when needed, and return access rights when finished. Once access rights have been obtained for a design object, the tool can operate freely on its contents. To allow the framework to keep track of the activities performed by tools, the interaction has to follow a well-defined procedure and the tools have to supply the framework with the relevant information about the activities they perform. Note that a tool may in this case also be a so called wrapper which performs the framework interaction for some other encapsulated design tool. The definition of the interface via which the tools interact with the framework is a key view of a CAD framework architecture. A definition of this interface will be presented in section 6.8.

As the interaction with the tools takes place, the framework collects its meta data containing valuable information about the structure and status of the design. The
framework itself is the principal user of this information, consulting and administering it when deciding on requests performed by tools: the meta data administration is the framework's notebook for maintaining the state of design. Consistency is a critical issue here, since the meta data administration should at all times correctly reflect the state of the actual design data as contained in the design objects. The meta data - design data consistency is discussed in section 6.4.

The meta data - design object distinction and the corresponding access procedure for design objects shows a strong analogy with the operation of a public library. In a public library the books (design objects) are physically organized in racks. Management is performed at the coarse-grain level of books, not at the level of individual pages or sentences. Using a (computerized) card index, the library personnel (framework) maintains information (meta data) about the books and their availability. All loans, returns and updates of the collection have to go through the library desk to have the administration updated by the personnel. The library personnel does not need to have detailed knowledge of the actual contents of the books in order to provide proper service. After registration at the library desk, a client (tool) can take a book home to read it as he/she likes, till the book is to be returned. The framework-library analogy stops if we consider that in the framework case complex relationships exist between design objects. Another crucial difference is that the design objects are under design, i.e. the 'books' are being 'written' by the clients who borrow them.

The meta data - design object approach is in line with work presented by Katz [Katz86a] and Batory [Batory85], as well as with the approaches taken by CFI and JCF and the PowerFrame and ValidFrame systems, as described in section 2.2.

3.3.2 Implications of Coarse-Grain Management

The meta data - design object distinction seems to match naturally with the separation of responsibilities between design tools and CAD framework. But where does it put us in satisfying our requirements? What are the implications of performing management at a coarse-grain level?

Even though the framework does not interpret the design descriptions, it may still fulfil the role of design database, providing a common repository for all design data. Since the framework has no built-in knowledge of the actual information carried by this data, the design database is to be a generic facility. A generic storage facility can handle
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arbitrary information, provided the information can be structured in terms of the primitives offered by the data model of the storage facility. Such a generic facility thus provides openness to arbitrary design representation formats. An obvious example of a generic storage facility is the Unix file system, which provides persistent storage for byte-stream data in the form of files, without actually interpreting the contents of these files. Another example of a generic storage facility is a database management system (DBMS). For a particular application, a DBMS allows the structure of the information to be configured.

We distinguish two levels of tool integration:

1. **Design environment level.**
   Integration of a tool at the design environment level implies that it can be operated from within the frame-based design environment. It can be invoked and, when running, it interacts with the framework to have its data managed as design objects. The framework maintains a single administration in which the information about the design objects, i.e. the meta data, is unified.

2. **Design representation level.**
   Integration at the design representation level implies that the tool adheres to the 'standard' design representation formats employed in a particular design environment. This level of integration provides tool interoperability, as it allows the tool to communicate and share design data with other tools.

The CAD framework does not enforce integration at the design representation level. Tool interoperability primarily is a tool responsibility; real integration can be obtained only if tools are equipped to 'speak the same language'. The framework must at all times allow incorporation of a tool through integration at the design environment level only, that is, while retaining its own non-compatible design representation formats. Bodies like CFI are currently focusing on standardization at the design representation level. In chapter 6 we will further discuss the design database. We will then also show how optional support for specific design representation formats fits in the framework architecture.

The individual data- and design management services, such as version management and access control, operate on meta data, referring to design objects as logical units. This helps them to be domain neutral services, independent of the actual data stored in these design objects by the applications. For some services, such as consistency management, the coarse-grain operation may be felt to be somewhat restrictive.
Obviously, the implied genericness requires us to sacrifice application-specific support at the level of the detailed design descriptions. The challenge we face is to match effectiveness with the domain neutral character of the framework services. An important aspect in this is the configurability of the services, allowing developers and end-users to tune framework behavior to the needs of their application.

It is our ambition to make the CAD framework the electronic assistant of the designer. An important step in this direction is to make the information contained in the meta data available to the end-user. For this purpose special framework tools, called framework browsers, enable the end-user to interact with the framework to get informed about the structure and status of his design. This will help him to keep track of his design so that he can quickly decide which tool to apply on which part of his design. In chapter 6 we will present some framework browsers, illustrating that a CAD framework can indeed become the electronic assistant of the designer.

The meta data can be further exploited by putting it at the disposal of (application specific) design tools. These may fruitfully use information about the verification statuses of design objects or relationships between them. An example is a verification tool that incrementally operates on hierarchical designs to selectively process only those design objects that have been changed since the last run.

The coarse-grain operation of the framework is key in achieving run-time efficiency. The framework can focus on efficient handling of the relatively small amount of meta data, tuning to the characteristics of meta data access. Since framework intervention in handling detailed design data is minimized, design tools are not hampered in efficiently accessing their design descriptions.

### 3.4 Design Transaction Model

In section 3.2 we recognized the need for a well-defined procedure for the interaction between tools and framework kernel. In section 3.3 we saw that one important aspect of this interaction is the access of design tools to design objects. We elaborate somewhat more on this to extend our global framework model and to learn about some issues that are to be covered in the sequel.

In section 2.1 we reported the failure of the application of conventional DBMSs for the purpose of design database. This failure was due to critical differences in characteristics of data and data access of business applications on the one hand and
design applications on the other hand. Design tools typically request all the
information pertaining to a piece of design to operate on it for a possibly long period
of time [Sidle80, Katz82, Buchmann84]. This points to two important characteristics.
First, design tools deal with collections of related data which are manipulated as a
single entity. The retrieval of a single transistor rather than a complete circuit netlist is
seldom very meaningful. Second, design tools perform possibly complex operations
that may take a long time (possibly hours) to produce valuable results. Compare the
complexity and duration of a check-and-update operation of an employee’s salary in
the salary book-keeping of a commercial enterprise with the execution of a design-
rule-check on the mask-layout of a new million-gate microprocessor design. The
nature of the data involved and the long duration of design tool operations call for a
special treatment of the access of design tools to design data.

The concept of design object, as introduced in the previous section, allows tools to
store and access related data as a single entity. We introduce the notion of design
transaction to control the access of design tools to design objects:

**Definition 3.7:**

A design transaction is a transaction performed by a design tool on a design
object.

A design transaction is a transaction in the sense of Definition 3.4. It is an atomic unit
of work that takes a design object from one consistent state to another consistent state.
A design transaction has the following properties:

1. A design transaction involves a possibly large amount of data
   The unit of access involved in a design transaction is a design object which, as
   explained above, has an undefined granularity and hence may contain a large
   amount of data. This is in contrast to transactions typically found in business
   applications which touch small amounts of data.

2. A design transaction may be of long duration
   A design tool may operate on the contents of a design object for a possibly long
   period of time before the object has reached a new consistent state. This is in
   contrast to transactions typically found in business applications which are of
   short duration.

3. A design transaction is the unit of concurrency
   Concurrent design transactions do not interfere with each other’s operation.
4. A design transaction is the unit of recovery
   Upon failure, the design object in question is to be returned to its last consistent state.

We adopt the following model for design transactions, which is based on the notion of conversational transaction described by Lorie [Lorie83].

A design transaction is initiated by a CheckOut request issued by a tool. The framework checks availability of the design object in question and, if permitted, makes the object available to the requesting tool. This implies putting a copy² of the design object in the work-space of the tool and handing over an access key to the tool for operating on the design object. The framework administers a non-volatile lock to register that the design object has been made available to the particular tool. The tool may now operate on the design object for an undefined period of time.

A design transaction is terminated by a CheckIn request, with either mode commit or mode rollback. If the tool requests a commit, it has produced valid results and the updated design object is to be returned to the shared repository. If the tool requests a rollback, the updated design object is discarded and the design object remains in its original state. In both cases the corresponding lock is removed.

As is illustrated in Figure 3.3, a design transaction corresponds to the period of time from the CheckOut to the corresponding CheckIn.

---

2. This does not necessarily imply that all data contained in the design object is to be physically copied. The term copy is merely used to reflect that the original design object is retained while the design transaction is in progress.
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A single tool is allowed to execute multiple design transactions in parallel on multiple design objects. Concurrent execution of non-conflicting design transactions is crucial for effective multi-user support. Multiple design tools must be allowed to operate concurrently on (possibly non-disjunct) sets of design objects, provided no conflicts occur. The framework is aware of all running design transactions, as they have been registered in its lock administration. Upon a CheckOut the framework decides whether the requesting design tool is allowed to execute the transaction on the requested design object, concurrent to the design transactions that are already in progress on the same or other design objects. An extended lock type compatibility matrix (see section 3.2) may be employed to decide on concurrency conflicts. Special lock kinds may be introduced to permit run-time sharing of design objects between collaborating design tools.

Since design transactions may be of long duration, they may prohibit access for conflicting design transactions for a long period of time. In business applications, requesting transactions typically get suspended for a short period of time upon concurrency conflicts. This tactic is not acceptable in design applications. Upon conflict, access to a design object is to be refused and control is to be returned to the
requesting design tool. The design tool, on its turn, may return control to the end-user who may proceed with other, non-conflicting design activities. Since transactions do not get into a wait state, deadlock will not occur.

Since the locks on design objects are non-volatile they will survive system crashes and the framework will at all times know which design transactions were in progress on which design objects. This enables the framework to perform recovery upon a tool crash by rolling back the design transactions that were in progress for that tool.

As described above, a design tool may return an updated design object upon CheckIn. On this occasion the framework can decide to perform versioning by storing the updated design object as a new version while retaining the original design object.

The framework does not interpret the contents of design objects. Hence, it is the design tool’s responsibility to deliver a self-consistent design object. The framework has to provide services for consistency among design objects.

The term design transaction is widely used but, unfortunately, its definition has not been standardized. Randy Katz uses the term design transaction to denote a sequence of database operations that map a consistent version of a design into a new consistent version [Katz85a]. The term 'consistent' refers to application-level consistency, i.e. correctness of the design as demonstrated by analysis tools. A design transaction may include several tool runs for the creation and verification of the design. Katz states that design transactions are non-atomic units of design consistency. Intermediate states may become visible to concurrent transactions and recovery mechanisms may restore the database to an intermediate state.

The Damokles system [Rehm88] uses the term design transaction to denote the manipulation of multiple design objects in a private area. A design transaction may comprise multiple tool runs. A CheckOut and CheckIn operation are used to transfer design objects to/from the private area from/to a public database.

In contrast to Katz and Damokles, but in line with e.g. Lorie [Lorie83], we have chosen a design transaction to be an atomic unit of work in the classical sense. It is performed by a single design tool on a single design object, and hence is of finer granularity than the design transaction of Katz and Damokles. It is the basic unit of consistency for operation by design tools on design data. It provides the appropriate primitive for the framework to fulfil its role of design database, i.e. to arbitrate among multiple concurrently running tools requesting access to design data, and to recover a
consistent state upon a failure. Higher level consistency, such as application-level consistency, has to be provided on top of this basic facility.

The transaction model presented above is consistent with the public library metaphor presented in section 3.3. The reader (tool) initiates a loan by requesting a particular book (design object) at the library (Checkout). He takes the book home for a possibly long period of time during which it is not available for other readers. The loan is terminated when the book is returned by the reader (CheckIn).

### 3.5 Representing the Framework Architecture

We refine Figure 3.1 to reflect conclusions derived in the previous sections. The result is Figure 3.4, representing our global framework model.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 3.4.** Global framework model.

The CAD framework (shaded components) consists of a framework kernel and framework tools. All interaction with the end-user is through tools. The framework kernel maintains the state of design and controls all access to the data. We logically
distinguish between meta data and 'raw' design data contained in design objects. Meta data refers to design objects as logical units. Interaction between tools and framework kernel takes place according to a well-defined procedure via the tool-framework interface. This global framework model is the starting-point for further definition of our framework architecture.

We must carefully choose how to represent the framework architecture. In chapter 1 we remarked that ideas on framework architectures do not get communicated well in the EDA community. In the previous chapter, in particular section 2.2, we concluded that a CAD framework is a multi-dimensional software capability that can be viewed from many different perspectives. We have to define which views we will use to represent our framework architecture.

It is crucial to realize that requirements on CAD frameworks are still evolving (section 2.3). The detailed functionality of the framework services is subject to the evolution of requirements, and is not an invariant that we consider to be the primary output of the architecture definition process. Moreover, this detailed functionality often is a matter of taste, rather than being a matter of superior versus inferior solutions. We relegate consideration of (detailed) functionality to a later step in framework development. In its place we promote the activity of modeling the real world. This approach to system development is also advocated by Michael Jackson, who tries to cope with changing functional requirements in [Jackson83]. We will start our architecture definition process with the derivation of a model of the design environment. This model provides a vocabulary of well-defined terms, and thereby a context for functional specifications. Obviously, such a model implies function, since it implicitly defines a set of possible functions, but we agree with Jackson that a model is a more stable starting-point than a purely functional specification. Also with respect to user-orientedness, it is good design practice to start by modeling the world our users are to live in, rather than by specifying the system functions.

As our second step we choose to identify the principal framework functions and to define the logical structure of the framework that imposes some order on these functions. This logical structure must also indicate where and how to fit in the unspecified detailed functionality of the framework services. To complete the definition of the architecture, we will describe the internals of the framework at the physical level. This will reveal how the framework can actually be realized as a computer-based system.
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Via this line of thought we come to the following three views that we will use to represent the framework architecture:

1. Information architecture

The world of our users is the design environment. The information architecture describes at a domain neutral level the different types of objects in the design environment and their relationships. The information architecture is a key view on the framework architecture [Hamer90]. The CAD framework is the infrastructure for building integrated design environments, that is to provide the concept for logically organizing different types of domain neutral information in the design environment. Since the information architecture documents the environment that is offered by the framework to its users, rather than revealing aspects of the internal structure of the framework, it is considered a user-view of the framework.

We characterized the framework as a transaction processing system that maintains the state of design. Framework functions interact by operating on a shared set of (meta) data. As is also expressed in [Hamer91], the information structure on which the framework operates dominates the algorithmic aspects of its operation. We consider it a matter of good design to start with the specification of this information structure. A first order approximation of the information structure will be given by the definition of the object types and relationships in the information architecture.

The formal technique of our choice for representing the information architecture is data modeling\(^3\). In the next chapter we will discuss data modeling techniques. These will subsequently be applied in the definition of the information architecture in chapter 5.

---

3. Data modeling is also referred to as information modeling or conceptual modeling.
2. Component architecture

To provide additional detail on the functionality and logical structure of the framework, we present the component architecture. The component architecture identifies the individual framework components and the dependencies between them. It defines the functional decomposition of the framework: principal framework functions are identified and allocated to mutually ordered components. Components make their functions available to other framework components or tools by 'exporting' them via their interface. The dependencies between components define which component uses functions of which other components (calling dependencies), including constraints on the order of execution of these functions. Since it documents the internal structure of the framework, the component architecture is considered a developer-view of the framework.

As part of the component architecture we will define some key interfaces. Special attention will be paid to the definition of a well-structured tool-framework interface. The definition of this interface is considered a user-view for tool integrators.

3. Implementation architecture

The implementation architecture describes the internals of the framework at the physical level. It defines how the framework is implemented in terms of Unix operating system primitives, such as processes, files, IPC mechanisms, etc. Logical framework components get allocated to Unix processes, and physical communication structures get defined. The concurrency aspect plays a key role here. The choices made at this level are key to obtaining maximum efficiency and optimal behavior with respect to physical distribution and multi-user support.

These three views together describe the framework architecture. Starting with a global 'picture' of the design environment in terms of object types and their relationships, they define the principal functions and global structure of the framework as well as the mechanics of its inner structure. We will present the three views in the following chapters.
4. Data Modeling

4.1 Introduction

We will start the framework architecture definition process with the derivation of a model of the design environment: the information architecture. This information architecture is to describe the logical organization of the design environment in terms of object types and their relationships. It will provide a vocabulary of well-defined terms, and thereby a context for detailed functional specifications. Besides, it will give a first order approximation of the information structure on which the framework operates.

The information architecture is to be represented in terms of well-defined primitives. It must be a clear and unambiguous view of our CAD framework architecture that permits framework properties to be communicated and discussed. We therefore adopt a formal technique for deriving and representing the information architecture: data modeling\(^1\). Data modeling is concerned with techniques and constructs that support a high-level representation of data to reflect the real-world situation. Data modeling helps in achieving understanding of the information needs of an organization and by extension the way in which an organization functions.

During the last two decades there have been many developments in the field of data modeling. Early approaches in data modeling come from the database area, and were primarily aimed at the structuring of data for purposes of electronic data processing. Later on, more attention was paid to the formalization of the meaning of the data. We have also seen the incorporation of modeling concepts originally devised in the Artificial Intelligence (AI) area [Brodie81, Bic86]. These developments have led to the availability of a variety of data modeling techniques.

\(^1\) Data modeling is also referred to as information modeling or conceptual modeling.
For our purpose the data modeling technique needs to offer a set of well-defined modeling constructs, permitting us to derive a formal representation of the logical organization of the design environment. The data modeling technique may then act as a "language" by means of which information architectures can be discussed. Preferably it also offers a clear and unambiguous graphical notation, to further improve communication of information architectures. In the sequel of this chapter we will introduce the data modeling technique that we will use in the next chapter as a formalized tool for information analysis and representation.

4.2 Data Models

We start from the following definition [Lyngbaek84]:

Definition 4.1:
A data model is a collection of concepts and constructs for expressing the static properties, dynamic properties, and integrity constraints of an application environment.

A data model is characterized by [Tsichrit82, Afsarman84, Bekke88, Bekke92]:

- A collection of constructs (Data Definition Language, DDL).
- A collection of fundamental operations (Data Manipulation Language, DML).
- A set of integrity constraints defined on its constructs.

Given a data model, data schemas\(^2\) can be defined.

Definition 4.2:
A data schema describes the structure and properties of a specific application environment in terms of the constructs of a corresponding data model.

Thus, a data model can be seen as a generic mechanism out of which data schemas can be instantiated.

---

2. Data schema is also referred to as information model or conceptual model.
Definition 4.3:
A database is a data repository containing a possibly large amount of interrelated data, structured according to a corresponding data schema.

Thus, a data schema can be seen as a generic description out of which the contents of a database can be instantiated.

Historically, the following four classes of data models can be recognized [Lynghbaek84, Bekke88, Bekke92]:

1. hierarchical data models
2. network data models
3. relational data models
4. semantic data models

The hierarchical, network, and relational data models are frequently referred to as the classical data models [Lynghbaek84, Bic86]. The machine oriented hierarchical and network models provide only primitive operations, and the user must deal with aspects of the internal organization. The need for data independence, i.e. separation of logical organization and internal organization of the data [Date86], is generally acknowledged. The relational data model is more user oriented. Its main attraction is its mathematical clarity, which facilitates the formulation of non-procedural, high-level queries and thus separates the user from the internal organization of the data. However, the relational model too has some serious drawbacks. First of all it is a flat model; the data are to be structured in the form of tables containing atomic values. The use of composed keys does not provide the user with sufficient means to represent all abstractions in a precise way. Integrity constraints have to be defined explicitly; this is not an integral part of the modeling process. In [Bekke88] Ter Bekke clearly demonstrates various defects of the relational data model.

The classical data models are all record based. When modeling an application environment, not all record types in the resulting data schema correspond to the complete definition of a particular concept from that environment. They lack semantic expressiveness [Afsarman84, Bic86]. For a more extensive overview of the classical data models and their most important drawbacks we refer to [Bekke88] and [Wolf86].

A recent trend is the incorporation of more semantic modeling capabilities into data models. This has yielded a new class of data models: the semantic data models.
These data models enable the user to better formalize the semantics of the data, and are therefore considered more user oriented. Instead of being based on the record model, which arranges data in fixed linear sequences of field values, the semantic data models are object based; the application environment is modeled as a collection of interrelated objects, each one corresponding to some concept from this environment.

Quite a number of more or less semantic data models have been defined over the past fifteen years. Attempts to categorize them are described in [Lyngbaek84, Afsarman84] and [Potter88]. In [Wolf86] we concluded that the OTO-D\(^3\) semantic data model [Bekke88, Bekke92] is an attractive data model for defining and representing the information architecture of a CAD framework. "OTO-D" stands for Object Type Oriented Data model. It offers well-defined modeling constructs, an attractive query language and has a clear way of visualizing the data schemas one defines. For a good understanding of the data schemas that are derived in the sequel, we first present the OTO-D data model. We refer to [Bekke88] and [Bekke92] for a more extensive description.

4.3 The OTO-D Semantic Data Model

4.3.1 Data Definition

4.3.1.1 Types

In the semantic approach the notion of abstraction, i.e. representing relevant details while suppressing irrelevant ones, plays a dominant role. When representing the invariants of a dynamic environment, not the elements themselves but their properties are important. The OTO-D approach is therefore based on the notion of type.

Definition 4.4:

A type is a definite aggregation of distinct properties.

---

3. The OTO-D data model has been developed at the Mathematics & Computer Science department of the Delft University of Technology, under the direction of Dr. J.H. ter Bekke.
For example the abstraction:

```
TYPE Student = Name, Address, Department
```

defines a student as being completely characterized by the properties Name, Address and Department. These properties are called *attributes*. An object having properties of a certain type is called an *instance* of this type.

A type definition is a positive statement or *assertion* about the application environment. It consists of two parts: a *subject* and a *predicate*. The subject denotes the new concept and the predicate denotes the collection of known properties by means of which the concept is described. A data schema consists of a number of these type definitions.

### 4.3.1.2 Convertibility and Relatability

OTO-D offers two concepts to discuss relationships within and among type definitions, respectively. The first concept, named *convertibility*, is related to the internal structure of an assertion. Because the subject (type) is completely characterized by the predicate (attributes), while on the other hand each predicate describes one subject, there is a one to one correspondence between the subject and the predicate of an assertion. Convertibility also has consequences at the instance level. Each object is uniquely characterized by its attribute values; the instance identification is of no importance. Based on the notion of convertibility, the type definitions can be checked for completeness during the construction of the data schema.

The second concept, *relatability*, applies to the relationships among the different assertions of a data schema. It means that an attribute is linked (related) to the definition of the type with the same name. For example:

```
TYPE Department = Dept_Name, Head
TYPE Student = Name, Address, Department
```

The attribute Department in the definition of Student is related to the definition of type Department. Thus, object types are defined in terms of previously defined object types, which may be base types. Relatability also has consequences at the instance level. It implies that an attribute value is related to one and only one instance of the type to which the attribute refers. Relatability thereby automatically fixes referential integrity constraints at the instance level. As a consequence the set \{Student ITS Department\} is at any time a subset of \{Department\}: a property called *subset invariance*.
4.3.1.3 Aggregation and Generalization

OTO-D offers the abstraction primitives aggregation and generalization to construct a data schema. This indicates that OTO-D has roots in the work of D. Smith and J. Smith, who originally introduced these two modeling concepts [Smith77]. Aggregation is a form of abstraction in which a number of different properties is combined to create a new named object, about which we can talk without having to bother about the underlying objects. Examples of aggregations were Student and Department. Together they constitute an aggregation hierarchy. OTO-D offers a clear diagrammatic notation to visualize the relationships among the types defined in a data schema. The graphical representation of the example data schema defined above is given in Figure 4.1:

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 4.1. Example of an aggregation hierarchy.**

Each attribute relationship is represented by an edge connecting the bottom of the compound type to the top of the attribute type. The referential integrity constraints along these edges are always satisfied: an instance of a compound type is existence-dependent on the instances of its attribute types.

It may happen that a type appears more than once as an attribute in a type definition, to fulfill different roles in the definition of the compound type. For this purpose OTO-D offers role attributes. Role attributes are denoted by a prefix followed by the name of the type to which the attribute refers, separated by a dash `-' . For example, if for each student a second (family) address is to be administered where he can be reached during the holidays, the type Student can be defined as follows:

```plaintext
TYPE Student = Name, Home-Address, Holiday-Address, Department
```

In the diagrams the prefixes of role attributes appear as labels of the attribute relationships.
The second essential modeling construct of OTO-D, which is not present in the classical data models, is generalization. Generalization is a form of abstraction that relates one or more type(s) to a more generic type. For example, Person is a generalization of Student. This form of abstraction is known in knowledge representation research in the AI area as the IS-A relationship: student IS-A person. Generalization helps in identifying relevant new object types by considering common properties of other types. The opposite of generalization is specialization. It is used to define a specific type given a more general one. A number of types that are related this way, together constitute a generalization hierarchy. In the following example the type Student is a specialization of the type Person. This is indicated by the square brackets around Person in the definition of Student.

```
TYPE Department = Dept_Name, Head
TYPE Person = Name, Address
TYPE Student = [Person], Department
```

The graphical representation of this data schema is given in Figure 4.2:

![Graphical Representation of Data Schema](image)

**Figure 4.2. Example of the use of generalization.**

Notice that in the diagram the relationship between the object types that constitute a generalization hierarchy is depicted by means of an edge connecting the corners of the respective rectangles.

Generalization allows the concepts of the application environment to be described at different levels of abstraction. At a global level a person is described by the properties Name and Address, while at a more detailed level the persons that are student are described by the properties Name and Address (because a student is-a person) supplemented with Department. Notice the so-called attribute inheritance. As a result of the convertibility, OTO-D rejects specializations that do not contain additional attributes. Generalization allows objects to belong to more than one type. At these
different types the object can be known under different names: synonyms. Also notice that as a consequence of the subset invariant (relatability) at any time the set of students is a subset of the set of persons.

4.3.1.4 Cardinalities

While defining object types and attribute relationships among object types with OTO-D, the cardinalities of relationships get defined as well. This is not a separate activity and requires no additional constructs. Each instance of a compound type has a single value for each of its attributes, but multiple instances of a compound type may have the same value for a particular attribute. Figure 4.3 presents a short reference for reading cardinalities from a data schema:

```
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**Figure 4.3.** Short reference for cardinalities.

The configuration on the right-hand side in Figure 4.3 corresponds to an N:M relationship between types A and B. The type RelAB relates instances of types A and B on a pairwise basis. Each instance of type A may thus be related to multiple instances of type B and each instance of type B may be related to multiple instances of type A.

4.3.2 Data Manipulation

The Data Manipulation Language (DML) of OTO-D is based on the semantic concepts of the data model (convertibility and relatability). It offers selection, extension and modification commands. The most important expression is the selection expression, the general form of which is:
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\[
\begin{aligned}
&type \text{ name} &\iff \text{subject type} \\
\text{ITS } &\text{attributes} &\iff \text{property list} \\
\text{WHERE } &\text{condition} &\iff \text{qualifying predicate}
\end{aligned}
\]

Starting from a subject type (an arbitrary compound type which is chosen to be the subject of the query), attribute types can be addressed via the ITS construct. The ITS construct permits downward traversal along the attribute relationships defined in the data schema. As a consequence we can only "look downward" along the schema, starting from the subject type to ITS attributes, ITS attributes ITS attributes, etc. The semantic concepts of OTO-D guarantee that all data that can be addressed are present (referential integrity) and related in a meaningful way according to the schema. The property list in the selection expression specifies for which attributes values have to be retrieved. The qualifying predicate specifies value restrictions on attributes, to select the instances of the subject type that must be taken into account.

Using the keyword GET, selection commands can be formulated. An example query on the data schema defined above (see Figure 4.2) is:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{GET Student} \\
\text{ITS Person ITS Name, Person ITS Address} \\
\text{WHERE Department ITS Dept_Name = 'Anthropology'}
\end{align*}
\]

Set functions, such as COUNT or MAX, are available to state more complex requests.

Extension commands can be used to derive information that is not directly available from the data stored in the database. The general form of the extension command is:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{EXTEND } &\text{type name} \\
\text{WITH } &\text{attribute name} = \text{extension definition}
\end{align*}
\]

It attaches a temporary attribute to a type according to an extension definition. Subsequent selection commands can use the attribute as if it were a permanent one. An example extension command for the data schema defined above (see Figure 4.2) is:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{EXTEND Department} \\
\text{WITH NumberOfStudents = COUNT Student PER Department}
\end{align*}
\]

To modify the contents of the database, three types of modification commands are available: INSERT, DELETE and UPDATE.
4.3.3 Constraint Definition

Upon definition of a data schema with OTO-D, several integrity constraints get defined implicitly. These constraints directly follow from the application of the constructs offered by the Data Definition Language, and are referred to as inherent constraints.

In addition to the defined structure and its inherent constraints, OTO-D allows extra constraints to be specified explicitly: explicit constraints. One class of explicit constraints are the static constraints. A static constraint is a statement which is true for every valid database state with a defined structure. Static constraints can be defined according to the following syntax:

\[
\text{ASSERT } \text{<type name>}
\]
\[
\text{ITS } \text{<virtual attribute> } \text{<representation>} = \text{<extension definition>}
\]

An example static constraint for the data schema defined above (see Figure 4.2) is:

\[
\text{ASSERT Department}
\]
\[
\text{ITS NumberOfStudents } (1..*) = \text{COUNT Student PER Department}
\]

The value range \((1..*)\) specifies a condition for the number of students related to a department.

4.4 Discussion

Starting from the semantic concepts of convertibility and relatability OTO-D provides a sound data model to construct data schemas using the abstraction primitives aggregation and generalization. Summarizing, the following are considered the strong points of the OTO-D data model:

- OTO-D is object based; the design environment can be modeled as a collection of interrelated objects, each one corresponding to some concept from this environment.

- The Data Definition Language (DDL) has a high level of semantic expressiveness. It offers a small number of well-defined modeling constructs. The definition of integrity constraints is an integral part of the modeling process.

- OTO-D offers an attractive graphical notation to represent the object types and their relationships defined in a data schema. This is a strong point for
documenting and communicating information architectures. Moreover, it may provide a good starting point for a graphical framework user interface.

- The Data Manipulation Language (DML) is comprehensible and expressive. It matches perfectly with the concepts that are used at data definition time.

In brief, OTO-D is simple, well-defined, expressive, and user-oriented. We conclude that OTO-D provides the proper formal means to represent concepts from the design environment in a clear and unambiguous way as object types and their relationships.

A drawback of OTO-D is that it is not very well-known, at least when compared to various other data models such as the ER model (see below). It has also been mentioned that modeling with OTO-D is not straightforward. However, we consider it an advantage that OTO-D imposes some modeling discipline as this promotes careful definition of the precise structural semantics of application environments.

As we mentioned in section 4.2, a variety of more or less semantic data models has been defined over the past years. We will not outline variant data modeling techniques in detail here, but would like to make a few remarks on some notorious approaches.

To remedy some of the problems associated with the classical relational model, Codd defined an extended relational model, called RM/T. The primary reference for RM/T is [Codd79]. Other references commenting on RM/T are [Tsichrit82, Date83, Bekke88] and [Bekke91]. RM/T is a record based data model that incorporates semantic constructs into the relational model. For example, structuring capabilities are extended by the introduction of subtypes and supertypes, based on the semantic abstraction primitive of generalization. Unfortunately, the additional semantics and the corresponding operators have made the RM/T model extremely complicated. No claim regarding ease of use can be made for RM/T and hence we do not consider it as a candidate data model for pursuing our modeling activities.

One of the first steps towards developing a higher level data model was the entity-relationship model, proposed by Chen [Chen76]. With the ER model, a data schema is defined in terms of entities and relationships among entities. Both entities and relationships can have attributes. Data schemas are represented pictorially by so called E-R diagrams. The ER model has an increased orientation towards the user and is a convenient database design tool. Unfortunately, the ER model makes a strict distinction between entity and relationship. It does not allow any specific real-world concept to be both an entity and a relationship. Consider, for example, the concept of
"marriage", which can be seen as a relationship between two persons or as a legal entity. The OTO-D data model, on the other hand, has one fundamental structuring concept, allowing real-world concepts to be modeled as both an entity and a relationship in one and the same data schema. Such flexibility of interpretation is fundamental to the semantic approach. The graphical notation of OTO-D is simple and yields ordered diagrams in which no additional labeling is required to represent cardinalities, as must be done in the E-R diagrams.

Another category of semantic data models are the *functional data models*, a representative of which is Daplex [Shipman81]. A functional data model views objects, attributes of objects and inter-object relationships uniformly, and defines them as functions. For example, zero-argument functions define object types, and single-argument and multi-argument functions define relationships among object types. The Daplex data model has succeeded in combining functional modeling with the abstraction primitives aggregation and generalization. It offers a uniform query facility based on functional composition. However, we do not consider Daplex as a superior modeling technique for defining our information architecture. The use of multi-argument functions tends to make relevant object types implicit. A key drawback is that the definition of the structural semantics in terms of object types and (functional) relationships among object types does not inherently specify all retrieval possibilities. The reason is that the functional relationships can be traversed in one direction only. Additional derived functions must be defined to allow retrievals in reverse directions. The OTO-D data model, on the other hand, allows the structural semantics expressed in a data schema to be used in both directions upon data retrieval. Consider for example Figure 4.1. Given a student, information about its department can be retrieved:

```
GET Student
   ITS Department ITS Dept_Name
   WHERE Name = 'Hubbard'
```

In a similar way information about students can be retrieved for a particular department:

```
GET Student
   ITS Name, Address
   WHERE Department ITS Dept_Name = 'Anthropology'
```

No additional definitions or constructs are required.
CFI employs a data modeling technique in its standardization activities known as Express [Express91]. Express is a language that permits entities to be defined in terms of attributes, constraints, and operations on those entities. Express also has an associated graphical notation for the display of data schemas (or information models), dubbed Express-G. This notation supports only a subset of the Express language. In several respects Express compares to OTO-D. An attribute of an entity relates to either a base type or another entity. Express does not distinguish between attributes and relationships explicitly. It offers Subtype - Supertype constructs, equivalent to specialization - generalization, and supports multiple inheritance. A drawback of Express is that a relationship among two entities typically gets defined by two attributes, one attribute for each entity. For example, according to the base connectivity model of CFI [CFldrpi92], a Library object groups together a collection of Cell objects. This is defined in Express as follows:

```
ENTITY cfidrLib
    ... 
    Cells: SET [0:?] OF cfidrCell;
    ...
END_ENTITY;

ENTITY cfidrCell
    ...
    Owner: cfidrLib;
    ...
END_ENTITY;
```

The entity cfidrLib has the attribute Cells, while the entity cfidrCell has the attribute Owner to reference its library. This compares to the reported drawback of the Daplex functional data model in that retrieval possibilities have to be specified explicitly. The Express example is defined in OTO-D as follows:

```
TYPE Library = LibName, ...
TYPE Cell = Library, CellName, ...
```

That is, the relationship between Cell and Library gets defined in one place, via a single attribute relationship among two object types. As a result of the redundancy in the entity definitions, Express language texts tend to be lengthy and obscure. We think that these problems are caused by a lack of order among the defined entities. This also appears from the Express-G diagrams, which tend to be unordered. The 'double' attributes appear as 'twin' edges in the diagrams. Further, the direction of the edges
has to be indicated explicitly, and cardinalities must be annotated.

The above observations confirm our conclusion that the OTO-D data model is a simple, well-defined, expressive, and user oriented data model, which can be used as a formalized tool for defining and representing the information architecture of the CAD framework.
5. The Information Architecture

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter we will apply the OTO-D data modeling technique to define the information architecture of the CAD framework. As stated in section 3.5, this information architecture is to describe at a domain neutral level the logical organization of the design environment in terms of object types and their relationships. In particular we will address the following data- and design management topics (see also the framework requirements presented in section 2.3):

- Logical distribution of design data and design activities, including library facilities.
- Design transaction management.
- Version management.
- Support for hierarchical multi-view design.
- Tool management.
- Design flow management.

A data schema will be defined representing the types of information relevant to these topics.

In addition we will show how some other, more peripheral, aspects may be incorporated into the data schema. These schema extensions will not be motivated extensively, choices presented are sometimes a matter of taste, and should merely be taken as examples of how the data modeling technique may be used for representing flavors of these related aspects as well.

The method we employ to derive the data schema contains the components of perception, representation, and validation. We start by looking at the design environment in order to perceive relevant real-world concepts and their dependencies, with special attention for invariant properties. We put on our OTO-D glasses, which
give optimal sight to recognize object types and their relationships. New object types are defined in the data schema, and checked for completeness and correctness with respect to other parts of the data schema. The modeling process is incremental. We successively focus on different aspects of the design environment to represent them in the data schema. Remember that object types are defined in terms of other (attribute) object types. Attribute types may have been defined at a previous stage and/or may be refined at a later stage. The introduction of new types may cause refinements of previously defined types, for example, to avoid redundancies or to have attributes attached at the proper level in an aggregation hierarchy. Since each variant data schema has a well-defined meaning, alternatives can be discussed on formal grounds.

In the course of defining the data schema we will present example queries to demonstrate that relevant information can be retrieved on the basis of the information structure represented by the data schema.

5.2 Design Objects

In section 3.3 we concluded that the CAD framework manages design data at the coarse-grain level of design objects. Hence, the first object type in the design environment that we may include in our data schema is DesignObject. In order to define the object type DesignObject, we have to identify the properties by which a design object is characterized. As an initial step we specify that each design object has a name for purposes of identification by the design engineer, a designer who owns the design object, and a date of construction. In addition each design object has a reference to the physical location where its design data resides. In our public library paradigm (section 3.3) this compares to a reference to the physical location of a book in the racks. The object type DesignObject is defined in OTO-D as follows:

\[
\text{TYPE DesignObject = Name, PhysLoc, Designer, Date}
\]

The corresponding diagram is depicted in Figure 5.1:
5.3 Projects

The attribute types of DesignObject can be either base types or compound types. For example, the object type Designer may be defined as a base type. In this case instances of type Designer simply are identifications of design engineers about whom no further information is maintained by the framework. As an alternative, we may define Designer as a compound type, for example:

```
TYPE Designer = Name, Address, Permissions, ExpertiseLevel
```

This allows the registration and use of more detailed information about individual design engineers.

```
Figure 5.1. The object type DesignObject.
```

5.3 Projects

The initial data schema defined in the previous section does not yet include a major principle for the organization of design objects in the design environment: Apparently there is one big pool of attributed design objects. We introduce the notion of project to provide logical distribution of design data and design activities.

**Definition 5.1:**

A *project* is a local environment in which design activities may be performed.

A project contains design data, organized as design objects, as well as administrative information. It provides a local context for performing design activities. The design environment is organized as a collection of projects containing the actual design objects. This is illustrated by the following intuitive picture (see Figure 5.2):
Figure 5.2. The design environment is organized as a collection of projects containing design objects. Triangles denote projects, circles denote design objects.

We have recognized the object type Project and include it in our data schema. In the design environment a project is uniquely identified by a project identification. A team of design engineers is responsible for performing the design activities in a project. Each design object resides in a particular project. Hence, the object type DesignObject obtains an additional attribute Project, to refer to the project the design object resides in. This yields the following data schema (see Figure 5.3):

\[
\text{TYPE Project = ProjectID, Team} \\
\text{TYPE DesignObject = Name, Project, PhysLoc, Designer, Date}
\]

![Diagram of design environment]

Figure 5.3. The object type Project as an attribute of type DesignObject.

Projects act as name spaces for design objects, that is, the scope of a name of a design object is the project it resides in. Design objects have to be named uniquely within
their project environment, but design objects from different projects may have identical names.

Below we present some example queries to show how information about the design objects in a project projA can be retrieved:

```sql
GET DesignObject
  ITS Name, Designer, Date
WHERE Project ITS ProjectID = 'projA'

GET DesignObject
  ITS Name, Date
WHERE Project ITS ProjectID = 'projA'
  AND Designer = 'Newby'
  AND Date > 920914
```

Through the notion of project the CAD framework can provide logical distribution of design data and design activities. The framework must allow the creation and initialization of new projects in the design environment. Unrelated design activities can be separated by having them performed in different projects. Names of design objects do not clash across project boundaries and each project can be furnished in an optimal way to perform the task at hand. We have chosen to have each design object reside in one and only one project, as modeled above, since this yields a very comprehensible model for the end-user. At any time it must, however, be possible to make results of a design activity performed in one project available to a design activity that is to be performed in another project (design library facility). A mechanism that supports references of design objects across project boundaries will be presented in section 5.11.

### 5.4 Teams of Design Engineers, An Example

According to the data schema defined above, a design object has an owner-designer and a project has a responsible team, but the relationship among designers and teams has not been modeled. To demonstrate how this aspect may be included, we present the following example data schema (see Figure 5.4):
TYPE Team = TeamName, Mission
TYPE Project = ProjectID, Team
TYPE Membership = Designer, Team, Role
TYPE DesignObject = Name, Project, PhysLoc, Membership, Date

![Diagram of Design Object]

**Figure 5.4.** Modeling team membership of designers via the object type Membership.

A team is characterized by its *team name* and *mission*. Individual design engineers can be made members of teams via the object type *Membership*, with a *role* being assigned to each team member. A team may have multiple members and a design engineer may be a member of multiple teams. Teams are non-hierarchical, that is, a team is not composed of smaller teams. Support for hierarchical teams would require another extension of the data schema. A design object now refers to its owner-designer via the designer’s membership of the team. A constraint that one may like to have enforced is that in a project only members of the responsible team may own design objects. In OTO-D this is expressed as follows:

```
ASSERT DesignObject ITS ValidMember (TRUE) =
    Membership ITS Team = Project ITS Team
```

The team and membership information can be used to implement an access control strategy in the CAD framework. For example, access of a design engineer to a project may only be allowed for team members, and modifications of design objects may only be performed by owner-designers.
5.5 Design Transactions

In section 3.4 we introduced the notion of design transaction to control the access of design tools to design objects. A design transaction was defined as a transaction performed by a design tool on a design object (Definition 3.7), and a transaction model was presented.

We now want to include the notion of design transaction in our data schema. Reading Definition 3.7 through our OTO-D glasses, we recognize an object type DesignTransaction characterized by, among other things, the object types DesignObject and Tool. Other relevant information about a design transaction is the designer running the tool, the date the transaction is performed, and the mode of access used by the tool. The latter may for instance be used to distinguish ReadOnly requests from Update requests. This yields the following definition:

    TYPE DesignTransaction = DesignObject, Tool, Designer, Date, AccMode

A design transaction is registered upon a CheckOut request issued by a design tool, after the framework kernel has decided that the tool is allowed to execute the transaction on the requested design object, as explained in section 3.4. The framework may take the access mode into account when deciding on concurrency conflicts.

A design transaction is terminated by a CheckIn request, with either mode commit or mode rollback. We may choose to delete the corresponding instance of the object type DesignTransaction on this occasion. A preferable solution, however, is to retain the instance while registering the mode of completion. For this purpose we introduce an additional attribute ComplMode of the object type DesignTransaction. Possible attribute values may be Running, Success and Failed, for running, committed and rolled-back design transactions, respectively. Keeping a record of completed design transactions provides the basis for a transaction history facility. Through such a facility, knowledge about which design transactions were performed on which design objects is made available to both the system and the end-user.

The object type Tool is used to register the available tools in the design environment. We define Tool as follows:

    TYPE Tool = ToolName, Path, Possible-Opts

That is, a tool is characterized by its name, the path of its executable object in the file system, and the possible options that may be passed upon invocation. The latter may,
for instance, be used by an interactive command building facility to support convenient tool invocation.

We distinguish between a tool and a tool-run. A tool-run is a particular run of a tool, executed at a certain date by a design engineer in a project environment, with specific options being passed on the command line. In other (OTO-D) words, we have identified a new object type ToolRun characterized by the attributes Tool, Project, Used-Opt, Start-Date and Designer:

\[
\text{TYPE ToolRun} = \text{Tool}, \text{Project}, \text{Used-Opt}, \text{Start-Date}, \text{Designer}
\]

Introducing this object type in our data schema, we have to reconsider the definition of the object type DesignTransaction. Information on design transactions can now be more specific by referring to the actual tool-run rather than just the tool. Thus, we refine the definition of DesignTransaction by replacing the attribute Tool by the attribute ToolRun. This also correctly reflects that during a single run of a tool multiple design transactions may be performed. The attribute Designer of DesignTransaction may now be omitted, since this attribute is available as ToolRun ITS Designer: The design engineer that executes the tool-run implicitly executes all the design transactions performed during that tool-run, and is administered once as an attribute of ToolRun. The dates of the individual design transactions performed in the course of a single tool-run may differ. Hence, we let each design transaction have its own date. This yields the following definitions (see Figure 5.5):

\[
\text{TYPE Tool} = \text{ToolName}, \text{Path}, \text{Possible-Opt}
\]
\[
\text{TYPE ToolRun} = \text{Tool}, \text{Project}, \text{Used-Opt}, \text{Start-Date}, \text{Designer}
\]
\[
\text{TYPE DesignTransaction} = \text{DesignObject}, \text{ToolRun}, \text{Date}, \text{AccMode}, \text{ComplMode}
\]
Figure 5.5. The object types Tool, ToolRun and DesignTransaction included in the data schema.

We see that the recognition of the relevant object types has yielded an aggregation hierarchy Tool-ToolRun-DesignTransaction. This aggregation hierarchy offers different levels at which relevant information may be registered, as appeared from the discussion about the Designer and Date attributes.

Note that we do not ASSERT the constraint that for a particular tool-run initiated in a particular project environment only design transactions may be performed on design objects from that project environment. In other words, tool-runs may cross project boundaries.

Based on the data schema of Figure 5.5, a wealth of information can be made available to the design engineer. This includes information about the available tools, the runs of tools and the accesses on design objects that are being performed or have been performed during runs of design tools. The following example queries demonstrate the retrieval of valuable information on the basis of this data schema:

GET ToolRun
   ITS Used-Opts, Designer, Start-Date
   WHERE Tool ITS ToolName = 'Dracula'
   AND Start-Date >= 921027

The above query tells which runs were performed with the Dracula tool since October 27, 1992. For each run it presents the options used, the design engineer who performed the run, and the date the run was started.
GET DesignTransaction
    ITS DesignObject ITS Name, DesignObject ITS Project ITS ProjID,
    ToolRun ITS Designer
WHERE ToolRun ITS Tool ITS ToolName = 'Neted'
AND ComplMode = 'Running'

This query finds out which design objects are currently being accessed by the Neted tool and which design engineer is running it. In a similar way information can be retrieved about running transactions on a particular design object. The framework kernel itself may use this kind of information to decide on concurrency matters upon a CheckOut request by a design tool. A design engineer who needs access to a design object can determine who currently holds it, enabling him to negotiate for its early return.

GET DesignTransaction
    ITS ToolRun ITS Tool ITS ToolName, Date, ToolRun ITS Designer
WHERE DesignObject ITS Name = 'FlipFlop'
AND DesignObject ITS Project ITS ProjID = 'projC'

The above query retrieves which tools were run when and by whom on the design object FlipFlop in project projC. This transaction history can inform the design engineer about the verification status of the particular object.

5.6 View Types

An inherent aspect of electronic design, as well as other design-oriented application areas, is the use of multiple levels of abstraction at which a design can be represented. The CAD framework has to support the management of the multiple representations of a design that may be entered at these different levels. The different representations of a design are often referred to as the views of that particular design. For example, in electronic design one can have for a particular design a layout view at the mask-layout level, a circuit view at the transistor level, and a RTL view at the register-transfer level. The abstraction level of a design representation, or view, is referred to as view type.

Design representations can be entered by the design engineer, but they can also be derived from each other (semi-)automatically by synthesis tools or analysis tools. Typically, automatic synthesis tools generate descriptions at a lower level of abstraction from descriptions at a higher level. The reverse is typically performed by
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analysis tools for purposes of design verification; a higher level description is derived to verify whether the corresponding lower level design description satisfies certain rules or demonstrates required behavior. One could argue that derived design representations do not have to be stored explicitly since they can be (re-)generated dynamically on a "on demand" basis, that is, when needed in subsequent design activities. A more practical approach, however, is to allow derived design representations to be stored explicitly when so desired, and have them managed with the help of the CAD framework. The derivation process may be computationally intensive and the design engineer may want to retain derived design representations for future use. The CAD framework has to provide support for organizing the multiple design representations as well as for maintaining their relationships.

We extend our data schema to support the organization of multiple design representations. According to Definition 3.6, a design object is managed as a single logical unit. Multiple design representations, which are allowed to exist individually, are hence to be organized as multiple design objects. A single design object contains a description of a design at a particular level of abstraction. We extend the definition of the object type DesignObject with the classifying attribute ViewType, to label each design object with the view type of the design representation it contains (see Figure 5.6).

\[
\text{TYPE DesignObject} = \text{Name, ViewType, Project, PhysLoc, Designer, Date}
\]

![Diagram of DesignObject]

**Figure 5.6.** The object type DesignObject with the classifying attribute ViewType.

In section 5.3 the scope of the name of a design object was said to be the project it resides in. The attribute ViewType allows us to distinguish between design objects having the same name but different view types. Hence, the scope of the name of a design object is reduced. A system-wide identification of a design object is now given by the triplet \(<\text{project, view type, name}>\). In a project environment the view types provide name spaces, i.e. categories in which design objects can be uniquely identified.
by their name. This allows different design representations to co-exist under the same name.

It is not up to the CAD framework to determine which view types are supported in a design environment. New design methodologies and their associated representations are still evolving. According to the above data schema, design objects are simply labeled with their view type, but the actual set of view types has not been fixed. For an actual design environment we must allow the set of supported view types to be configured.

An interesting modeling question is whether the framework should allow a design object to be of multiple view types. This would permit more extensive labeling of design objects that can serve multiple purposes in the design process. However, if a design object is allowed to be of multiple view types, then the name spaces provided by the view types are no longer disjunct: Individual objects may appear in multiple categories. This blurs the clear design object classification and identification scheme defined above.

Is there a great need for multi-view design objects and what are the alternative classification mechanisms? Most design tools have been designed to synthesize or verify design descriptions at a particular level of abstraction. A well-integrated design environment must offer a well-defined set of abstraction levels at which designs can be represented, with each level being supported by a set of design tools for synthesis and verification at that level. This is in line with the frame-philosophy of having a modular set of design tools integrated on top of a CAD framework, communicating via standardized design representation formats. The need for multi-view design objects may arise through the introduction of a tool that generates design descriptions covering multiple levels from the existing set.

So what if there is no support for multi-view design objects? Upon introduction of a new type of design description one must decide whether to combine it with an existing view type, to classify the new descriptions by means of a new view type, or to have them stored as multiple related design objects of different (possibly existing) view types. Additional labeling of design objects can, of course, be supported by defining one or more extra attributes for the object type DesignObject. For a particular view type such attribute(s) may be used to further classify the design objects of that view type. Such a sub-typing facility can be helpful in integrating particular application environments and does not interfere with the design object identification scheme.
Another thing to remember is that proper design flow management facilities maintain the history and state of design objects and control in which tool operations data may be involved next, as configured in the design flow. This inherently provides data classification based upon the operation of tools on the data. Given the data classification capabilities provided by such higher level facilities, we feel that design engineers are served best by the simple but effective view type mechanism as modeled in Figure 5.6 for purposes of data organization and identification. Classification of design objects using disjunct name spaces is therefore the primary aim of our view type mechanism, and it has been modeled to do just this.

Above we briefly discussed the derivation of one design representation from the other. We now conclude that both the original and the derived design representation are to be handled as individual design objects, each of a particular view type. The CAD framework has to provide support for maintaining the relationship between these design objects. The above data schema does not yet support explicit relationships between design representations. This will be addressed in section 5.9.

5.7 Versioning

Design is iterative and tentative. Design engineers often take their design descriptions through several refinements and explore different design alternatives seeking for the best solution. To support evolutionary and exploratory design, the CAD framework must allow the design engineer to have multiple versions of a piece of design and help him in managing these versions. It must maintain a derivation history and support selection and use of individual versions.

The CAD framework has to maintain additional information for organizing the versions of a design. We therefore have to extend the data schema to represent new types of information. Let's try to recognize the relevant object types. We saw that the framework must allow multiple versions of a design. That is, we have the individual versions and the sets-of-versions to which the versions belong. We term such a set-of-versions a module.

A design object is our smallest logical unit. Hence, a design object is an individual version, rather than something we have versions of. Thus, a design object is a version of a module. To yield a comprehensible model for the end-user, we have chosen a design object to be a version of one and only one module. That is, version sets do not
overlap. Per module we distinguish the individual version design objects by means of a version number. In addition each version has a version status. This status can be used to classify the different versions of a module, for example, for purposes of selection. The module carries the name. Reflecting these choices in OTO-D type definitions, we come to the following data schema.

\[
\text{TYPE Module} = \text{Name, Project, Designer} \\
\text{TYPE DesignObject} = \text{Module, Vnumber, Vstatus, PhysLoc, Date}
\]

We see that the module carries the owner-designer, to be shared by its version design objects as Module ITS Designer. Each design object has its own date of construction. Relatability guarantees that each design object belongs to a module. Multiple design objects may belong to the same module. As an additional constraint we require at least one design object to belong to a module:

\[
\text{ASSERT Module ITS NumberOfVersions (1..*)} = \\
\text{COUNT DesignObject PER Module}
\]

An important modeling issue is where to place the ViewType attribute we introduced in the previous section. The two alternatives are represented in Figure 5.7.
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**Figure 5.7.** Modeling alternatives for adding the ViewType attribute.

According to Alternative A in Figure 5.7 each design object carries its own view type, and design objects of different view types may relate to the same module. This makes module a multi-view version-set, and suggests that versioning of a design at a particular level of abstraction interferes with versioning of the design at other levels of abstraction.

Alternative B in Figure 5.7 models module as a single-view version-set. The module carries the view type, to be shared by its version design objects as Module ITS
5.7 Versioning

ViewType. Alternative B orthogonalizes the aspects of versioning and multi-view design in an attractive way. We select Alternative B, and correspondingly define module as follows:

**Definition 5.2:**

A *module* is a named piece of design at a particular level of abstraction for which one or more versions exist.

A module is uniquely identified by the triplet <project, view type, name>. Versioning introduces an extra level in referencing the individual design objects. A design object is uniquely identified by ITS module *plus* an additional version number.

Figure 5.7, Alternative B, reflects that we have a collection of numbered versions per module. However, a simple linear numbering scheme does not reveal the derivation history of the versions of a module. We could try to adopt a more complex numbering scheme to capture the derivation history. A simple exercise shows that this is not a trivial case, while it also interferes with the design object identification scheme. We therefore chose to model the *derivation relationships* explicitly via a new object type *VersionDerivationRel*. A version derivation relationship is characterized by the original design object and the derived design object derived from it. Other information could be the *tool-run* by which the derivation was performed. This information, however, is already available via the design transaction that is administered upon the derivation. We do not include it again, since this would introduce redundancies. This brings us to the following data schema (see Figure 5.8):

```plaintext
TYPE Project = ProjectID, Team
TYPE Module = Name, ViewType, Project, Designer
TYPE DesignObject = Module, Vnumber, Vstatus, PhysLoc, Date
TYPE VersionDerivationRel = Original-DesignObject, Derived-DesignObject
```
Figure 5.8. Data schema extensions to support versioning.

Note that role-attributes have been used in the definition of the object type VersionDerivationRel, to distinguish the DesignObject attributes. The example version derivation history of a module depicted in Figure 5.9 can be supported by the CAD framework on the basis of the data schema of Figure 5.8. Both branching and merging are supported.

Figure 5.9. Example version derivation history supported by the defined data schema.

Our version handling concept has similarities with the work of Katz as presented in [Katz86a] and [Katz87]. Katz also organizes numbered design objects (called representation objects) in graph-like version derivation histories per view type. In the Jessi-Common-Frame project, on the other hand, versioning is performed at the level of multi-view cell objects.
5.8 Hierarchy

The most obvious way to master the inherent complexity in the design of large integrated systems is by structuring the design in a hierarchical way. The system under design is decomposed into several smaller sub-systems, which in turn can be decomposed into even smaller sub-sub-systems, etc. The structure of a hierarchical design can be typified as a directed acyclic graph, with the vertices representing the (sub-)systems and the edges representing the hierarchical relationships between the (sub-)systems. Note that the term hierarchy is often connected to tree-like structures. We use it to denote graph-like structures, which allow us to also represent the reuse of sub-systems. The example in Figure 5.10 represents the hierarchical decomposition of a design A.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 5.10. Hierarchical decomposition of a design A.**

A hierarchical relationship is a directed reference from a compound- or parent design description to a component- or child design description. It represents the use of the child design description as a component in the parent design description. We say that the child design description is instantiated in the parent design description, and the actual use of the child design description in the parent is called an instance of the child design description. A design description can be instantiated by multiple different parent design descriptions. For example, see Figure 5.10 where E is instantiated by both A and B. Also, a design description can be instantiated multiple times by one and the same parent design description. For example, in Figure 5.10 sub-system C is instantiated two times in A. For each instantiation there is information unique to the particular instance of the child in the parent. This information describes how the child design description is actually used in the parent. We refer to it as the constructor.
In the design database a hierarchical design is to be organized according to its graph-like structure. That is, each design description is to be stored once as an individual entity, and the relationships between design descriptions are to be stored together with their respective constructors. Design tools must be allowed to access individual design descriptions and to traverse both up and down the design hierarchy. They can use the constructors to compute the actual instances, thereby instantiating the directed acyclic graph into a tree of instances. The content of the constructor depends on the type of design description.

We now return to our data schema, to extend it for representing hierarchical designs. A vertex in a hierarchy-graph represents a design description at a particular level of abstraction. This corresponds to our design object, modeled by the object type DesignObject. The data schema has to be extended to model hierarchical relationships as well. There is a one-to-one correspondence between hierarchical relationship and instance. A hierarchical relationship is characterized by its parent design object, its child design object, and the constructor for the particular instantiation. In addition we allow an instance name to be attached to each hierarchical relationship, to be used for identification of the different instances within a parent design description. This brings us to the following extension of the data schema (see Figure 5.11):

```
TYPE HierarchyRel = Parent-DesignObject, Child-DesignObject, InstName, Constructor
```
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Figure 5.11. Data schema extension to support hierarchical design.

The information concerning an instance is aggregated into a separate entity. The two DesignObject attributes each have their own role, denoted by the prefixes Parent and Child (role attributes). The schema correctly reflects that an individual design object may be involved in zero or more hierarchical relationships, both as a parent- and as a
child-design object. Relatability guarantees that a hierarchical relationship can exist only with both a parent- and a child-design object.

The data schema of Figure 5.11 permits traversal both up and down the design hierarchy. The following queries illustrate how the parent design objects and the child design objects of version #3 of the circuit module named register can be retrieved. In other words, which design objects use the register as a component, and which design objects does the register itself use as a component. Notice the similarity of the two requests.

```
GET HierarchyRel
  ITS InstName,
  Parent-DesignObject ITS Module ITS Name,
  Parent-DesignObject ITS Vnumber
WHERE Child-DesignObject ITS Module ITS Name = 'register'
AND Child-DesignObject ITS Module ITS ViewType = 'circuit'
AND Child-DesignObject ITS Vnumber = 3
```

```
GET HierarchyRel
  ITS InstName,
  Child-DesignObject ITS Module ITS Name,
  Child-DesignObject ITS Vnumber
WHERE Parent-DesignObject ITS Module ITS Name = 'register'
AND Parent-DesignObject ITS Module ITS ViewType = 'circuit'
AND Parent-DesignObject ITS Vnumber = 3
```

5.9 Equivalence Relationships

In section 5.6 we discussed the derivation of design descriptions from other design descriptions, and the requirement put upon the CAD framework to provide support for maintaining the relationships between these design descriptions. We call such relationships equivalence relationships, since the original design description and the derived design description are equivalent in certain respects. Equivalence may also occur without derivation of one design description from the other. For example, when two design descriptions, of possibly the same view type, are proven to be equivalent. We will use the term equivalence in quite a broad sense, making only few assumptions on the kind of relationship between design descriptions. This will yield a generic mechanism that can be used for many different purposes in the construction of application environments. It will allow design tools to register the relationships that
they consider to be valid, for use in subsequent tool-runs or to inform the design engineer.

We extend our data schema to support equivalence relationships. One way could be to introduce *equivalence-sets*, being sets of design objects shown to be equivalent. An individual design object can then be made a member of a set when so desired. This solution raises the question of *transitivity* of equivalences: if A is equivalent to B and B is equivalent to C, is A equivalent to C? Equivalence relationships are the reflection of complex application-specific derivation- and proof procedures of which the framework by itself has no specific knowledge. Critical information about equivalence transitivity could be fed to the framework through configuration, to allow the framework to automatically create, join and split equivalence-sets. The main drawback, however, is the lack of simplicity, both for application builders and for design engineers. In [Katz86a] Katz employs the concept of equivalence-sets.

We consider it best to administer equivalence relationships as they occur, without any premature assumption about their nature, and leave their interpretation to the applications. This by itself does not inhibit the use of equivalence-sets. However, the sets will be small since design objects are mostly related on a pairwise basis. The alternative solution is to model equivalence relationships as binary relationships between design objects. This also makes the introduction of an extra entity, equivalence-set, obsolete. Some examples: For a run of a synthesis tool, the synthesized design description is simply related to the original design description that served as input. For a netlist comparison tool, the two netlists are related if they have proven to be structurally equivalent. Upon circuit simulation, the simulation output is related to both the circuit that was simulated and the stimuli that were used to drive the simulation. We also note that for the (graphical) representation of the equivalence information to the end-user the most appropriate form can still be chosen freely.

We formally define the binary equivalence relationship as follows (see Figure 5.12):

\[
\text{TYPE EquivalenceRel = Source-DesignObject, Target-DesignObject, ToolRun, Class}
\]
The ToolRun attribute is used to register the tool-run during which the relationship was established. The Class attribute can be used to typify relationships. Two design objects of particular view types may be equivalent in different respects. The Class attribute allows the different kinds of equivalences to be distinguished. An individual design object may be involved in zero or more equivalence relationships; the schema supports many-to-many relationships. Relatability guarantees that an equivalence relationship can exist only if both design objects exist.

5.10 The Interplay between Versioning, Hierarchy and Equivalence

5.10.1 Introduction

In the previous sections we addressed three key data management topics: 1) versioning, 2) hierarchy and 3) multiple representations and equivalence. These are sometimes referred to as the three dimensions of data management [Katz86a]. So far, data schemas have been defined separately for these topics, and it is now time to wonder what the interplay between the defined concepts is:

- How do they affect each other?
  
  For example, if a Register has a hierarchical relationship with a FlipFlop, which version of the FlipFlop actually gets instantiated?

- Does the interplay yield built-in structural constraints?
  
  For example, are equivalent objects constrained to have isomorphic hierarchical decompositions?
• How is consistency handled?
  What about propagation of changes and enforcement of consistency constraints?

Below we present the data schema in which the principal modeling aspects of the three topics have been combined (see Figure 5.13):

TYPE Project = ProjectID, Team
TYPE Module = Name, ViewType, Project, Designer
TYPE DesignObject = Module, Vnumber, Vstatus, PhysLoc, Date
TYPE VersionDerivationRel = Original-DesignObject, Derived-DesignObject
TYPE HierarchyRel = Parent-DesignObject, Child-DesignObject, InstName,
                     Constructor
TYPE EquivalenceRel = Source-DesignObject, Target-DesignObject, ToolRun,
                     Class

Figure 5.13. The combined data schema for the key data management topics of versioning, hierarchy and equivalence.

Our first observation from Figure 5.13 is that both hierarchical and equivalence relationships relate individual versions (as do the version derivation relationships, of course). That is, for each version the system explicitly administers to which other versions it relates. In the following sub-sections we will discuss the interplay between the defined concepts per two topics.
5.10.2 Equivalence and Versioning

Equivalence relationships relate individual versions, which is exactly what we want. Design objects stand for the design descriptions that may be derived from each other, so these are the entities to relate. No implicit equivalence is suggested amongst the different views of a design, as is e.g. done in [Katz83]. The version mechanism simply collects design objects in single-view version-sets, the modules, and all equivalences are administered explicitly by the equivalence mechanism. There is no equivalence implied by the organization of design objects as versions of modules of specific view types. Also there are no constraints on the equivalences that a version is allowed to have, based on the equivalences of its 'brother' versions of the same module. We conclude that the schema of Figure 5.13 offers the required flexibility for equivalence relationships with respect to versioning.

5.10.3 Hierarchy and Versioning

The interplay of hierarchy and versioning brings us to the \textit{binding} problem: If a component, say FlipFlop, is referenced hierarchically, to which version of the FlipFlop does the reference get bound? We distinguish between \textit{static binding} and \textit{dynamic binding}. Static binding implies that a hierarchical relationship is explicitly directed to a specific version. Dynamic binding implies that the selection of a specific version is deferred until the time of usage. In our view, a CAD framework must support at least static binding. A design engineer must be allowed to fix a hierarchical relationship on a specific version of a module. For example, a Register object may work perfectly well with a particular FlipFlop. Even when newer FlipFlops are created for use in new Registers, the design engineer may wish to retain the older Register - FlipFlop pair as a consistent configuration. In addition, a CAD framework may offer dynamic binding as an optional facility, for example, to be used in initial design stages.

The data schema of Figure 5.13 is geared towards static binding, since versions get related explicitly, but dynamic aspects are not excluded. For example, on the basis of this schema the CAD framework can still offer a facility to automatically re-direct hierarchical references if a new version of a component becomes available. More explicit support for dynamic binding could be offered by extending the data schema with the following object type:

\[
\text{TYPE DynamicHierRel = Parent-DesignObject, Son-Module, InstName, Constructor}
\]
This allows hierarchical references to be related to the component module rather than one of its versions. It is important to realize that dynamic binding makes design activities more error prone, as the creation of a new version by itself may imply usage of this version in the system under design. This (implicit) change also invalidates previously derived verification results, as the inclusion of the new version may affect the implied behavior of the system under design in a critical way. Making this happen beyond control of the design engineer is typically not desirable.

We are in favor of a strategy where the inclusion of a new version into a design is separated from its creation: A new version of a component must be allowed to be created and verified before it is actually going to be used. We stick to the data schema of Figure 5.13. We adopt a strategy of static binding which is to be supplemented with a framework function that allows one to explicitly include a new version into a design hierarchy. We term this function the install operation. The install operation is to be used by design engineers and smart design tools to explicitly propagate a change in the design hierarchy when they feel the new version is to replace an older version. Ease of use and possibilities for semi-automatic activation of the install operation are critical to offering convenient design procedures to the end-user.

The proposed interplay of versioning and hierarchy offers increased flexibility, in particular when operating with multiple users on hierarchical designs. It permits flexible concurrency control strategies, as previous versions can be browsed without regard to in-progress update transactions on experimental versions that still have to be verified.

5.10.4 Hierarchy and Equivalence

We wonder whether hierarchical relationships do somehow constrain the equivalence relationships that can be established between design objects, and vice versa. For example, it is generally acknowledged that the constraint of identical hierarchical decompositions across equivalent design descriptions yields an unacceptable inflexibility. In our approach the concepts of hierarchy and equivalence have not been intertwined. In the data schema (Figure 5.13) there are no dependencies between the object types HierarchyRel and EquivalenceRel. They both relate design objects on a pairwise basis. Figure 5.14 gives an example of the hierarchical multi-view structure of a design based upon the presented data schema.
Design objects are related either 'vertically' by hierarchical relationships or 'horizontally' by equivalence relationships, without any mutual constraints. This is sometimes called the \textit{hierarchy multi-view matrix} [Dewilde86]. Structure, where it exists, can be exploited without constraining design tools or design engineers.

\subsection*{5.10.5 Change Propagation and Consistency Constraints}

The issue of change propagation and consistency maintenance in the hierarchical multi-view context has hardly been addressed in the literature. In our scenario an update of a design description is never done in-place, but always through the creation of a new design object. This new design object becomes a new version of a module. On this occasion it may \textit{overwrite} an existing version of this module, but only if this one is not being used somehow (e.g. referenced hierarchically). The new version is a 'clean' version which carries no invalid verification results. These will have to be re-derived, possibly leading to equivalences relating the new design object to other (new) design objects.

As explained, a new version can be included into a design hierarchy, or configuration, through the install operation, which will substitute the new version for the one currently being used in this design hierarchy. This change has to be propagated upward in the hierarchy, as the inclusion of the new version may critically affect the behavior of the referencing systems under design. As a consequence, equivalences of design objects that (indirectly) reference the new version have to be invalidated.

Propagation of changes by means of the install operation must not be allowed if a design transaction is in progress on one of the design objects higher up in the design hierarchy. For example, if some verification is running on a design A containing a component B, no new version of B may be installed into A while the verification is in
progress, to allow consistent derivation of verification results. This implies that a
design hierarchy is 'frozen' at the moment a tool initiates a design transaction on its
root object. As a consequence design tools do not have to adhere to complex locking
procedures in order to operate correctly in a multi-user environment. This is an aspect
of openness. Also, since hierarchical relationships are associated with individual
design objects, identification of a root design object simultaneously defines its
configuration.

5.11 Sharing Design Data Across Projects

In section 5.3 we introduced the notion of project to provide logical distribution of
design data and design activities. A project is to offer a local environment for
performing design activities. In our view, a library also is a project, be it that the data
contained in it is expected to be referenced quite often and that operation on the data
may be subject to more stringent restrictions.

In the previous sections we treated the key data management mechanisms without
worrying about the fact that design data is distributed across multiple projects. This
was OK since the object type Project was aggregated as an attribute into
DesignObject, making each design object a uniquely identified entity. According to
the data schema of Figure 5.13 hierarchical-, equivalence- and version derivation
relationships may relate design objects from different projects as well. There are no
restrictions or explicit constructs modeled in the data schema to handle inter-project
relationships separately.

To emphasize the local operation in the project environment, we wish to make
references that go across project boundaries more explicit. We adopt a mechanism
where relationships within the project context can be established freely, but
relationships across project boundaries can occur only if use of the 'foreign' design
objects to be referenced has been declared explicitly. This allows explicit selection
and administration of objects from (library) projects that are to be used in the course of
a particular project.

We adopt a two-staged approach, where first other projects can be declared to be used
as libraries for a particular project and then design objects from these libraries can be
imported into the project. This yields two new object types in the data schema (see
Figure 5.15):
5.11 Sharing Design Data Across Projects

```
TYPE Project = ProjectID, Team
TYPE Module = Name, ViewType, Project, Designer
TYPE DesignObject = Module, Vnumber, Vstatus, PhysLoc, Date
TYPE LibraryRef = Project, Lib-Project, LibName
TYPE ImportedDesignObject = [DesignObject], LibraryRef, Lib-DesignObject
```

![Diagram of Design Object Relationships]

**Figure 5.15.** *Data schema extensions for libraries and imported design objects.*

The first new object type is LibraryRef, which represents a reference to a Lib-Project that is to be used by Project, with a local LibName for short reference. The second new object type is ImportedDesignObject, which represents a reference to a design object from a library project. The referenced design object is Lib-DesignObject. Locally an imported design object, though being a reference, is treated as a design object that can be versioned, instantiated, etc. For this purpose ImportedDesignObject has been modeled as a specialization of DesignObject: an ImportedDesignObject IS-A DesignObject. Hence, when a design object is imported from a library project, locally a new (imported) design object is created. The value of the PhysLoc attribute will indicate that for this design object no design data is stored locally. Relatability guarantees that a design object from a library project can be imported only when this project has been declared to be used as a library. Also a library design object can not be removed as long as there are imported design objects in other projects referencing it. In addition, the following constraints are to be enforced:
ASSERT ImportedDesignObject ITS ValidProject (TRUE) =
    DesignObject ITS Module ITS Project = LibraryRef ITS Project

ASSERT ImportedDesignObject ITS ValidLibrary (TRUE) =
    Lib-DesignObject ITS Module ITS Project = LibraryRef ITS Lib-Project

References that go across project boundaries have to go via an imported design object
that makes the link to a library design object. The hierarchical-, equivalence- and
version derivation relationships relate only design objects from the same project. Such
a constraint can be expressed as follows:

ASSERT HierarchyRel ITS ValidRel (TRUE) =
    Parent-DesignObject ITS Module ITS Project =
    Child-DesignObject ITS Module ITS Project

The solution presented allows design data to be shared across multiple projects without
copying. References to library components get administered explicitly and participate
as local design objects in the data management procedures employed in the local
project environment.

5.12 Towards Design Flow Management

The data schema defined in section 5.5 represents the structure of the information that
the framework maintains on which tools have been run when on which design objects.
Based on this data schema useful framework functionality can be offered to the end-
user, allowing him to be well-informed about the state of his design, as was also
demonstrated by the example queries in section 5.5. However, a little extra
imagination may make visions of additional functionality bubble up in our minds.
Consider, for example, the following:

- Runs of tools on design data may invalidate previously derived verification results.
The CAD framework should prevent the use of invalidated data in subsequent
design steps. The design engineer must be informed about the validity of his data
and be supported in (re-)obtaining valid verification results.

- Many design steps are highly automatic, i.e. they are performed by design tools
  that map input data to output data without any user intervention. Execution of
  such design steps must be automated.
- It often occurs that a design engineer is not satisfied with results obtained. The CAD framework should support him in backtracking to a previous starting-point and in efficiently re-executing the design steps from there.

- If the CAD framework is aware of the state of design and is aware of possible ways of transforming this state of design into a "better" state of design, then it can advise the design engineer on tasks to perform next.

The reoccurring theme in the above examples is that the framework exploits knowledge of the design process to support the design engineer. It knows about the available tools and about the possible ways data can flow from one tool to the other. Using this knowledge it can constrain the activities of the design engineer by allowing only runs of tools for which valid input data is present, as well as support the design engineer by indicating which tools can or should be (re-)run and possibly run tools automatically for him. We catch these facilities under the denominator design flow management, as they are concerned with the execution of design activities according to a pre-defined design flow.

**Definition 5.3:**

A design flow is a description of a design process in terms of tool-functions and temporal-, data- and control dependencies between tool-functions.

A tool-function is a particular design activity which can be performed with a design tool. A single design tool may be able to perform different tool-functions, for example under control of options passed on the command line. A design flow specifies required sequentiality and allowed parallelism for the execution of tool-functions. Data dependencies are defined by describing the producer-consumer relationships between the different tool-functions of the configured set of tools.

In order to keep track of the design activities, the CAD framework not only has to know the configured design flow, i.e. what can be done, but also which activities have been performed so far, i.e. what has been done. We therefore distinguish between:

- **Configuration information**, and

- **Run-time information**.

The configuration information is the pre-defined design flow. It is a template defining placeholders for actual data. It is defined before the actual design activities are started, and modified only when new (versions of) tools are made available or when tools are
no longer to be used. Thus, the configuration information is relatively stable.

The run-time information is updated continuously in the course of the design process, to correctly administer the state of design. Each tool-run is to be administered, together with the activities performed during the tool-run and the data involved. The run-time information 'colors' the template design flow by filling the placeholders with actual data items consumed and produced during actual tool-runs. This information can be used to inform the design engineer, to check the validity of data, to check whether input conditions for tools are satisfied with respect to the pre-defined design flow, etc. That is, to provide the advanced functionality imagined above.

The information architecture of a CAD framework that provides design flow management functionality must describe the structure of the configuration information and the run-time information. In section 5.5 we derived a data schema including the object types Tool, ToolRun and DesignTransaction. In this data schema the information on tools can be considered configuration information, and the information on tool-runs and design transactions can be considered run-time information. However, this data schema does not include information on the individual tool-functions and the dependencies between tool-functions. It must be extended to provide a basis for real design flow management.

The Nelsis CAD Framework, Release 4.5, offers powerful design flow management facilities, based on an extended data schema. The backbone of this data schema is depicted in Figure 5.16.
The schema of Figure 5.16 is presented merely to illustrate that the OTO-D data modeling technique can be applied to model design flow related aspects as well. We will not motivate it extensively, but only give a brief explanation of its main features. Related references are [Boshc91, Hamer91a] and [Bingley92].

The data schema consists of three main parts, as has been indicated by the dotted lines in Figure 5.16:

- The data management part defines the structure of the information that is maintained by the data management services. The central object type is DesignObject. Most of the object types defined in the previous sections are located in this part.

- The flow configuration part defines the structure of the configuration information.

- The run-time part defines the structure of the run-time information that is maintained to keep track of the state of design.

The flow configuration part represents the concepts that are employed to describe a design flow in the Nelsis system. Key elements of a design flow are the flow graphs, represented by the object type FlowGraph. A flow graph corresponds to a functional unit that maps input data to output data. Flow graphs are hierarchical: compound flow graphs can be composed from more primitive flow graphs. This permits the definition of well-structured design flows, as details can be hidden inside compound flow graphs.
that represent higher level design tasks. The object type FlowHierarchy represents the hierarchical relationships between parent- and child flow graphs. The individual toolfunctions are the basic functional units. They are represented by the object type Activity, having the attribute Tool. The specialization relationship with FlowGraph tells that an Activity IS-A FlowGraph. The activities are the leafs in the flow hierarchy. They represent the allowed functional transitions on the state of design. Data traffic (or data flow) takes place via channels. Flow graphs have ports to communicate data between external channels in the parent flow graph and its internal channels. A port is either an input port or an output port and handles data of a particular data type. For a particular view type there can be multiple data types. For example, for the view type 'circuit' there can be a data type 'netlist' and a data type 'expanded netlist'. The key flow definition concepts are illustrated by the example compound flow graph in Figure 5.17.

![Diagram of FG_Compound flow graph](image)

**Figure 5.17.** Example compound flow graph, containing instances of other flow graphs, with ports connected by channels.

The example in Figure 5.17 shows that flow graph FG1 can feed both FG3 and FG4, where FG4 also needs data produced by FG2 (logical AND). FG3 and FG4 can both feed FG5 (logical OR), but only FG4 can feed FG6 (via a separate channel), even though FG3 produces data of the same data type. For example, both a schematic editor and a layout-to-circuit extractor produce a netlist that can be simulated, but only the netlist from the schematics can serve as input for a place & route package. Notice again the data classification capabilities of the flow paradigm, with reference to the discussion about view types in section 5.6.

The run-time part of the data schema of Figure 5.16 represents the information that is administered to keep track of the state of design. All tool-runs are administered via the object type ToolRun. While a tool-run is in progress it can hold access rights on design objects via its running design transactions. These are administered via the
5.13 Conclusion

In the course of a run, a tool may perform multiple runs of configured activities. The CAD framework recognizes the activities that the tool is performing and decides on their validity. An activity can run only when all its required input data is present. The activity-runs get administered via the object type ActivityRun. When a design transaction completes it is administered via the object type DesignTransaction, with a reference to the corresponding activity-run. On this occasion the running design transaction is deleted, thereby withdrawing the access rights from the tool-run. Compared to the data schema presented in Figure 5.5, the definition of the object type DesignTransaction has been refined, as it now refers to an individual activity-run rather than a tool-run. The CAD framework administers which individual design objects are involved in the activity-runs: which objects are used in which functional transitions to produce which other objects. In this way the complete history is retained and validity of data can be judged. Moreover, the CAD framework can identify activities for which all input data is available and inform the design engineer, or run these activities automatically for him. Since the complete history is retained for all objects still alive, backtracking to previous design states is supported.

5.13 Conclusion

In this chapter we have defined the information architecture of the CAD framework. It describes at a domain neutral level the logical organization of the design environment in terms of object types and their relationships, and is a key view on the framework architecture.

The OTO-D semantic data model presented in the previous chapter, provided us the formal means for deriving and representing the information architecture in the form of a data schema. The data schema was defined incrementally by studying the different aspects of the management of the design data and the design process. In a step-by-step procedure, object types were defined and refined. The backbone of the combined data schema is depicted in Figure 5.18 (the flow configuration part has been omitted).
Figure 5.18. Backbone of the combined data schema.

The data schema is relatively simple and comprehensible, yet represents the information structure related to the key aspects of data- and design management in a CAD framework. The central object type is DesignObject, and many other object
types relate to it. This is a direct reflection of our conclusion in section 3.3 that the framework manages design data at the coarse-grain level of design objects. Based on the data schema, the CAD framework organizes design objects across modules and projects, maintains relationships between design objects, and keeps track of their state. The information-rich pool of meta data that becomes available while operating, can be used to keep the design engineer well-informed about the structure and status of the design and assist him in selecting the design activity to perform next.

As we said before, data modeling helps in achieving understanding of the information needs of an organization and by extension the way in which an organization functions. In the definition of the information architecture many principal choices have been made, and as such it defines the context for the definition of the detailed functionality of the individual framework services. Actual definition of the detailed functionality may yield some data schema refinements, but this will not affect the backbone of the data schema (provided no serious defects are encountered). An attractive property of the OTO-D data modeling technique is that the resulting aggregation hierarchies offer different levels at which additional attributes can be attached. Openness was secured by avoiding incorporation of features of a particular tool set or design representation in the definition of the data schema.

Our work relates to the work of e.g. Katz [Katz86a, Katz87] and Batory [Batory85] in that it investigates the major organizing principles employed by the data management facility of a CAD framework. What sets our work apart is that we formally represent the (structural) semantics of these principles at the type level by means of a single data schema. Katz presents multiple example pictures at the instance level, showing possible occurrences of objects and relationships. In contrast we have focused on representing the invariants of a design environment. The data schema makes the relationships between all object types explicit and, as it has been constructed with well-defined abstraction primitives, has an unambiguous interpretation.

CFI has also recognized the importance of data modeling to their standardization activities. They apply data modeling techniques in the definition of standards for handling domain-specific types of data, as well as for defining views on an overall framework architecture [CFIfar91]. An interesting reference in this context is [Hamer91], which strongly motivates the application of data modeling techniques for CFI's architecture-related activities.
The power and relevance of the application of data modeling techniques in the definition of CAD framework architectures is demonstrated by the work presented in [Hamer91a]. This report presents a comparison between two design flow paradigms, namely the RoadMap paradigm developed by van den Hamer and Treffers from Philips Research Laboratories, as presented in [Hamer90], and the Nelsis paradigm as presented in [Bosch91]. The comparison was performed by actually inspecting the data schemas of both systems, seeking for correspondences and differences in information structures. The striking conclusion from this work is that starting from the inspection of the data schemas a detailed insight was obtained in the correspondences and differences in capabilities of both systems.
6. The Component Architecture

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter we present the component architecture of the CAD framework. This architectural view identifies the individual framework components and the dependencies between them. It provides additional detail on the logical structure of the framework.

In chapter 3 we looked into some global issues and derived a global framework model (see again Figure 3.4), from which we now proceed. We summarize the outcome of chapter 3 as follows:

- The CAD framework consists of a framework kernel and framework tools. All interaction with the end-user is through tools.

- The framework kernel keeps track of the state of design and controls all access to the data.

- We logically distinguish between meta data and 'raw' design data contained in design objects. Meta data refers to design objects as logical units.

- Interaction between tools and framework kernel takes place via the tool-framework interface.

In chapter 5 we derived the information architecture of the CAD framework. As stated in section 3.5, this is considered a user-view of the framework. The data schema presented in Figure 5.18 represents the information structure related to the key aspects of data- and design management. From this data schema we learn which meta data is to be maintained by the framework about the design objects.

Our next goal is to obtain a more detailed understanding of the internal structure of the framework. For this purpose we will define the component architecture. We will identify principal framework functions and allocate them to mutually ordered components. The component architecture is considered a developer-view of the
framework. Note that components are intended only to represent the logical divisions of framework functions and do not imply implementation as a single unit. In the following sections we will identify logical framework components, and decompose them into smaller components. Functionality will be allocated to components, and interfaces will be defined.

The component architectures derived in the sequel will be represented by diagrams built of boxes and arrows connecting boxes. A box represents a logical component, which provides a group of functions. Components make their functions available to other (client) framework components or design tools by exporting them via their interface. The interfaces will be represented in the diagrams by shaded areas. The arrows connecting the boxes represent calling dependencies between the components: which component causes which other component to perform a function. The principal interface functions will be presented textually.

6.2 Framework Kernel and Framework Tools

We use the term framework service to denote a logical group of functions, which offers a particular facility to the design tools and/or the end-user. Some example framework services are (see also the principal requirements in section 2.3):

- Support for logical distribution of design data and design activities.
- Concurrency control.
- Access control.
- Version management.
- Support for hierarchical multi-view design.
- Design flow management.

These services are considered to be common among CAD applications, and therefore are to be provided at the level of the underlying infrastructure, the CAD framework.

The only framework components identified so far are the framework kernel and the framework tools. A key aspect of our global framework model (Figure 3.4) is the presumed run-time interaction between design tools and the framework kernel. That is, while they are running, design tools may transfer control to the framework kernel in
order to have framework functions activated. For this purpose, the framework kernel makes a set of possible requests available through the tool-framework interface. There is no direct interaction between design tools and framework tools.

Framework functions are located either in a framework tool or in the framework kernel. We define the following discriminating principle, which can be applied upon the allocation of framework functions to components.

**Principle 6.1:**

If a framework function is to be activated upon the execution of a request issued by a tool on the framework kernel, then it must be located in the framework kernel.

Functions intended to be activated solely by the end-user may be located in a framework tool. A function that is located in a framework tool may use lower functions located in the framework kernel, via the tool-framework interface. For example, version handling functions that have to be active when design transactions are performed by design tools, are part of the kernel. A (graphical) version browser for the end-user is located in a framework tool. This version browser may call kernel functions to retrieve information about the available versions and their relationships.

In order to further qualify the kernel framework functions, we must be more specific about the requests that tools are allowed to issue on the framework kernel. We take a look at the kind of interaction that design tools may have with the framework kernel when performing their specific design tasks. Design tools operate on design objects and their (hierarchical and equivalence) relationships. Do we allow a design tool to decide at run-time:

- On which design objects and relationships to operate?
- What to do with these design objects and relationships?

For maximum openness and flexibility, we answer both questions with a loud and clear "yes, we do". The actual behavior of a design tool (from a framework perspective) may be influenced by:

- Command line arguments.
- User interaction.
- Contents of command files.
- Characteristics of the design.

Hence, we consider it absolutely essential to allow design tools to decide at run-time what to do with which design objects and relationships. As a consequence, all functions that are involved in controlling and administering the accesses of design tools to design objects and their relationships must be located in the kernel. This includes the major data- and design management functions. We therefore conclude that the framework kernel really is the heart of the CAD framework.

As a consequence of this design choice, the CAD framework can handle interactive editors that may perform multiple edit operations during a single run, with design objects being selected interactively by the design engineer. It is also able to keep track of tools that seek their way through the multi-view design hierarchy, taking smart decisions on which operation to perform where.

Although our choice to allow a large degree of run-time interaction may appear rather obvious, history has shown different approaches. An example is the Damocles system developed at Motorola Inc [Vasudeva92]. A key objective of the Damocles system is to introduce framework services for design tracking, without affecting the design procedures employed by the design engineer. In the Damocles system there is no run-time interaction between the design tools and the framework. The tools are run in their (classical) file-based environment. After a tool-run has finished, a mapper tries to infer the new state of design by inspection of the files produced by the tool-run. The drawbacks are obvious. The mappers are largely tool dependent. We note that CFI is working in this area to define a standard Tool Execution Log format. Consistency and accuracy of the inferred state of design are doubtful, in particular if information about a tool's activity is hard to derive, if at all. Correct behavior upon parallel tool-runs is questionable. Moreover, post-mortem inference of the design state is inefficient.

Another approach is taken by the SiFrame system, a predecessor of the Jessi-Common-Framework [JCFArch91, Liebisch92]. SiFrame is aimed at a tool integration technique known as encapsulation (section 6.8). The major framework component of SiFrame is the desktop, a graphical user interface from which all tool-runs have to be launched. The major data- and design management functions are located in the desktop framework tool, in particular the functions to check and update the design flow status (i.e. the flow related part of the design state). Upon a tool-run, the desktop
puts the design files in place, activates the tool, and collects the resulting files. The tools are not allowed to interact at run-time with a framework kernel. As a result, SiFrame can handle only tools for which the appropriate files can be determined beforehand.

In contrast to the Damocles and SiFrame approaches, we locate the major data- and design management functions in the framework kernel, and allow the design tool to interact at run-time with this kernel. This approach was also advocated in [Bosch91] and [Bingley92] in the context of design flow management. Some key advantages are:

- Openness to a wide range of tools.
- Support of the full tool integration spectrum, from encapsulation to tight integration (see section 6.8).
- Consistent and accurate administration of the state of design.
- Early updates of the administration, i.e. while the interaction occurs.
- Potentially the most efficient approach, as tools inform the kernel about their accesses. No post-mortem inference of the design state is required.

With reference to Damocles, we remark that the (possible) run-time interaction between design tools and the framework kernel does not inherently imply that the design procedures for the design engineer change dramatically. Upon initiation of a design activity, design data may still be transferred to some place 'outside' the framework, to be operated upon. However, upon completion of the design activity, design data somehow has to be brought under the control of the CAD framework if it is to be shared with other tools in the frame-based environment. With reference to SiFrame, we remark that our approach does not require design tools to be run from a special (graphical) command shell.
6.3 The Framework Kernel

We direct our attention to the framework kernel, and will decompose it logically into smaller components. In this section we will make an initial decomposition, which will reveal more detailed issues that are to be addressed in the following sections.

In chapter 3 we characterized the framework kernel as a transaction processing system, through which tools can perform transactions on the state of design. One key aspect to this is the storage of all information pertaining to the state of design. The framework kernel has to offer permanence of the results of committed transactions. This relates to the framework’s role of design database, as discussed in chapter 2. We therefore identify a Data Handling component, which provides facilities for reliable persistent storage of meta data and design data. These are generic facilities; the Data Handling component has no built-in knowledge of the semantics of the data that it handles. It offers functions for creating, storing, retrieving and deleting data.

In section 3.3 we stated that the design database provided by the CAD framework is to be a generic facility. Support for specific design representation formats is not a principal framework responsibility, but may be offered through configuration of the generic Data Handler. We do not include an explicit framework component for this type of functionality, as is e.g. done by CFI [CFIfar91] (see again Figure 2.4). In the sequel we will demonstrate the openess of the framework architecture to support for specific design representation formats.

The framework kernel is much more than a ‘dumb’ storage component. In the previous section we concluded that a variety of data- and design management functions are located in the framework kernel. These functions are activated by the initiation of transactions by tools via the tool - framework interface. They have to take care of issues such as access control, data organization, and design process control. For example, when a design tool performs a design transaction on a design object, these functions may check access rights, check and update the object’s design flow status, and handle versioning issues. We allocate these functions to a component called Data- and Design Management Kernel. In the sequel we will also refer to this component as the DDM Kernel. Since the DDM Kernel gets informed about all transactions performed on the system, it can keep track of all design activities, and administer the relevant meta data.

We position the DDM Kernel on top of the Data Handling component. As opposed to the Data Handling component, the DDM Kernel has built-in knowledge of the
semantics of the meta data. The DDM Kernel uses the Data Handling component as a
storage component, for example, to hold its meta data administration. The Data
Handling component calls no functions from the DDM Kernel. Thus, we structure the
framework kernel as a 'brain' component, offering specific data- and design
management functions on specific types of meta data, on top of a 'muscle' component
offering generic storage facilities. The advantage is increased modularity, which
facilitates framework evolution. The generic Data Handling component can easily
adjust when new data- and design management functions are to operate on new types
of data.

The basis of the complete environment is the platform, i.e. the hardware and the
operating system software, on which the framework and tools are to run. We use the
term system environment to denote the functions typically associated with an operating
system. These include facilities to spawn and run processes, I/O handling, a
(hierarchical) file system, protection mechanisms, interprocess communication (IPC)
facilities, and network services.

On top of the system environment, a whole range of general-purpose facilities may be
available for the benefit of all framework components and the design tools. These may
include window-based graphics (e.g. the Xwindow System, OSF/Motif), portability
services, advanced network services, a remote procedure call (RPC) mechanism, error
handling, license management, etc. A trend we have seen over the last years, is that
more and more of these general-purpose facilities are migrating to the system
environment. They are becoming standard facilities, usually offered by hardware
vendors or specialized software vendors. This trend is expected to continue.

We capture the functions offered by the system environment and the general-purpose
facilities on top of it, in a single base component termed System Environment and
Common Basic Services. The functions provided by this component can be used by all
other components, including the tools.

We represent the identified kernel components with the calling dependencies in Figure
6.1:
Figure 6.1. The framework kernel is logically structured as a general base component with a Data Handling component and a Data- and Design Management Kernel stacked on top of it.

The System Environment and Common Basic Services component is drawn at the bottom of Figure 6.1. It offers a great variety of functions to all other components. This component will not be further detailed.

The Data Handling component provides a facility for reliable persistent storage of meta data and design data. Higher level components interact with the Data Handling component via the Data Handling Interface. The internal structure, functionality and main characteristics of the Data Handling component will be further detailed in the next section. In particular we will address the partitioning of this component into smaller components, and the openness to a variety of storage regimes for the 'raw' design data.

The DDM Kernel component is built on top of the Data Handling component. Tools interact with the DDM Kernel via the Data- and Design Management Interface. In the sequel we will refer to this interface as the DDM Interface. In section 6.7 we will
6.4 The Data Handling Component

6.4.1 Key Data Handling Issues

The Data Handling component provides a facility for reliable persistent storage of all data handled by the CAD framework. It offers functions for creating, storing, retrieving and deleting data. Below we list some key issues for this component. Most of these issues relate to our principal requirements presented in section 2.3.

1. *Support appropriate data types and access methods.*

To avoid an 'impedance mismatch' with the higher level components, the Data Handling component must provide an appropriate set of primitive data types, appropriate constructs for relating data, as well as appropriate methods for accessing data. In other words, the *data model* implemented by the Data Handling component must match the needs of the variety of applications built on top of it. The ability to effectively handle a great variety of data is an important aspect of *openness.*
2. **Efficiency.**

The performance of the Data Handling component is a critical factor in achieving overall efficiency.

3. **Access control.**

For purposes of security, the Data Handler has to check permissions of users to access data. Note that this has to be balanced with access control mechanisms implemented at the level of the DDM Kernel, in order to prevent an overkill of checking procedures.

4. **Consistency and integrity.**

The Data Handling component must guarantee correctness of the data with respect to pre-defined consistency and integrity constraints.

5. **Concurrency and recovery: Transactions.**

A transaction facility must allow the data to be transformed atomically from one consistent state to another consistent state. See again section 3.2.

6. **Logical distribution.**

The principal requirement for logical distribution (section 2.3) is likely to have an impact on the Data Handler. In the data handling context we define logical distribution as follows: A database system is logically distributed if the user sees and interacts with the system as if there are multiple databases, each individual database having its own data schema [Lyngbaek84].

7. **Physical distribution.**

The Data Handler must operate in a distributed computing environment. It must allow data to be accessed from any location in this environment. Note that the required capabilities of the Data Handling component with respect to physical distribution largely depend on the overall implementation architecture. This is covered in the next chapter.

While taking these issues into account, we will present some key design choices for the Data Handling component and reflect them in the component architecture.
6.4.2 Separate Meta Data- and Design Data Handling

The Data Handling component as depicted in Figure 6.1, provides storage facilities for meta data as well as design data contained in design objects. What are the characteristics of these types of data and their access methods? We know that the design objects contain localized collections of related data, but their granularity may vary significantly. The overall volume of the design data that is to be handled in the course of a design project can be huge. Access characteristics may vary significantly, depending on the application. Some design tools require massive bulk access, while others require traversal-based access methods to navigate through the data. Design objects can be involved in long design transactions, thereby prohibiting conflicting accesses by other users to the related design data.

In contrast, the meta data typically is small in size when compared to the volume of the corresponding 'raw' design data. Queries for small amounts of meta data are issued frequently by the DDM Kernel and the framework tools. The meta data must have a high availability to allow the DDM Kernel and the framework tools to consult and update the administered state of design without significant delays.

In order to get more specific about the Data Handling component, we first wonder whether it has to be one indivisible logical component. Does the architecture allow:

- Separate data handling components for meta data and 'raw' design data?

And if so, can we define an interface to allow:

- Incorporation of alternative data handling components for 'raw' design data?

The advantage of having a separate Meta Data Handling component and Design Data Handling component is significant. Each component can be geared towards the characteristics of the data it has to handle. There is no need to build a comprehensive facility that tries to satisfy the disparate needs of meta data- and design data handling. In particular, we gain the flexibility of having a light-weight component which is optimized for efficient handling of the meta data. The advantage of the ability to incorporate alternative design data handling components is increased flexibility and openness.

In [Miller89] the importance of a single data handling system is advocated. The key issue that we face here is consistency. The risk of employing separate data handling components is that the consistency between meta data and 'raw' design data may be
offended. We recall the statement made in section 3.3, that the meta data administration should at all times correctly reflect the state of the actual design data as contained in the design objects. The architecture may allow separate data handling components for the meta data and the 'raw' design data if and only if the consistency between the two types of data can be guaranteed under all circumstances.

In order to maintain consistency, we must somehow synchronize the effectuation of the operations performed on both data handlers. It is important to note, however, that we do not have to solve the general problem of maintaining consistency among two arbitrary types of data handlers. We can take advantage of some of the design choices we have presented so far. The key to providing meta data - design data consistency lies in the fact that operations on design objects have to be initiated and terminated via interaction with the DDM Kernel. This puts the DDM Kernel in control at critical stages of the design data manipulation process performed by design tools. At these stages the DDM Kernel can synchronize the effectuation of design data operations with the corresponding administrative operations on the meta data.

Our approach to maintaining meta data - design data consistency is based on the following principle:

**Principle 6.2:**
At any moment, the Design Data Handling component contains at least the design data that corresponds to the meta data registered in the Meta Data Handling component. Validity of design data depends on the meta data.

Principle 6.2 implies that the meta data is 'in charge' of the design data. When the meta data signals presence of particular design data, this design data must be present. When the meta data signals absence of particular design data, this design data should not be present or, if present, is considered invalid. If we adhere to principle 6.2, the system always contains the design data corresponding to the administered meta data. When a tool requires access to a design object, we can always determine which design data to take for the object, based on the actual state of the meta data. We show how principle 6.2 can be adhered to.

We require the Meta Data Handler to offer a transaction facility, which permits meta data manipulations to be performed atomically. We require the Design Data Handler to offer the property of permanence: once updates have been committed, the results will not be lost.
We distinguish three types of operations on design objects: creation, update, and removal. We adopt the following procedures for the three types of operations:

- **Creation** of a new design object:

  This operation is performed by means of a design transaction (CheckOut - CheckIn sequence). Upon CheckIn, the new design data must be committed before committing the design transaction in the meta data administration. The meta data decides on the validity of the new design data.

- **Update** of an existing design object:

  This operation is performed by means of a design transaction (CheckOut - CheckIn sequence). Existing design data may not be overwritten in the course of the design transaction. As explained in section 3.4, the tool operates on a (virtual) copy of the design object. Upon CheckIn, the new design data must be committed before committing the design transaction in the meta data administration. The design object temporarily has a 'double state'. The meta data decides which state is the valid one. Obsolete design data can be removed only after the administration of the design transaction in the meta data has been committed.

- **Removal** of an existing design object:

  For this purpose, we introduce the RemoveDesignObject operation in the DDM Kernel. This operation first administers the removal of the design object in the meta data, and only then removes the corresponding design data. The design data is effectively invalidated by the update performed on the meta data.

The essence of the above procedures is that we carefully sequence the operations on both data handlers. Upon a meta data transaction it always holds that the design data of the old state and the design data of the new state are both present. The meta data transaction atomically transfers the validity from the old state to the new state. As a result, the correct state of the design data, as administered in the meta data, can always be obtained. Note that it is a matter of proper implementation to ensure that all intermediate stages in the sequencing of operations are well-defined and identifiable. Corresponding recovery procedures must take care that uncompleted design data operations are completed correctly, in accordance to the design state administered in the meta data. Since the DDM Kernel is in control, this can be handled correctly.
On the basis of the above procedures, principle 6.2 is adhered to, and meta data - design data consistency can be guaranteed. As a result, we can refine our component architecture to allow separate data handling components for meta data and design data contained in design objects. This is depicted in Figure 6.2:

![Diagram showing component architecture](image)

**Figure 6.2.** The Data Handling component is composed of separate components for Meta Data Handling and Design Data Handling.

Figure 6.2 shows that the Data Handler has been split into a Meta Data Handling component and a Design Data Handling component. The tool - framework interface has not been drawn explicitly. We can now be more specific about the numbered calling dependencies in Figure 6.2. The arrow tagged with number 1 represents the accesses performed by the DDM Kernel on the Meta Data Handler. The arrow tagged with number 2 represents the calls performed by the DDM Kernel to initiate and commit (or roll back) operations on design objects. These calls are properly sequenced with the corresponding accesses performed via arrow 1, according to the procedures described above. Via arrow 1 the DDM Kernel obtains the identifications of the valid design objects that are to be accessed via arrow 2. The arrow tagged with number 3 represents the accesses by the design tools on the contents of the design
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objects. These are the actual storage and retrieval operations on the detailed design data. Thus, we distinguish between design object level accesses on the Design Data Handler (arrow 2) and actual design data accesses (arrow 3). This is indicated in Figure 6.2 by the two shaded areas separated by a blank part. The accesses via arrow 3 can be performed only if the design transaction on the design object in question has been initiated properly via arrow 2. The DDM Kernel performs no design data accesses. Design tools are not allowed to perform design object level accesses via arrow 3.

Compared to Figure 6.1, arrows 3 and 4 in Figure 6.2 are more specific now. Arrow 3 correctly indicates that design tools interact directly with the Data Handler to access design data only. Access of design tools to meta data is performed only via calls to the DDM Kernel. Full control of the DDM Kernel over meta data accesses by design tools is key to consistency of the administered state of design.

Arrow 4 correctly indicates that framework tools interact directly with the Data Handler for purposes of meta data access. If design data is involved in an operation performed by a framework tool, this is to be handled via a call to the DDM Kernel, which will also take care of the meta data - design data consistency. For example, one may think of the removal of a design object, ordered from a graphical framework browser. These are domain neutral operations that do not interpret detailed design data.

6.5 The Meta Data Handling Component

We have shown that the architecture allows separate data handling components for meta data and 'raw' design data. We will now address the Meta Data Handling component in more detail.

6.5.1 Data Types and Access Methods

The Meta Data Handling component is a facility for reliable persistent storage of meta data. It is the framework's notebook for maintaining the state of design, and as such it is consulted and updated frequently. In the previous chapter we derived a data schema which defines the types of information maintained about the design objects and their relationships. A first order approximation of the types of data that are to be handled
by the Meta Data Handling component is hence given by the object types defined in
the data schema.

The accesses performed on the meta data are queries for small amounts of data. Given
a data schema, all possible queries are given by the OTO-D DML. Ultimate flexibility
is hence obtained if the OTO-D DML is taken as the basis for meta data access. This
does not imply that the actual DML syntax has to be supported by the meta data
handling interface. Rather, the interface must allow each query that can be formulated
in OTO-D DML, to be executed in some form. For example, a procedural interface
may provide functions to iterate over the instances of an object type, as an equivalent
of a GET request.

6.5.2 Configurability

The data schema derived in the previous chapter should not be taken as the fixed-for-
all-times ideal data schema. Schema changes will result from evolving requirements.
The introduction of a new framework service typically implies the introduction of new
object types in the data schema. Hence, the data schema should not be hardwired in
the Meta Data Handling component. Instead, we must allow the component to be
configured with an actual data schema. A Meta Data Handling component that is
completely free from data schema dependencies will facilitate framework evolution
significantly. In addition it offers the possibility to allow user-defined extensions to
the data schema.

6.5.3 Logical Distribution of Meta Data

An important design choice is whether to have a single meta data repository for the
complete environment, or to have multiple meta data repositories which can be
addressed individually. The former is referred to as logical centralization of meta
data, the latter as logical distribution of meta data. In the case of logical
centralization, queries are performed against all meta data present in the environment
on the basis of a single data schema (possibly through some user view on this
schema). An example of such an overall data schema is the one derived in chapter 5
(see Figure 5.18). In the case of logical distribution, a query is performed against the
subset of the meta data present in the local repository to which the query is directed.
This repository has a local data schema defining the structure of the information
contained in it.
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In section 5.3 we introduced the notion of project to provide logical distribution of design data and design activities. We now consider how this global framework aspect relates to logical distribution at the level of data handling. Since a project provides a local context for performing design activities, which contains local design objects, most of the meta data accesses will address the meta data that corresponds to a particular project. That is, queries will typically contain the clause:

```
WHERE ... ITS Project = '...' 
```

A possible form of logical distribution is to have a meta data repository per project. A query is then directed to a particular repository, and thereby implicitly to the meta data corresponding to a particular project. This matches well with the idea of having projects to offer local environments. Entering a project may imply that permissions are checked to access the meta data of that particular project. That is, logical distribution also provides an intuitive way of controlling access to (parts of) the meta data. An important advantage of this form of logical distribution is that it allows different projects to have different data schemas. This implies increased flexibility, in particular if we allow user-defined extensions to data schemas, or want to support different variant data schemas in parallel. An obvious drawback, of course, is that the scope of individual queries is always restricted to the meta data of a particular project. We feel this drawback can be overcome without much pain if we provide means to the higher level components to interact with the meta data repositories of multiple projects in parallel.

In order to obtain logical distribution, we have to define how the meta data gets distributed over multiple repositories. That is, from the overall data schema defined in chapter 5 (see Figure 5.18), we have to derive the data schemas for the individual meta data repositories. This can be done systematically by studying the object types one by one. We will make some brief remarks on the data schema decomposition process.

A project meta data repository contains the meta data that belongs to the individual project. Reading from the data schema, this certainly involves the instances of the object types that (indirectly) have Project only once as an attribute. These object types will be part of the local project data schema, in which the Project attribute has become implicit. Examples are the object types Module and DesignObject.

Special attention has to be paid to object types that may allow meta data from different projects to be related. These object types can easily be recognized since they (indirectly) have the object type Project multiple times as an attribute. Examples are
the object types HierarchyRel, EquivalenceRel, DesignTransaction and ImportedDesignObject. In section 5.11 we defined a constraint that restricts hierarchical-, equivalence- and version derivation relationships to relate only design objects from the same project. The corresponding object types will, hence, also be part of the local project data schema. The object types DesignTransaction and ImportedDesignObject allow meta data from different projects to be related. Such object types have to be split into multiple object types, such that each object type again represents meta data that belongs to an individual project. For example, the object type ImportedDesignObject can be split into an object type Export, to represent the export of the design object in the exporting project, and a re-defined object type ImportedDesignObject, to represent the reference to the remote design object in the importing project. Thus, for such object types, meta data can be localized in the project environments at the cost of some redundancy. This redundancy implies that additional consistency constraints have to be safeguarded. For example, an instance of the re-defined object type ImportedDesignObject should not exist without a corresponding instance of the object type Export in the exporting project.

What remains are the object types that do not have Project (indirectly) as an attribute. An example is the object type Project itself. A global meta data repository can be allotted to this kind of information. One of the object types in the data schema for this global repository will be Project. In other words, this repository administers the projects present in the design environment. Consistency among this global administration and the actual presency of the projects in the design environment has to be safeguarded. This global repository may also contain information about the available tools, their possible activities, and the possible design flows. An important design choice is whether to reference this tool & flow information from the project environment, or to duplicate information about the selected tools and design flow into the project environment. In the latter case local autonomy is enhanced, since updates performed in the global repository do not affect the selected tool & flow information in the project environment. This by itself, however, may also turn out to be a drawback, depending on the situation. We consider this choice to be a matter of taste.

We can now refine the intuitive view on the design environment presented in Figure 5.2, to reflect the logical distribution of meta data as well. See Figure 6.3:
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![Diagram showing a global meta data repository and project meta data repositories]

Figure 6.3. *The meta data is logically distributed over local project meta data repositories and a single global meta data repository.*

6.5.4 Meta Data Transactions

In section 3.2 we characterized the framework kernel as a transaction processing system which takes the design data from one consistent state to another consistent state. Upon the execution of the transactions initiated by tools on the framework kernel, the DDM Kernel performs accesses on the Meta Data Handler to consult and update the administered state of design. An obvious design choice is to equip the Meta Data Handler with a basic transaction facility, to allow the DDM Kernel (and other client components) to manipulate the meta data atomically. A transaction facility offers the following properties (see section 3.2):

- **Failure atomicity:**
  The Meta Data Handler rolls back the results of uncommitted operations when a failure occurs. Client components do not have to worry about undoing the updates that have already been performed in the course of a transaction.

- **Permanence:**
  Once a meta data transaction has been committed, the results will not be lost. Client components can be sure that meta data updates have been effectuated, and can safely return control to their clients.
• **Serializability:**

We have not decided yet where and how to control the concurrency of requests being issued to the framework kernel by the multiple tools running in parallel. One way may be to **serialize** the requests from the tools in the DDM Kernel. From the perspective of the DDM Kernel this would free the Meta Data Handler from concurrency considerations, since the meta data transactions are executed serially. The alternative is to have the DDM Kernel handle requests from tools in parallel, which implies a need for allowing concurrent meta data accesses. Parallel execution of tool requests is desirable for purposes of efficiency. Besides, we allowed framework tools to interact directly with the Meta Data Handler (arrow 4 in Figure 6.2). This also raises a need for concurrency control at the level of the Meta Data Handler. We decide that the Meta Data Handler must guarantee serializability upon concurrent execution of meta data transactions.

We, thus, choose to equip the Meta Data Handler with a full-fledged transaction facility. The careful reader will have noticed that we already required the Meta Data Handler to offer a transaction facility when we were solving the meta data - design data consistency problem in the previous section.

What are the required characteristics of the meta data transaction facility? The framework kernel is to provide a facility for long design transactions. However, as we will show in more detail in section 6.7, this by itself does not require a facility for long transactions at the level of the Meta Data Handler. In fact, the model adopted for design transactions in section 3.4 already showed how two short operations (CheckOut & CheckIn) are used to bracket a long lasting design transaction. Since this conversational transaction model can also be applied to other cases where long transactions may occur, we feel that the Meta Data Handler may be equipped with a facility for **short transactions**. This implies that classical techniques for transaction handling, which may e.g. force transactions to wait, are appropriate. Having only short transactions helps us to satisfy the requirement for a high availability of the meta data.

To ensure that concurrent transactions do not interfere with each other’s operation, i.e. to provide serializability, the Meta Data Handler may employ locking techniques. It may perform locking at the coarse-grain level of the object types defined in the data schema. That is, the complete set of instances of an object type is locked as a single object. An effective locking protocol is the following:
• At the start of a meta data transaction we lock all object types for which instances are expected to be accessed in the course of the transaction.

Object types may be locked for either Read or Write. Concurrent Read - Read is allowed. Write is exclusive. The object types that are the subject of INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE operations have to be locked for Write. Object types for which instances are accessed only by means of a GET operation or by means of an attribute traversal via the ITS construct, have to be locked for Read. Since all locks needed to perform a transaction are acquired at once, this is a two-phase locking mechanism (see again section 3.2). Two-phase read/write locking is a common technique used to guarantee serializability [Mullende89].

The locking protocol presented is extremely efficient, since locking is performed at the level of the object types rather than at the level of the individual instances. Another characteristic is that all object types involved have to be known at the start of the meta data transaction. In this respect we have taken considerable advantage of the fact that the DDM Kernel and the framework tools implement a pre-defined set of transaction types. As a consequence, the set of object types (possibly) involved in a meta data transaction is pre-determined. We will elaborate on this in section 6.7. A drawback of the presented protocol is that meta data transactions which acquire Write locks, tend to exclude many other transactions from operating concurrently. We note, however, that many transactions acquire only Read locks. For example, the multitude of browse operations initiated by the end-user perform only GET operations on the meta data. Another key issue is the inherent parallelism provided by the logical distribution of meta data. A meta data transaction is issued against an individual meta data repository. Locking is performed per meta data repository, i.e. per project. Meta data transactions issued against different meta data repositories do not exclude each other.

6.5.5 Integrity Constraints

The Meta Data Handler can make a valuable contribution to maintaining overall consistency and integrity of design information, by guaranteeing correctness of the meta data with respect to pre-defined consistency and integrity constraints. As we explained in section 4.3, the OTO-D data model allows a variety of integrity constraints to be defined. These include the inherent constraints, which follow directly from the application of the OTO-D DDL constructs. An example is the referential integrity along the attribute relationships. Another type of integrity constraints are the static constraints, of which several were defined in chapter 5 while
deriving the data schema. Upon an INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE operation, the Meta Data Handler has to check whether none of the integrity constraints is violated. When a violation is detected, the operation fails and the embracing meta data transaction must be rolled-back.

6.5.6 The Meta Data Interface Definition

We represent the various key aspects of the Meta Data Interface by means of the following interface definition. The interface definition specifies the principal functions that the Meta Data Handler makes available to the higher level components.

Two functions are used to establish and release contact with the individual meta data repositories. They reflect the logical distribution of the meta data.

- mdiOpenProject (projectId, mode): mdiProjectKey
- mdiCloseProject (mdiProjectKey)

The function _mdiOpenProject_ establishes contact with the meta data repository identified by the argument _projectId_. A reserved identifier may be used for identification of the global meta data repository. Upon activation of the identified repository, the Meta Data Handler configures itself for the corresponding data schema. The _mode_ argument specifies the required access mode. The function _mdiOpenProject_ checks whether meta data access with this access mode is allowed for the client issuing the request. Upon successful completion, _mdiOpenProject_ hands out the access key _mdiProjectKey_, which can be used for subsequent meta data accesses on the repository.

The function _mdiCloseProject_ releases contact with the meta data repository identified by the access key _mdiProjectKey_. The access key is invalidated.

Two functions are used to initiate and terminate meta data transactions on a meta data repository.

- mdiClaimMetaData (mdiProjectKey, objectTypes, lockModes): mdiTransactionKey
- mdiReleaseMetaData (mdiTransactionKey, releaseMode)

The function _mdiClaimMetaData_ initiates a meta data transaction on the repository identified by the access key _mdiProjectKey_. According to the presented locking protocol, all object types for which instances are expected to be accessed in the course of the transaction, are locked. The _objectTypes_ argument specifies a set of object
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types. The lockModes argument specifies the requested lock types (Read or Write) for the locks on these object types. If not all locks can be obtained, a short wait is introduced before issuing a new attempt. The wait-retry cycle is repeated till all locks are obtained. Since mdiClaimMetaData holds no locks while waiting, deadlock will not occur. Upon successful completion, mdiClaimMetaData hands out the key mdiTransactionKey, which can be used to perform the actual meta data requests.

The function mdiReleaseMetaData terminates the meta data transaction identified by mdiTransactionKey. It establishes a synchronization point by performing either a commit or a rollback operation, depending on the value of the releaseMode argument. The locks on the object types are released. The key mdiTransactionKey is invalidated.

The client can obtain multiple access keys for different meta data repositories via mdiOpenProject. For each of these access keys, a meta data transaction can be initiated via mdiClaimMetaData. This interface, hence, allows parallel transactions on different meta data repositories. We note, however, that per meta data repository we allow only one meta data transaction to be in progress per client. This simplifies the locking procedure and prevents deadlock, while imposing no restrictions upon practical use.

Once a transaction has been initiated, actual meta data accesses can be performed with the key mdiTransactionKey. For this purpose we introduce the following function:

- mdiQueryMetaData (mdiTransactionKey, queryRequest): mdiQueryResult

The function mdiQueryMetaData issues the specified queryRequest on the meta data repository for which the meta data transaction identified by mdiTransactionKey has been initiated. Upon successful completion, it returns the result of the query request via mdiQueryResult. mdiQueryMetaData checks whether the object types involved in the query request have been locked properly.

The function mdiQueryMetaData is presented merely to show that queries, which can be formulated in OTO-D DML, can be executed in some form in the course of a meta data transaction. It is not intended to specify how the interaction with the Meta Data Handler actually occurs when performing a query request. One way may be to have a procedural interface which allows clients to iterate over the instances of an object type, in order to search for particular instances on the basis of a search pattern representing the qualifying predicate of the query request. Selected instances are obtained one by one, to be involved in subsequent operations. An alternative is to have a more declarative form of interaction, very much like the function-format specified above.
This form of interaction was used in the Nelsis CAD Framework, Release 4 [NelsisR4], where the OTO-D DML was actually embedded within the C programming language. Queries in OTO-D DML syntax can be passed as strings to the Meta Data Handler. The Meta Data Handler parses the query string to an internal form which is executed efficiently. The advantage of this type of interface is its high level of abstraction. Higher level components can simply issue OTO-D DML requests, without having to wonder how these requests get resolved [Wolf90].

The calling pattern presented below illustrates how the Meta Data Interface functions cooperate.

```plaintext
mdiProjectKey := mdiOpenProject (projectId, mode);
mdiTransactionKey := mdiClaimMetaData (mdiProjectKey, objectTypes, lockModes);
mdiQueryResult := mdiQueryMetaData (mdiTransactionKey, queryRequest);
mdiReleaseMetaData (mdiTransactionKey, releaseMode);
mdiCloseProject (mdiProjectKey);
```

### 6.5.7 Conclusion

We conclude that the Meta Data Handler is a powerful component which offers a high level interface to its client components:

- The Meta Data Interface allows OTO-D DML requests to be issued in some form.
- It enables the meta data to be distributed logically over multiple individual repositories.
- Per meta data repository, a data schema can be configured. This configurability also allows the framework to evolve smoothly upon schema changes.
- Meta data transactions can be performed per meta data repository.
- Parallel transactions can be performed on different meta data repositories.
- It guarantees correctness of the meta data with respect to a variety of pre-defined integrity constraints.
- It handles access control.

In the next chapter we will see that physical distribution as well as recovery can be
handled transparently. This makes the Meta Data Handler a powerful component for conveniently building higher level framework services.

6.6 The Design Data Handling Component

We will now address the Design Data Handling component in more detail. This component provides a facility for reliable persistent storage of design data. We do not intend to present actual design data handling mechanisms or a detailed Design Data Interface. Instead, we will identify some global characteristics of the Design Data Handler and demonstrate how the CAD framework can provide openness to a variety of storage regimes for the 'raw' design data.

6.6.1 Data Types and Access Methods

The design data is organized as design objects contained in projects. We have defined no constraints on the amount of data or the types of data that may be contained in a design object. Design tools issue design transactions on design objects to access the design data. By means of a design transaction, a design tool may operate for a possibly long time on the design data contained in a design object.

The type of interaction performed by a design tool in the course of a design transaction can vary significantly from one tool to the other. Some tools prefer a very loose type of interaction with the Design Data Handler. They perform, what we call, file level interaction. Such tools basically want to have access to design files contained in the design object, to produce other files that are to be stored with the same or another design object.

A slightly more intimate type of interaction is found with tools that use the Design Data Interface to (sequentially) read and write the actual design data elements. This type of interaction allows the Data Handler to decouple the design tools from the actual format used for physical storage of the design data. Design tools that perform this type of interaction typically load the design data into their incore data structures, right after the start of the design transaction. These data structures have been optimized for the specific algorithms that the design tools are to perform. For example, analysis tools typically use very specific data structures for their particular simulation or verification algorithms. Many editors also use incore data structures for fast handling of the design data. If the tool operation completes successfully, the
resulting data is *saved* (i.e. made persistent) by storing it either in a new (related) design object, or as derived data with the original design object. In case of an editor, the resulting data is stored in a new design object which may become a new version of the corresponding module.

The most intimate type of interaction is performed by design tools that manipulate the design data as it resides in the Data Handler. These tools do not build their own data structures according to the "load - manipulate - save" type of interaction presented above. They interact continuously with the Design Data Handler to navigate through the data and to perform their operations directly on the data in the Data Handler. The Data Handler is responsible for loading the design data incore and for making it persistent again. This may be done in a highly transparent way. For this type of interaction, the Design Data Handler must offer a great variety of data structuring capabilities and traversal methods. A drawback of this approach is that if multiple tools are to share the same data, they should adhere to a common data structure for performing their algorithms. If a tool does not adhere then it can, of course, still build its own data structure. However, by degrading to the "load - manipulate - save" type of interaction, it loses the advantages offered by the persistency service of the Data Handler.

### 6.6.2 Design Data Handling Characteristics

We have positioned the Design Data Handling component in the component architecture (see Figure 6.2) by deciding:

- to distinguish between the DDM Kernel and the Data Handler, and
- to split the Data Handler into a Meta Data Handler and a Design Data Handler.

The Design Data Handler offers functions for creating, storing, retrieving and deleting design data. In order to become more specific about the functionality offered by the Design Data Handler, we first explicitly define the discriminating principle for balancing functionality between the DDM Kernel and the Design Data Handler.

**Principle 6.3:**

Functions involved in design data handling are located in the DDM Kernel if they perform meta data accesses upon their execution.

Principle 6.3 is a direct reflection of the fact that the Design Data Handler does not perform meta data accesses, as appears from Figure 6.2. All requests from design
tools that imply meta data access, have to go through the DDM Kernel. These include requests for the initiation and termination of design transactions and the removal of design objects. Upon the execution of such requests, the DDM Kernel performs meta data accesses on the Meta Data Handler (arrow 1 in Figure 6.2) and design object level accesses on the Design Data Handler (arrow 2 in Figure 6.2). We conclude that principle 6.3 is a direct consequence of the split of the Data Handler; this split has detailed the Data Handler and (the position of) its interfaces, and thereby implicitly caused the allocation of functions to the DDM Kernel.

We now address some key data handling issues, to see how they apply to the Design Data Handling component as it has been positioned in the component architecture.

- **Logical distribution.**
  The design objects are logically distributed over the project environments. Each design object resides in a particular project, as was also modeled in the global data schema (Figure 5.18). A related aspect is the possibility to configure the Design Data Handler per project. That is, to have a local data schema for the design data structures and local settings for configurable items, when so desired.

- **Access control.**
  The framework controls the access to design data at the coarse-grain level of design object, for example, upon a CheckOut or RemoveDesignObject operation. For this purpose, the appropriate object types are defined in the data schema (see for example section 5.4). The access control functions perform meta data accesses, for example to check the ownership of the design object. According to principle 6.3, the coarse-grain access control is performed by the DDM Kernel. This relieves the Design Data Handler from the principal responsibility to control access to design data.

Design tools should perform only design data accesses (via arrow 3 in Figure 6.2) for which permission has been granted by the DDM Kernel. The Design Data Handler is welcome to provide additional safety measures to keep the tool from (accidentally or intentionally) performing unpermitted accesses. If the Design Data Handler performs access control, it must be compliant with the strategy employed by the DDM Kernel.
• **Concurrency control.**

As we described in section 3.3 and 3.4, the framework controls concurrent accesses to design data at the coarse-grain level of design object. Upon initiation of an operation on a design object, it decides whether this operation is allowed with respect to operations that are in progress. In chapter 5 we modeled the object type RunningDesTrans, to allow the framework to register the running design transactions in the meta data. According to principle 6.3, the coarse-grain concurrency control is performed by the DDM Kernel. This relieves the Design Data Handler from the principal responsibility to provide concurrency control.

A requirement on the Design Data Handler is that it efficiently permits concurrent execution of operations for which permission has been granted by the DDM Kernel. For example, a Design Data Handler which maps all design data present in a project onto a single file, inherently constrains concurrent access (the file is a single resource with exclusive Write access). If a single file is to be used for physical storage, some mechanism has to be built on top of it to correctly handle the concurrent accesses on the different design objects in the file. In contrast, a Design Data Handler which maps each design object onto a separate file, inherently allows concurrent access on different design objects, taking advantage of facilities provided by the underlying operating system.

• **Consistency.**

The framework kernel does not interpret the contents of design objects. Hence, it is the design tool’s responsibility to deliver a self-consistent design object. In order to provide meta data - design data consistency, we required the Design Data Handler to offer the property of permanence (see also sub-section 6.4.2).

In sub-section 6.4.2, we came to a distinction between design object level accesses on the Design Data Handler (arrow 2 in Figure 6.2) and actual design data accesses on the contents of the design objects (arrow 3 in Figure 6.2). In the sequel we will study these two types of accesses separately. We will start with the definition of an interface for the design object level accesses. We recall that in section 3.3 the need for a "domain neutral interface for design object manipulation by the framework" was already identified.
6.6.3 Design Object Level Interface

We present the principal functions of the design object level interface of the Design Data Handling component. Two functions are used to initiate and terminate design data accesses on a project environment. They reflect the logical distribution of design data across project environments.

- ddiOpenProject (projectId, mode): ddiProjectKey
- ddiCloseProject (ddiProjectKey)

The function ddiOpenProject initiates design data accesses on the project identified by the argument projectId. The mode argument specifies the required access mode. Upon successful completion, ddiOpenProject hands out the access key ddiProjectKey, which can be used for subsequent design data accesses on the project. The function ddiCloseProject terminates design data accesses on the project identified by the access key ddiProjectKey. The access key is invalidated.

In sub-section 6.4.2, we discussed the interaction of the DDM Kernel with the Meta Data Handler (arrow 1 in Figure 6.2) and the Design Data Handler (arrow 2 in Figure 6.2) in the context of meta data - design data consistency. We defined procedures for the creation, update, and removal of design objects. These procedures describe the accesses on both Data Handlers and how they have to be sequenced. Starting from the description of the accesses, we define the following functions of the design object level interface.

- ddiCreateDesignObject (ddiProjectKey): ddiDesignObjectKey

The function ddiCreateDesignObject creates an 'empty' design object in the project identified by ddiProjectKey. The access key ddiDesignObjectKey is returned to permit further accesses on the new design object. This function is called upon a CheckOut for the creation of a new design object.

- ddiOpenDesignObject (ddiProjectKey, designObjectId, accMode): ddiDesignObjectKey

The function ddiOpenDesignObject opens the design object identified by the argument designObjectId in the project identified by ddiProjectKey. The accMode argument specifies the type of access that is to be performed on the design object. Compare this argument to the AccMode attribute in the definition of the object type DesignTransaction (section 5.5). If updates are to be performed on the design object, a copy is generated. Upon successful completion, the access key ddiDesignObjectKey is
returned, and the Design Data Handler is prepared to accept further accesses on the (copied) design object. This function is called upon a CheckOut for the update of an existing design object.

The copy operations performed by *ddiOpenDesignObject* are potential performance killers. We like to note here that in practice the physical copying of design data can be reduced significantly. First, ReadOnly design transactions require no copying. For update operations, smart techniques may be employed. For example, we may only copy references to the design data contained in the original design object. Read operations get directed to the original object, while write operations are directed to the new object. It is possible to combine this in a smart way with the versioning procedures, as has been demonstrated in the Nelsis CAD Framework. We will not discuss this in detail.

- *ddiCloseDesignObject* (ddiDesignObjectKey, complMode)

The function *ddiCloseDesignObject* closes the design object identified by the argument *ddiDesignObjectKey*, obtained from either the function *ddiCreateDesignObject* or *ddiOpenDesignObject*. The behavior of *ddiCloseDesignObject* is directed by the argument *complMode*. Compare this argument to the ComplMode attribute in the definition of the object type DesignTransaction (section 5.5). This function is called upon a Checkln, i.e. upon termination of a design transaction. If an empty design object or a copy design object was generated at the start of the design transaction, this design object is removed if *complMode* signals failure, and this new design object is committed if *complMode* signals success. Since we required the Design Data Handler to offer the property of permanence, the new design data will not be lost, and it can safely be administered in the meta data. The access key *ddiDesignObjectKey* is invalidated.

- *ddiRemoveDesignObject* (ddiProjectKey, designObjectID)

The function *ddiRemoveDesignObject* removes the design object identified by the argument *designObjectID* from the project identified by *ddiProjectKey*. This function is called upon a RemoveDesignObject operation, after the removal of the design object has been administered in the meta data. It is also called upon a Checkln of a successful update of an existing design object, if the original design object is no longer to be retained (i.e. it is overwritten). It is then called after the successful completion of the design transaction has been administered in the meta data.
6.6.4 Openness to Alternative Design Data Handlers

One approach to design data handling is to require the CAD framework to offer a comprehensive facility which supports the great variety of data types and access methods needed by the possible applications. All design tools that are to be integrated, are obliged to interface to this facility for the handling of their design data. This is the approach followed by the Jessi-Common-Framework [JCFarch91]. There are, however, several reasons to diverge from this approach.

- We think that a single data handler, which efficiently satisfies the disparate needs of all possible applications, is hard to build. It will be a complex facility that has to compromise between the many (conflicting) requirements posed on it. Efficiency will be hard to obtain.

- Many existing tools use 'their own' facilities for design data handling. Requiring these tools to interface to the unique framework facility for the handling of their design data, may severely complicate incorporation of these tools into the frame-based design environment. In section 3.3 we stated that the framework must allow incorporation of a design tool through integration at the design environment level only. This is an important aspect of openness.

- Putting all cards on a single design data handler, excludes the possibility to incorporate state-of-the-art data handling technology developed elsewhere. In the commercial arena, object-oriented database management systems are hitting the market. Some examples are the Objectivity/DB product from Objectivity Inc [Objectiv91] and ObjectStore from Object Design Inc. Looking one step further ahead, object management systems are expected to be commodities several years from now, to be delivered as 'standard' components with the operating system. In our component architecture this can be seen as a migration of data handling functionality into the System Environment and Common Basic Services component.

A more flexible approach to design data handling is to allow CAD tool integrators to incorporate alternative Design Data Handlers. Such flexibility can be provided by defining an appropriate interface for the interaction between a data handler and the other framework components. An alternative data handler can then be incorporated by equipping it with this interface, provided it satisfies additional requirements for the correct cooperation with the other parts of the framework.
In sub-section 6.4.2, we concluded that the Design Data Handling component has a design object level interface, to be used by the DDM Kernel (arrow 2 in Figure 6.2), and a design data access interface to be used directly by design tools (arrow 3 in Figure 6.2). The only direct interaction between a framework component and the Design Data Handler, thus, occurs via the design object level interface, which we defined above. This interface may become the standard interface for allowing alternative Design Data Handlers to be incorporated. This is represented by the component architecture in Figure 6.4:
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**Figure 6.4.** The component architecture allows alternative Design Data Handling components to be incorporated.

The different Design Data Handlers in Figure 6.4 have all been equipped with the standard design object level interface. Via this standard interface, the DDM Kernel can perform its design object level accesses. These accesses follow the procedures defined in sub-section 6.4.2, thereby guaranteeing meta data - design data consistency.

Design tools must interact with the DDM Kernel to initiate and terminate design transactions. In response to a successful CheckOut request, the DDM Kernel returns
an access key for the selected design object (as we will see in more detail in section 6.8). With this key, the design tool can contact the appropriate Data Handler, in order to perform subsequent design data accesses.

The obvious primary requirement for a data handler that is to be incorporated, is that it can be equipped with the design object level interface. It must allow design data to be identified, created, updated and removed on a per design object basis. In addition, we list the following requirements:

- As we discussed, the Design Data Handler must offer the property of permanence.

- The access control and concurrency control strategy employed by the Design Data Handler must be compliant with the strategy employed by the DDM Kernel. As we discussed, the DDM Kernel is the principal authority in access- and concurrency control matters. The Design Data Handler must permit data accesses which have been granted by the DDM Kernel. As an additional safety measure, it may obstruct data accesses which have not been granted by the DDM Kernel.

- The data handler has to provide an interface function that derives from the DDM access key a handle suited for performing data access on the corresponding design object.

The openness to alternative Design Data Handlers relieves the CAD framework from the burden to offer a comprehensive facility that satisfies everyone's needs. It significantly helps the CAD framework to be a light-weight facility, with a focus on data- and design management functionality. One or more Design Data Handlers may, of course, be provided by the CAD framework itself. By nature, these are generic facilities, as discussed in section 3.3.

Even though the design tools may employ different Design Data Handlers, we can still term the resulting system integrated. Integration is performed at the level of coarse-grain design object manipulations. The framework kernel keeps track of the state of design, which is administered in a single Meta Data Handling facility. From the perspective of the design engineer, who sees the meta data, all design objects reside in a single place. He observes no redundancies or inconsistencies.

Support for specific design representation formats may now be provided in several different ways. One way may be to hardwire the formats in a dedicated data handler, and incorporate this handler in the system. An alternative is to have a generic component that can be configured by means of a data schema defining the structure of
the data to be handled. One may also think of automatic generation of dedicated procedural interfaces from such data schemas.

An obvious way of providing (domain specific) extensions to the CAD framework, is by implementing a layer on top of it. This layer may also hide the DDM Interface from the tools. By means of such a layer and the use of the appropriate data handler, the CAD framework can be transformed into the integration platform for a set of tools that employs a 'standard' interface. In the context of the Nelsis CAD Framework, this approach was used to implement the CFI DR-PI (Design Representation Programming Interface: Electrical Connectivity) [CFI92]. This exercise is described in [Sim93].

6.6.5 Conclusion

We have identified some global characteristics of the Design Data Handler and demonstrated the openness of the CAD framework to a variety of storage regimes for the 'raw' design data. The architecture provides a uniform mechanism for meta data - design data consistency. For each application the optimal data handling component can be incorporated, tuned to the characteristics of the data to be handled. Openness is increased for design tools that employ a data handler not known to the framework. Moreover, the framework can easily evolve to incorporate state-of-the-art data handling technology developed elsewhere.
6.7 The Data- and Design Management Kernel

In this section we will further detail the Data- and Design Management Kernel (DDM Kernel). We do not intend to present the detailed functionality of the DDM Kernel. As we concluded in section 3.5, this detailed functionality is often a matter of taste. Instead, we will identify the major characteristics of the DDM Kernel, and clarify how DDM Kernel functions relate to the information architecture derived in chapter 5.

6.7.1 Global Charter

Tools interact with the DDM Kernel to obtain access to design objects and their relationships. The principal task of the DDM Kernel is to keep track of the state of design as this interaction takes place, and to use the knowledge about the state of design to enforce constraints on the design process. This makes the DDM Kernel the central authority of the system. The state of design is administered in the Meta Data Handling component, structured according to a data schema.

6.7.2 Single Logical Component

We consider how to decompose the DDM Kernel into multiple logical components. In the CFI component view (see again Figure 2.4), we see separate components for data management and methodology management, with a dependency of the methodology management component on the data management component. Tools interact separately with the data management component and the methodology management component.

We deviate from the CFI component view, in that we want to have a single interface of the DDM Kernel towards the design tools. Design tools want access to design data, to perform their specific operations. They need a simple, well-structured interface, geared at design data access. This interface must hide many of the framework specifics. This will be detailed in section 6.8.

In addition, we feel that the clear separation between data management and methodology management is an over-simplification. We share the view of van den Hamer and Treffers that the topics of design data management and design process management are very closely interrelated [Hamer90, Hamer91]. A single set of concepts must handle both areas in a consistent way. This can be grasped by realizing that design process management is involved with data derivation, for example, using a data flow paradigm (section 5.12). The concepts employed for design process
management must, therefore, connect well with the data organization concepts employed for purposes of design data management. As van den Hamer says in [Hamer90]: "Failure to do so leads to a considerable increase in overall system complexity with obvious consequences for implementation, maintenance and usage of the system."

Our own experience with the Nelsis CAD Framework strengthens this view. In Nelsis, the concepts employed for design flow management directly relate to the concepts employed at the data management side for the organization of the design data. This approach also enhances the coherence of the system to the end-user. For example, when a design engineer sees in his flow browser that the edit activity has produced object B from object A, this corresponds to the version derivation between the objects A and B displayed in his version browser. In terms of component structure, our experience has been that design flow management was incorporated in a very modular way, going from Release 4.3 to Release 4.5 [Bingley92]. However, it did not turn out to be a simple "one component on top of the other" structure, as suggested by the CFI component view.

We conclude that we do not further decompose the DDM Kernel into smaller logical components. This would imply the presentation and motivation of many low level design choices. The amount of detail involved in this is beyond the scope of this thesis. Instead, we will discuss the relationship between the DDM Kernel functions and the information architecture derived in chapter 5. This will provide additional information on the internals of the DDM Kernel.

6.7.3 DDM Kernel Operations as Meta Data Transactions

Tools can issue requests to the DDM Kernel by calling DDM functions exported via the DDM Interface. While handling a request, the DDM Kernel interacts with the Meta Data Handling component, to consult and update the administered state of design. As we explained in section 6.5, the meta data is accessed by issuing OTO-D DML queries in some form. A data schema defines the information structure of the meta data. The queries that may be issued to the Meta Data Handler depend upon the actual data schema in use. We portray the DDM Kernel as a box where requests from tools go in at the top, and actual queries come out at the bottom. See Figure 6.5:
Figure 6.5. In response to requests from tools, the DDM Kernel issues queries to the Meta Data Handler.

Note that the component architecture reflects the approach we have taken to the definition of the CAD framework architecture. We started to define the structure of the information about the design and the design activities, without specifying the specific functions that have to operate on this information. Operations on the information could be expressed as DML queries. In the component architecture, the information is handled by a (generic) Meta Data Handling component. The specific functions are provided on top of this, and operate on the information via DML queries.

In order to learn more about the DDM Kernel, we study the relationship between the provided DDM Interface functions (DDMI functions) and the actual queries. In chapter 5 we saw that each framework service relates to one or more object types in the data schema. Incorporating a new framework service basically implies:

1. Define or refine the appropriate object types in the data schema, i.e. adjust the information architecture.
2. Define functions that have to be performed by the framework service, expressed as DML queries on the related object types.
3. Incorporate the queries in (existing or new) DDMI functions.
Multiple DDMI functions may be involved in providing a particular framework service. For example, to provide proper access control, permissions have to be checked upon a CheckOut request as well as upon a RemoveDesignObject request. For purposes of design flow management, CheckOut has to check the flow status of the design object at the start of the design transaction, and CheckIn has to update the flow status at the end. An individual DDMI function typically performs multiple queries, corresponding to different framework services.

Multiple tools may be running in parallel, issuing requests to the DDM Kernel. Upon a request, the DDM Kernel must atomically take the administered state of design from one consistent state to another consistent state. In section 6.5 we already stated that parallel execution of requests is desirable for purposes of efficiency, and we equipped the Meta Data Handler with a full-fledged transaction facility. As a result, the DDM Kernel can implement the DDMI functions as meta data transactions on the Meta Data Handler. A DDMI function has the following structure:

```
  ddmFunctionX ( ... )
  {
    ...
    ddi...DesignObject ( ... );
    ...
    mdiTransactionKey = mdiClaimMetaData (mdiProjectKey, types, modes);
    ...
    mdiQueryResult = mdiQueryMetaData (mdiTransactionKey, query1);
    /* process result of query1. */
    ...
    mdiQueryResult = mdiQueryMetaData (mdiTransactionKey, queryN);
    /* process result of queryN. */
    ...
    mdiReleaseMetaData (mdiTransactionKey, rMode);
    ...
    ddi...DesignObject ( ... );
  }
```
6.7 The Data- and Design Management Kernel

Due to the high level interface provided by the Meta Data Handler, DDMI functions can be implemented conveniently. We make the following remarks:

- For some DDMI functions, appropriate calls to the Design Data Handler have to be performed before and/or after the meta data transaction. The procedures for meta data - design data consistency were discussed in sub-section 6.4.2 and the Design Data Handler Interface was presented in section 6.6.

- Since the DDM Interface offers a fixed set of DDMI functions to the design tools, the DDM Kernel implements a fixed set of meta data transactions. This allows locking to be performed according to the simple locking protocol presented in section 6.5.

- Introduction of a new framework service not necessarily implies the introduction of new DDMI functions. If the available DDMI functions can correctly provide the framework service, there is no need to bother the tools with an extension of the DDM Interface definition.

In the Nelsis CAD Framework, the presented structure of the DDMI functions is directly reflected by the structure of the source code. Most Nelsis DDMI functions are nothing more than a few embedded queries with proper error handling, surrounded by a claim - release pair to ensure atomicity. This also illustrates that for many framework services the information structure dominates the algorithmic aspects of their operation, as stated in section 3.5.

6.7.4 Data Schema Dependence

A particular framework release implements a particular set of framework services on the basis of a particular data schema. In section 6.5, we presented a configurable Meta Data Handler. Upon framework evolution, this component does not have to be modified; it can simply be fed a new data schema. For a particular framework release, the data schema has to match the services implemented in the DDM Kernel. Object types may not be deleted, since the DDM Kernel performs queries on them. The data schema may, however, be extended with new object types.
6.7.5 Long Design Transactions

Using the short transaction facility of the Meta Data Handler, individual DDMI functions can be implemented conveniently as atomic operations. The DDM Kernel must also provide a facility for long design transactions. In section 3.4, we presented a conversational transaction model for design transactions. A design transaction is initiated by a CheckOut request and terminated by a CheckIn request, with a locked status in between.

The CheckOut and CheckIn operations are made available as DDMI functions to the design tools. Upon a CheckOut request, the meta data transaction queries for conflicting design transactions, to decide whether concurrent access is allowed. If access is allowed, the new in-progress design transaction is registered in the meta data by another query within the same meta data transaction. This locks the design object.

The underlying principle is that we serialize all requests for access to particular objects (design objects) via an authority (DDM Kernel) which maintains a lock administration (meta data) about these objects. In our data schema (Figure 5.18), we have modeled the object type RunningDesTrans for this purpose. Upon conflict, the request fails and control is returned to the design tool.

After a successful CheckOut, the subsequent accesses on the Design Data Handler (arrow 2 and 3 in Figure 6.2) operate under the umbrella of the lock registered in the meta data (via arrow 1). The meta data transaction performed upon the corresponding CheckIn request, removes the lock. Since the running design transactions are registered by means of non-volatile locks, the framework always knows which ones were in progress upon a tool crash. This enables the system to roll-back these design transactions.
6.8 The Data- and Design Management Interface

6.8.1 Introduction

In this section we define the DDM Interface, which allows tools to issue requests to the DDM Kernel. For this purpose, it makes a set of functions available: the DDMI functions. The objective of the DDM Interface is two-fold. It must provide a procedure to access design objects, and it must allow design tools to operate in a controlled way on the meta data. This is a direct consequence of the component architecture. All design object level accesses on the Data Handler (arrow 2 in Figure 6.2) have to go through the DDM Kernel, as well as the meta data accesses for design tools.

A key requirement for the DDM Interface is that it decouples the development and evolution of the framework on the one hand and the tools on the other hand.

- The DDM Interface must not be tailored to specific tool features or design methodologies. For the sake of openness, it must be universal, to allow any type of tool to interact with the DDM Kernel.

- The DDM Interface must not be tailored to specific functionality of the DDM Kernel. For example, it must allow interfacing to framework releases with or without concurrency control, access control, etc. This will allow tools to be "plugged in" in the same way in different framework releases.

We must realize that the primary objective of a design tool upon interaction with the DDM Kernel is not to have data- and design management functions performed. The primary objective of a tool is to obtain access to data, in order to perform its specific operations on it. Thus, instead of plainly showcasing all our fantastic data- and design management functions as DDMI functions via the DDM Interface, we must incorporate them underneath a simple interface geared at design data access.

6.8.2 The DDMI Transaction Schema

To arrive at a simple and stable procedure for design data access, we start from the global concepts that we have used for the organization of the design data. Design data is contained in design objects, which reside in projects. A transaction schema defines a procedure that tools must follow to obtain access to data. Based on the hierarchical organization of the design data across design objects and projects, we adopt a layered transaction schema, which defines that tools may obtain access to design data by
issuing nested transactions\(^1\). This layered transaction schema provides a stable backbone for the DDM Interface. Summarizing, we employ the following principle [Meijs87]:

**Principle 6.4:**

We decouple the development and evolution of the framework and the tools by adopting a common *layered transaction schema* and using this as the stable backbone of the DDM Interface.

We adopt the following transaction schema. The effect of a tool-run on a design environment is called a *tool execution*. It is a (possibly interleaved) sequence of *project transactions* bracketed by an *initialize* and a *terminate*. Similarly, a project transaction is a (possibly interleaved) sequence of *design transactions* bracketed by an *open project* and a *close project*. A design transaction is a sequence of *design data operations* bracketed by a *CheckOut* and a *CheckIn*.

We present the transaction schema graphically in Figure 6.6, using a variation of the graphical notation defined by Jackson in [Jackson83]. Jackson uses this notation for so called structure diagrams, which represent the ordering of actions in time. In Figure 6.6, the rounded boxes at one level represent a sequence of actions, executed from the left to the right. Child actions specify a refinement of the father action. A star represents iteration.

---

\(^1\) We use the term *transaction* in this section to indicate that operations at a particular level are bracketed by a *begin*-marker and an *end*-marker. However, this is not intended to imply all properties of the transaction concept as defined in section 3.2.
The transaction schema defines the backbone of the DDM Interface. Basically, there is one DDMI function for each leaf of the tree in Figure 6.6 (except for the design data operations, which we will not further discuss here). Access to either the design environment, a project or a design object can be obtained by executing the corresponding opening-bracket function, as represented by the leafs at the left-hand side of the tree in Figure 6.6. A transaction is terminated by executing the corresponding closing-bracket function at the right-hand side. In between, lower-level transactions can be performed.

The functions cooperate with each other in such a way that access proceeds in accordance to the transaction schema. For this purpose we employ a key-mechanism. There are three types of keys, one for each layer:

- **DDMI_ENVIRONMENT** environment transaction key,
- **DDMI_PROJECT** project transaction key,
- **DDMI_DESTRANS** design transaction key.

The key returned by an opening-bracket function at some layer is part of the argument list of the functions at the next lower level and of the closing-bracket function. This allows the interleaving of more than one sequence of calls of lower-level functions. The closing-bracket function invalidates the key.
Typically, a key contains information about the object for which access was obtained, for use by the lower-level functions. Each key also contains a pointer to the next higher level key that was passed as an argument to the function returning the lower level key, so that the complete context is known at the lowest levels. Also, all keys with the same parent key are linked together in a list that is attached to this parent key. This facilitates error handling and automatic clean-up actions. When a key is invalidated by the corresponding closing-bracket function, it is removed from the list.

The transaction schema of Figure 6.6 provides a well-structured backbone for the DDM Interface. The DDMI functions derived from it, localize the interaction between the tools and the DDM Kernel for the access to design data. DDM services can be associated to these functions. For example, if some form of access control is to be performed at the project level, this can be done transparently underneath the OpenProject function. Logical distribution can be handled at the project level. Concurrency control, version management and design flow management can be handled at the design transaction level. Since the key-mechanism allows information to be communicated transparently across the different levels, visibility of particular DDM features is confined to a small number of places.

6.8.3 The DDMI Functions

We start with the presentation of the DDMI functions that follow from the transaction schema. Two functions take care of global initialization and termination. They establish and release contact between the tool and the design environment.

- `ddmilInitialize(toolName, options): ddmieEnvironmentKey`
- `ddmiTerminate(ddmieEnvironmentKey)`

Function `ddmilInitialize` is the opening-bracket function of a tool-execution and returns a DDMI_ENVIRONMENT key. This key contains information about the environment in which the tool is executed (for example, hostname, user-id, working directory, etc.). The tool identifies itself by means of the argument `toolName` and informs the DDM Kernel about the `options` used to run the tool. This function may perform, for example, a license check.

Function `ddmiTerminate` is the closing-bracket function of a tool-execution. It takes care of the necessary clean up operations.
In between ddmInitiate and ddmTerminate, project transactions may be executed. At this level the framework may handle such aspects as logical distribution, physical distribution and access control.

- ddmOpenProject (ddmiEnvironmentKey, projectId, opMode): ddmProjectKey
- ddmCloseProject (ddmiProjectKey, cpMode)

Function ddmOpenProject initiates a project transaction and returns a DDMI_PROJECT key. This key contains information about the particular project, identified by the argument projectId, and the access mode, represented by the argument opMode. For the requesting tool, ddmOpenProject contacts the Meta Data Handler, via mdiOpenProject (section 6.5), and the Design Data Handler, via ddiOpenProject (section 6.6). A project server may be activated and access rights may be checked. The project key can be passed as an argument to the functions at the design transaction layer.

Function ddmCloseProject terminates the project transaction identified by the argument ddmProjectKey. The behavior of ddmCloseProject is directed by the argument cpMode.

In between ddmOpenProject and ddmCloseProject, design transactions may be executed. The functions at the design transaction level may take care of such aspects as concurrency control, versioning, view types, design flow management, etc.

- ddmCheckOut (ddmiProjectKey, designObjectID, accMode): ddmDesignTransactionKey
- ddmCheckIn (ddmiDesignTransactionKey, complMode)

Function ddmCheckOut is the opening-bracket function of a design transaction. Its arguments are a DDMI_PROJECT key, identifying the particular project for which access rights have been obtained by ddmOpenProject, and an identification of a particular design object, denoted by designObjectID. The accMode argument specifies the type of access that is to take place. Compare this argument to the AccMode attribute in the definition of the object type DesignTransaction (section 5.5). Function ddmCheckOut calls the Design Data Handler to perform either a ddiCreateDesignObject or a ddiOpenDesignObject (section 6.6).

Function ddmCheckIn terminates the design transaction identified by the argument ddmDesignTransactionKey. The behavior of ddmCheckIn is controlled by the argument complMode. Compare this argument to the ComplMode attribute in the
definition of the object type DesignTransaction (section 5.5). Function ddmiCheckIn calls the Design Data Handler to perform a ddiCloseDesignObject and possibly a ddiRemoveDesignObject (section 6.6).

In addition to the DDMI functions that follow directly from the transaction schema, the DDM Interface offers various other functions. Each of these functions fits in the access procedure implied by the transaction schema. We present some important functions.

- **ddmiSelectDesignObject** (ddmiProjectKey, name, viewType, vNumber, vStatus):

  ```
  designObjectID
  ```

  Function `ddmiSelectDesignObject` may be used to obtain the identification of a design object in the project identified by the argument `ddmiProjectKey`. This object identification may be passed to other functions, such as `ddmiCheckOut`. This function provides the service of *name resolution*. From a name and a viewtype, and (optional) values for the version number and/or version status, it identifies an individual design object.

- **ddmiRemoveDesignObject** (ddmiProjectKey, designObjectID)

  Function `ddmiRemoveDesignObject` removes the design object identified by the argument `designObjectID` from the project identified by the argument `ddmiProjectKey`. The meta data transaction performed by this function checks whether removal is allowed, in particular with respect to the relationships in which the design object is involved. Note that the inherent constraints of the OTO-D data model prevent the deletion of an instance of the object type DesignObject if the (hierarchical or equivalence) relationships on it have not been removed first. Function `ddmiRemoveDesignObject` calls the Design Data Handler to perform a ddiRemoveDesignObject (section 6.6).

- **ddmiInstallDesignObject** (ddmiProjectKey, oldDesignObjectID, newDesignObjectID, ...

  ```
  ```

  Function `ddmiInstallDesignObject` performs the install operation discussed in section 5.10. In the project identified by the argument `ddmiProjectKey`, the design object identified by the argument `newDesignObjectID` is substituted in the design hierarchy for the design object identified by the argument `oldDesignObjectID`.

The functions presented above, allow design tools to operate on design objects. In addition, functions must be provided which allow design tools to operate in a
controlled way on the meta data. The object types of interest to design tools can be identified from the data schema. For these object types, the appropriate operations can be defined and made available as DDMI functions to the design tools. We present some examples.

- `ddmiPutEquivalence (ddmiProjectKey, sourceDesignObjectId, targetDesignObjectId, class)`
- `ddmiGetEquivalence (ddmiProjectKey, designObjectId, class, viewType, ....): EqRelList`

Function `ddmiPutEquivalence` allows a design tool to establish an equivalence relationship between the design objects identified by the arguments `sourceDesignObjectId` and `targetDesignObjectId`. The equivalence class is specified via the argument `class`.

Function `ddmiGetEquivalence` retrieves equivalence relationships for the design object identified by the argument `designObjectId` in the project identified by the argument `ddmiProjectKey`. Selection of the equivalence relationships can be controlled via several arguments, such as `class` and `viewType`. Information on the selected equivalence relationships is returned in the form of a list of structures.

- `ddmiPutHierarchy (ddmiDesignTransactionKey, designObjectId, instName, constructor)`
- `ddmiGetHierarchy (ddmiDesignTransactionKey): HierRelList`

Function `ddmiPutHierarchy` allows a design tool to establish a hierarchical relationship. The parent design object is the new object that is being produced by the design transaction identified by the argument `ddmiDesignTransactionKey`. The child design object is identified by the argument `designObjectId`. The arguments `instName` and `constructor` specify the values for the other attributes of the object type `HierarchyRel`.

Function `ddmiGetHierarchy` retrieves the hierarchical relationships that have the design object on which the design transaction identified by the argument `ddmiDesignTransactionKey` has been initiated as the parent design object. Information on the hierarchical relationships is returned in the form of a list of structures, where each structure contains the identification of the child design object, the related instance name and the constructor.
We see that access on hierarchical relationships can be performed only by initiating a
design transaction on the parent design object. New hierarchical relationships can be
established only by creating a new design object (ddmiInstallDesignobject allows
existing hierarchical relationships to be re-directed). Retrieval of hierarchical
relationships can be performed only for objects that have been locked. As explained in
section 5.10, such a lock inherently 'freezes' the design hierarchy in the downward
direction. These measures prevent inconsistencies due to concurrent operation of
design tools on design hierarchies.

6.8.4 The Nelsis DMI

The approach to the definition of the DDM Interface presented here, has also been
followed by the Nelsis CAD Framework. The Nelsis DDM Interface is named Data
Management Interface (DMI), for historical reasons [Meijs87]. The three top levels of
the DMI transaction schema are identical to the transaction schema of Figure 6.6. The
DMI transaction schema has one additional level: the stream transactions.

Nelsis employs the (domain neutral) concept of stream, to have some control over the
accesses that design tools perform on the contents of design objects. The contents of a
design object is to be organized as one or more streams, and access on streams is to be
initiated and terminated via the appropriate DMI functions. In our discussion on CAD
framework architectures, we have (on purpose) not addressed this level of detail.
However, proper design choices at this level are crucial upon realization of actual
data- and design management services. For example, Nelsis exploits the stream access
information in the area of design flow management. The activities that a tool performs
upon a tool-run, are recognized on the basis of the stream accesses performed in the
course of the design transactions. The careful reader may have noticed that the flow
configuration part of the Nelsis data schema (Figure 5.17) allows stream types to be
configured for the configured view types.

The Nelsis DMI was introduced in 1986, and was employed by over 30 design tools to
interface to the Nelsis CAD Framework. Since 1986, the framework implementation
has evolved from a simple single-user single-host data management system to the
powerful multi-user distributed system that it is today, offering advanced data- and
design management services. In the course of its evolution, the Nelsis DMI had to
undergo only a few minor changes. Upon a new framework release, design tools were
're-integrated' simply by linking them to a new release of the DMI function library.
6.8.5 Integration and Encapsulation

An aspect of tool integration is the actual technique used to perform the integration. In the field of electronic design automation one typically distinguishes between tight integration, or simply integration, and encapsulation [CFLugo90]. Upon (tight) integration, the source code of the design tool is modified, to include code that handles the interaction with the CAD framework. Upon encapsulation, the source code of the design tool is not modified. Instead, a wrapper of additional code is written, to loosely interface the tool to the CAD framework. Both types of tool integration are illustrated by Figure 6.7.

![Diagram of integration and encapsulation](image)

**Figure 6.7.** Integration versus encapsulation.

Upon integration, the tool itself is equipped with the proper calls to the DDMI functions (and design data handling functions), in order to interact with the framework while it is running. This is to take maximum advantage of the available framework services. Upon encapsulation, the interaction with the framework kernel is performed by the wrapper, which prepares the appropriate files, invokes the tool, and returns the result files to the framework. Since our framework architecture is aimed at run-time interaction of tools with the framework kernel, we support both integration and encapsulation. In section 6.2 we saw examples of systems (Damocles, SiFrame) that do not support the full integration spectrum.
6.9 Framework Tools

6.9.1 Introduction

In chapter 3 we concluded that the CAD framework consists of a framework kernel and framework tools. We defined framework tools as *domain neutral tools* aimed specifically at interaction of the end-user with the framework. In our global framework model (Figure 3.4) we represented framework- and design tools as individual modules. This reflects some important properties of tools in our framework architecture:

- Multiple tools can be operated concurrently by the end-user.
- Tools can be operated at different locations in the distributed hardware environment.
- Tools can be added or replaced on an individual basis.

Each running tool has its own internal operation and maintains an internal state. When so desired, it interacts with the framework kernel to have functions performed. Also, one tool can order the execution of another tool. In the next chapter we will see that the obvious choice upon implementation is to map each running tool to a Unix process.

Framework tools make framework functions available to end-users. These are functions to inform the end-user about the state of design, as maintained by the framework kernel, as well as functions to operate on the state of design. In addition, a variety of utility functions may be offered to end-users. To give a more concrete idea, we present the following incomplete list of topics:

- Browsing the structure and status of the design.
- Tool invocation.
- Project level operations (create project, remove project, etc).
- Design object level operations (remove, import, install, etc).
- System administration (registering users, tools, etc).
- Monitoring of system behavior.
- Backup and archive facility.
- Error log inspection.
- etc.

For these and other topics, framework tools may provide a great variety of functions. These functions typically call functions in the framework kernel. For example, the framework tools that provide the design object level operations to the end-user call the DDMI functions to perform the actual operations on the selected design objects. The browse facilities interact directly with the Meta Data Handling component, to access the meta data for presentation to the end-user.

### 6.9.2 Browsing and Tool Invocation

In the context of framework tools, we specifically address the issue of designer assistance. In our view, a CAD framework is much more than a platform on top of which a couple of tools can be tied together. In chapter 1 we already proclaimed that the CAD framework is to become the electronic assistant of the designer.

In our view the daily jog-trot of the design engineer looks as follows:

```plaintext
while ( not finished ) {
    select data;
    select design tool;
    invoke design tool;
    operate design tool;
    organize data;
}
```

The CAD framework is to support the design engineer in executing these steps as efficiently as possible. Stage one in our approach has been to let design tools interact with the framework kernel, which organizes the design data and maintains a rich administration about the state of design. We now enter stage two, which is the exploitation of this administration at the benefit of the end-user: Framework tools are to reap what has been sown by the kernel.

One of the problems with today’s design systems is the lack of support for the end-user to keep track of the state of his design. Typically, a design engineer must
remember a lot of information about the design, in order to be able to effectively
decide which operation to perform where. Retrieving useful information from the
system often is a cumbersome activity. A design engineer typically spends a
significant amount of time answering questions like:

- "What is my latest simulation result for this circuit and which stimuli were used to
  obtain it?"

- "Did I re-synthesize a gate-level description since I changed this HDL description,
  and if so, which one was derived from it?"

- "Where did I use the latch I designed last week?"

This situation is a possible source of design errors and adversely influences design
productivity. This is particularly true if multiple design engineers are to cooperate in a
design team.

A prominent step towards designer assistance is to provide facilities that allow the
design engineer to browse in a highly convenient way through the administered state
of design. These browse facilities must present information about the structure and
status of the design in an attractive and comprehensible way to the end-user. They
must offer convenient means to navigate through the available information, to explore
the state of design.

The framework kernel maintains a variety of information about the design objects.
See again the data schema derived in chapter 5 (Figure 5.18). In particular, the
following types of information are of interest to the end-user:

- Version history.
- Hierarchical composition.
- Equivalence relationships.
- Design flow status.

The hierarchical-, equivalence- and version derivation relationships may yield a highly
interconnected web of design objects. Both the number of objects and the number of
relationships can be large. The approach taken by Gedye [Gedye88] and the Nelsis
CAD Framework [Bingley90] is to have distinct browsers for the different types of
relationships in which design objects may participate. An individual browser
graphically presents graph-like pictures of design objects and their relationships of a
particular type. Pruning techniques are employed to control the amount of information that is displayed. An example is the hierarchy browser of the Nelsis CAD Framework shown in Figure 6.8:

Figure 6.8. Hierarchy browser of the Nelsis CAD Framework.

A variety of modern user interface techniques can be employed to allow convenient navigation through the web of design objects. For example, in the Nelsis CAD Framework browsers can be activated on design objects via pop-up menus, and design objects can be passed from one browser to the other using an intuitive drag & drop facility.

To effectively support the design engineer in deciding which tool to run on which data, the framework must be able to show which tools have been run on which data and which tools can be run next. This brings us to the area of design flow management. As we described in section 5.12, the CAD framework knows the configured design flow and maintains for each design object the status with respect to this design flow. This information can also be presented graphically to the design engineer.

In the literature we see a variety of techniques to visualize design history, each one closely connected to the overall approach taken towards design flow management. For example, VOV [Casotto90] can visualize a design trace, showing a historical record of
tool-runs and the data involved in these tool-runs. VOV has no notion of a configured design flow.

The Hercules system [Brockman91] allows the design engineer to (graphically) derive a template task tree from a task schema which represents all possible task sequences (a task schema corresponds to a design flow). A task tree has a target entity (for example 'simulation output') as its root, and the tools and types of data required for producing this target entity as its leaves. The Hercules instance browser allows users to assign actual data items and perform forward and backward searches. Once data items have been assigned, a task tree can be executed.

The approach taken by van den Hamer [Hamer90] and the Nelsis CAD Framework [Bosch91] aims at the visual integration of the configured design flow ('what can be done') and the state of design ('what has been done') in a single graphical representation. The design flow is the template that can be colored with information about design objects, tool-runs and their dependencies. Figure 6.9 shows the flow browser of the Nelsis CAD Framework at work.
Figure 6.9. Flow browser of the Nelsis CAD Framework.

The flow browser displays the configured (hierarchical) design flow. The 'simulate' flowgraph has been expanded and the version derivation history is shown simultaneously in the version browser. For the selected design objects, the flow browser shows which activities have been performed and which can be performed. At each instance in time, the flow browser can project only a small part of the actual state of design on the design flow. Powerful browse functions allow convenient exploration of the overall design history. The flow browser fully cooperates with the other Nelsis browsers via the drag & drop facility. For example, a design object can be picked with the mouse from the version browser, to be dropped in the flow browser to have its design flow status displayed.

Once the design engineer has decided which tool to run on which data, the CAD framework must allow him to invoke the tool conveniently. For example, it may
support argument specification and option selection for convenient command line building. The flow browser of the Nelsis CAD Framework allows a tool to be invoked simply by selecting it in the displayed design flow via a mouse-click. This is one of the great advantages of using the design flow as the basis for browsing the design data and the design history. Upon tool selection, a form pops up, showing the possible arguments and options of the selected tool (which have been configured by means of a TES-file, according to the Tool Encapsulation Specification standard of CFI [CFItes92]). Where appropriate, argument values have already been assigned, based on the selected design objects in the flow browser. The design engineer can complete the form and run the tool. An example tool invocation form is displayed in Figure 6.10:

![Example tool invocation form](image)

**Figure 6.10. Example tool invocation form.**

The individual browsers of the Nelsis CAD Framework have been integrated into a single framework tool [Bingley90]. This tool can be run in parallel to the actual design tools, which permits design engineers to switch between browsing and tool operation simply by moving their mouse. This tool also permits project selection, allowing the design engineer to move around in the logically distributed design environment.

We conclude that a properly integrated set of browse- and tool invocation facilities can turn a CAD framework into the electronic assistant of the designer, provided it has a proper foundation for the administration of the state of design. The browse- and tool invocation facilities can help the design engineer to efficiently perform the steps of
6.9 Framework Tools

data selection, design tool selection and design tool invocation. Due to increased observability, this process also becomes less error prone. As a result, the design engineer can effectively spend his time on what he likes to do most: design.

6.9.3 Notification

In the introduction of this section we remarked that "a running tool has its own internal operation and maintains an internal state". This poses a consistency problem if this state is required to correspond to the state of design as administered by the framework kernel. Multiple tools may be running simultaneously, each one manipulating the state of design. Data which is retrieved by a tool may be subject to change right after the locks on this data have been released.

This problem is particularly urgent for the browse tools. These tools typically take a snapshot of (part of) the state of design, as administered in the metadata, to present it in an attractive way to the end-user for a possibly longer time. They are not allowed to hold locks on the metadata while the information is being displayed, since access must be permitted for other tools. Some strategy must be adopted to let these browse tools refresh their snapshot when it is suspected to be out of date.

One strategy is to leave the initiative to the tools themselves. In this situation, the tools have to be active to see if their snapshot has to be refreshed. The alternative is to have the framework kernel provide some facility which informs the interested tools about updates on the metadata when these are performed. We are in favor of the latter, and introduce a notification service in the framework kernel. The requirements for such a notification service are:

1. It has to notify any interested tool when an update has been performed on the metadata.

2. With the notification, it has to provide specific information about the update that has been performed. This allows a tool to decide whether its snapshot is still valid, and thereby prevents unnecessary actions.

3. It must allow notifications to be buffered when many metadata updates are performed in a short time frame. This is to keep browsers from reacting when a new snapshot is known to be invalidated shortly afterwards (we’re talking subseconds here).
The last two requirements deal with performance as well as user convenience. Satisfaction of the second requirement allows a browser to judge quickly whether the update of the meta data will affect his 'picture'. Satisfaction of the third requirement will prevent 'flashing' browsers that try to keep pace with a multitude of meta data updates that are performed one after another.

The component architecture basically leaves us two choices for locating the notification function. These are indicated by the dashed arrows in Figure 6.11. Note that the arrows are intended merely to identify the component that sends the notifications, rather than representing a calling dependency.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 6.11.** Alternative solutions A and B for incorporating a notification service.

According to alternative A (see the dashed arrow tagged with an A in Figure 6.11), the Meta Data Handler sends the notifications. This is a generic facility. Without buffering, the Meta Data Handler can send a notification at the end of each meta data transaction. A notification may be accompanied by information about the object types involved in the meta data transaction as well as information about the instances that were manipulated. The Jessi-Common-Framework performs notification at the level
of the data handler [JCFarch91].

Alternative B is a more specific solution. The DDM Kernel is equipped to send (typed) notifications for the set of transaction types that it may perform. That is, a notification dictionary is agreed upon for a particular framework release. A notification may be accompanied by information about the design objects involved in a transaction, for example their names and view types, and auxiliary information such as access modes. According to the component architecture, all meta data manipulations for which notifications have to be send, must be located in the DDM Kernel. Alternative B has been implemented in the Nelsis CAD Framework.

The advantage of alternative A is the genericness. It is elegant and facilitates framework evolution. The advantage of alternative B is that it provides more control over what to send when. For both alternatives, higher level components must be allowed to (temporarily) halt the sending of notifications when they are about to initiate multiple meta data updates in a short time frame. At the end of the update sequence they may order the buffered notifications to be sent out as one compound notification. When they fail to do so, the notification service must send out the buffer on its own initiative.

6.10 Conclusion

In this chapter we have defined the component architecture of the CAD framework. This architectural view addresses the key elements of the internal structure of the framework. The framework kernel has been decomposed into a number of coarse-grain framework components, with clear principles for the allocation of functions to components. For each component the major characteristics and principal functionality were described. The dependencies between components were identified, and interface definitions were presented.

We summarize the key steps in the definition of the component architecture as follows:

- We distinguish between a framework kernel and framework tools.
- We identify three major sub-components for the framework kernel:
  - The System Environment and Common Basic Services component.
— The Data Handling component.
— The Data- and Design Management Kernel (DDM Kernel).

• We refine the component architecture by decomposing the Data Handling component into a Meta Data Handler and a Design Data Handler. The advantage is increased modularity and flexibility. Procedures for maintaining meta data-design data consistency are defined.

• The major characteristics and principal functionality of a powerful Meta Data Handler are defined. This component is to become the work-horse of the CAD framework.

• At the side of the Design Data Handler openness is pursued. An interface is defined that permits alternative data handlers to be incorporated.

• A variety of data- and design management functions are offered by the DDM Kernel on top of the Data Handler. We do not discuss the detailed functionality, but merely demonstrate how these functions are realized as meta data transactions, with corresponding design object level operations on the Design Data Handler.

• A well-structured DDM Interface is defined based on a layered transaction schema that localizes the interaction between the tools and the DDM Kernel. Both encapsulation and tight integration are supported.

• We discuss the framework tools, with a focus on browse- and tool invocation facilities, to turn our CAD framework into the electronic assistant of the designer.

While deriving the component architecture, we described were and how to handle such global issues as logical distribution, concurrency control, and access control. We conclude that a coarse partitioning of the framework kernel and a limited number of principles have allowed us to clarify how a great variety of issues is handled inside the framework. Starting from the component architecture we will define the implementation architecture in the next chapter.
7. The Implementation Architecture

7.1 Introduction

In this chapter we present the implementation architecture of the CAD framework. This architectural view provides additional detail on the internal structure of the framework. As distinct from the component architecture, which views the internals of the framework from a logical perspective, we will now describe these internals at the physical level. The design choices made at this level are decisive for obtaining maximum efficiency and optimal behavior with respect to physical distribution and multi-user support.

We will specifically aim at satisfaction of the following requirements:

- **Efficiency.**
  The framework must permit efficient interaction, both for tools and end-users.

- **Distributed access.**
  Design information must be accessible from all machines in the distributed computing environment.

- **Transparency of distribution.**
  Details of physical distribution must be hidden from tools and end-users.

- **Concurrent access.**
  Under control of the locking procedures, multiple tools must be allowed to operate concurrently on design information, also when running on different machines.

- **Scalability.**
  Framework capacity must be able to grow with the size of the design environment (design size, number of end-users, tools, machines, etc).

- **Configurable, flexible, extensible, modular, portable, maintainable.**
  We aim at a well-structured implementation that allows the framework to adjust and evolve.
The objective of the implementation architecture is to define how the CAD framework is implemented in terms of operating system primitives. As the implementation medium we take the Unix operating system®, which is today the de facto standard for the more demanding engineering applications.

7.2 The Implementation Primitives

We start with a description of the primitives in terms of which the implementation architecture is to be expressed. A computer-based system consists of a collection of programs, programming libraries and data files. When a program is actually running, we call it a process. A process is an address space, a single thread of control that executes within that address space, and associated system resources [CFLees92]. A process runs on a particular machine. Unix is a multi-tasking operating system: it can simultaneously execute multiple programs.

Processes are not forced to live in isolation. Interprocess communication (IPC) facilities permit processes to exchange or share data. This extends the ability to structure software systems as multi-program organizations. Unix offers several IPC facilities, each one aimed at a particular category of applications. The best IPC method for a given application depends on the structure of the communicating programs, the amount and kind of data that must be passed, the requirements for operation in a distributed computing environment, and the demanded performance.

In the simplest case, processes can communicate by writing to and reading information from files. The advantages of file IPC are unlimited capacity and multiple delivery. The classic Unix mechanism for IPC on a single machine is the pipe, which employs the basic byte-stream model used for file I/O. Via a pipe, a process may provide data for direct consumption by another concurrent process. Named pipes, or FIFOs, are identical to pipes in operation, but are not constrained to have the channel set up by a common ancestor. Powerful facilities for memory-based IPC on a single machine are: message queues, shared memory, and semaphores. These facilities do not require common ancestry. In [Watkins87] an "IPC use taxonomy" is presented for the above facilities. Four classes of IPC uses are identified: event trigger, state indicator, message exchange, and data transfer. For these classes the most appropriate IPC facilities are indicated.
We want our system to operate in a distributed computing environment. Figure 7.1 presents an intuitive view of such an environment, with machines, with or without disk(s), connected to a network.

![Diagram of distributed computing environment with machines and disks connected by a network]

**Figure 7.1. Intuitive view of a distributed computing environment.**

Processes living on different machines may have a need to exchange or share data. Unix offers facilities for IPC between processes on (possibly) different machines according to the file I/O byte stream model. These transport facilities are known as sockets (from BSD) or TLI (from System V). They provide the basic service of reliable, end-to-end data transfer across the network.

The Network File System (NFS) is a facility for sharing files in a heterogeneous environment of machines connected to a network. NFS makes all disks available as needed. As a result, individual machines have access to all file-based information residing anywhere in the network.

A powerful model for IPC is the remote procedure call (RPC) model [Birrell84]. The basic idea of RPC is to extend the use of procedure calls to a distributed environment. With RPC, a client process can have a procedure executed by a server process, which may be running on a different machine. That is, a single thread of control logically winds through two processes. When a remote procedure is called, the client is suspended, a message containing the arguments is constructed and passed to the server process which executes the procedure. When the procedure finishes, the results are
passed in a message back to the client process, and the client resumes as if the procedure had run locally. RPC is an attractive communication mechanism for distributed programs because it is simple, familiar, general, and can be implemented efficiently [Mullende89].

An RPC server program implements one or more remote procedures; the procedures, their parameters, and results are part of the specific program's protocol specification. An RPC service can be implemented on top of a basic transport facility such as the socket IPC facility. Some issues that arise in the design and use of an RPC service are:

- **Protocol specification.**
  Client and server programs must agree on a set of procedures and their interfaces. To permit framework evolution, a strategy for safe protocol evolution must be defined.

- **Heterogeneity.**
  Different kinds of machines may be attached to the network, employing different representations of data. Upon transfer of data between different computer architectures, conversion between representations must be performed.

- **Transparency.**
  To what extent do the semantics of an RPC match that of a local procedure call? First, an RPC is more susceptible to failures. Even if using a reliable transport such as TCP/IP, the client still needs to cope with server crashes. Achieving transparency also may be complicated by the fact that the procedure is executed in a different address space. Parameters must be passed by value. The more the operation of a procedure depends on local data structures, the less suited it becomes for implementation as a remote procedure.

The need to transfer data between the client and the server process, and the effect on performance, are crucial factors in deciding where and how to apply RPCs in distributed systems.
7.3 The Process Organization

We have to define an organization of communicating processes for the execution of tool- and framework functions. We start from the component architecture defined in chapter 6 (see again Figure 6.11). In this architectural view we have represented tools as individual modules. Multiple tools can be operated concurrently at the same or different locations in the distributed computing environment. The obvious design choice is to map each running tool to a Unix process. This fully matches with the paradigms of Unix and the X Window System in that multiple (graphical) applications can be run on one or more machines from multiple windows on a workstation.

As we described, the tools (or their wrappers) must interact with the framework kernel to obtain access to design information. Upon this interaction, the framework kernel maintains its meta data administration. We will study a number of process organizations to support the controlled sharing of meta data for the multiple tool processes. Pictorially, we will represent processes by circles, data access via NFS by dashed lines, and RPC connections by solid lines.

A process organization of tool processes only is depicted in Figure 7.2.

![Diagram of process organization](image)

**Figure 7.2.** A process organization of tool processes only.

According to Figure 7.2, the framework kernel is linked to the tool programs (illustrated by the dotted lines in the tool processes). The meta data resides on disk, with access controlled via lock-files. Upon a tool request, the kernel part of the tool process must obtain access to the meta data. NFS is used to provide distributed access. At the end of the request, the updated meta data administration must be made available for access by the other tool processes. It is obvious that serious performance problems will result from the extensive file I/O in the meta data access procedure.
A better process organization is obtained by having the tool processes communicate with a special server process. This is depicted in Figure 7.3.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 7.3.** Multiple client - single server process organization.

Parts of the framework kernel are now running as a separate server process. Smaller parts are linked to the tool programs. Upon a tool request, the linked framework part issues one or more RPC requests to the server process. The RPC facility allows the processes to live on different machines. The server process controls the access to the meta data, and can be optimized for efficient meta data access. It maintains an up-to-date meta data administration on disk for recovery purposes. The major drawback of this process organization is that there is only one server process for the complete design environment. Hence, it does not scale with the number of tools being operated. The single server process is a potential bottleneck, or hot-spot, in the communication structure for meta data access. Moreover, if this server crashes, for whatever reason, all design activities are interrupted.

The bottleneck problem can be resolved by having multiple server processes serving the tool processes in parallel. This is depicted in Figure 7.4.
This process organization is most effective if the individual servers can operate independently from each other. In section 6.5 we introduced the logical distribution of the meta data over project meta data repositories and a global meta data repository. Each meta data repository has its own data schema. A meta data transaction is issued against an individual meta data repository. The obvious design choice is to run a server process per meta data repository, and thereby exploit the parallelism implied by the logical distribution. Each server independently handles the clients for which accesses on the corresponding meta data repository have to be performed. In section 6.5 we required the possibility for higher level components to contact multiple meta data repositories in parallel. A client may, hence, be connected to multiple servers at the same time. See, for example, tool process T2 in Figure 7.4 which is connected to the servers S1 and S2. In the sequel we will also refer to a server as a project server, with the global meta data repository being considered a special project. The principal task of a project server is to operate as meta data server for the corresponding project. Other tasks will be assigned later.

We can reflect the process organization in the intuitive view on the design environment that we presented in Figure 6.3. The result is presented in Figure 7.5:
Figure 7.5. Project servers handle the access to the meta data repositories of the projects.

The multiple client - multiple server process organization scales well with the size of the design environment. The 'load' of a server has been reduced to the number of tools operating per project. Hence, more project servers will become active as more tools are being run in the design environment, provided design activities are distributed well across different projects. The multiple servers can effectively utilize the distributed computing power in the workstation environment. Moreover, the system becomes more resilient to server crashes. Upon a server crash, only the design activities in the corresponding project are interrupted.

The relationships between the different object types involved in the process organization are represented formally by the following OTO-D data schema (see Figure 7.6):
A tool is run on a machine by a design engineer. A running tool may contact multiple servers, and a server can handle multiple tool processes simultaneously.

In section 6.4 we characterized the meta data as being small in size when compared to the volume of the corresponding 'raw' design data. Queries for small amounts of meta data are issued frequently by the higher level components. The relatively small size of the meta data permits a project server to handle the meta data of the corresponding project incore (i.e. in virtual memory). Meta data, structured according to the local data schema, is loaded into the address space of the project server when the project is activated. Subsequently, queries can be resolved efficiently. The project server is responsible for maintaining a correct persistent state of the meta data on disk. The server process, with its meta data, stays alive over multiple tool-runs, until the project is de-activated. As a consequence of the survival of the server process, initialization time for successive tool-runs is minimized. Having the meta data in the address space of the server process, perfectly matches with the use of RPCs for communication between the tool processes and the server processes. Query requests or higher level requests (to be defined later) that are send to the server can efficiently access the incore meta data upon their execution.

In section 6.9 we introduced a notification service in the framework kernel. This service permits a tool to register itself as an interested party which likes to be notified when updates are performed on the meta data of the project. In the process organization, the project server is the appropriate entity to handle the registration of interested tools as well as the distribution of notifications. We, therefore, assign the task of notification handling to the project server.
When a meta data update is performed, the project server sends a notification to all interested parties. This is triggered either by the project server itself or by the framework part of the tool process that initiated the meta data update (see alternatives A and B in Figure 6.11). In the latter case the project server is informed by the tool process via an RPC. Special care must be taken at the client side by the interested parties, since notifications cause asynchronous events. For many graphical tools this can be tackled by incorporating the handling of notification events in the input event handling provided by the X Window System.

7.4 Project Identification and Initialization Procedure

We do not require projects to reside on selected disks or file system partitions. Projects may reside anywhere in the distributed environment. The advantage is the flexibility for the end-user to freely select the location of his projects. Each project has a project directory somewhere in the distributed file system to hold project related files. A system-wide unique project identification is given by hostname:abs_path, where 'abs_path' is the absolute path from the root of the file system identified by 'hostname' to the location of the project directory. The abs_path is unique per host. We use the hostname:abs_path format internally for the unique identification of projects. This has the following consequences:

- When new projects are added to the design environment, no explicit check on uniqueness of identifications is required.
- There is no dependence upon a global catalog to map the project identification to a location on disk.
- For end-user convenience, the user interface may map the internal identifications to simple external identifications.

Given the project identification format, we must define how a project server gets started and how a tool process gets connected to the appropriate project server upon a ddmisOpenProject request (section 6.8). For this purpose we introduce a daemon process, which must be running on all machines where we want to run project servers. We summarize the initialization procedure as follows:

1. The framework part of the tool process retrieves from configuration files in the project directory (via NFS) on which machine the corresponding project server
should be running or must be started.

2. The tool process contacts the daemon on the identified machine to request (via an RPC) a project server handle for the identified project. The daemon maintains a list of the project servers that are active on his machine. If the project server is not yet running, it is started. The project server handle is returned to the tool process.

3. The tool process contacts the project server.

Note that proper measures must guarantee that at most one project server is active for a project. The file system mount tables of the operating system allow conversion of (relative) access paths to the unique project identification, and vice versa. Configuration files allow end-users to control where their servers are running. In a hardware environment of light-weight front-end machines and some larger server machines in the background, the project servers may be directed to the server machines. In an environment of many 'equal' workstations, the attractive default machine to direct project servers to, is the machine where the design engineer gets to work on the project.

7.5 The RPC Protocol Specification

A tool process connects to the appropriate project server upon a ddmiOpenProject request (section 6.8). The connection remains until the tool informs the framework, via a ddmiCloseProject request, that operation on the project has been completed (connection mode service). In between, many RPCs may be issued by the framework part of the tool process to the project server. The project server maintains state information about its clients. An example is the tool registration for notifications, which we discussed above.

Upon the definition of the RPC protocol specification, we must decide which code goes into the server program and which code is linked to the tools. The criteria for the code-balancing process are:

- Load on the server process.
- IPC message frequency and message sizes.
• Code size of the programs.
• Stability of the RPC protocol upon framework evolution.
• Need to re-link tools upon framework evolution.
• Ability to link customized versions of framework functions in the tool programs.
• Unix permissions of tool-, server-, and daemon processes.

We will not define in detail the RPC protocol specification. Instead, we will present some guidelines for the code balancing process, starting from the component architecture represented in Figure 6.11. The different levels at which we may define the RPC interface between a tool process and a server process, have been indicated in Figure 7.7:
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**Figure 7.7.** Different levels for the RPC interface between a tool process and a server process.

An RPC interface may be defined at the highest possible level, that is, right under the DDM Interface and the Meta Data Interface (for the framework tools only). See the dotted line tagged with 'high' in Figure 7.7. This high level interface minimizes the
code size of the tool programs, which contain only the code to set up the connection and a so called stub routine for each interface function. The stub routines send the input arguments in a request message, wait for a reply message and return the output arguments and function results. The tool programs do not have to be re-linked upon framework evolution, as long as the RPC protocol remains backward compatible. There are two major drawbacks for this type of RPC interface. First, all framework kernel code must execute in the server process, which can handle only one tool at a time. Second, there is no flexibility to link customized versions of certain framework functions in a tool program. This is a serious problem for our openness to alternative design data handling components. For reasons of simplicity and efficiency, we prefer to link the design object level interface functions (section 6.6) with parts of the DDM Kernel to the tool program, rather than further complicating the process organization.

The other extreme is an RPC interface at the lowest possible level, that is, right under the Meta Data Interface (section 6.5). See the dotted line tagged with 'low' in Figure 7.7. The DDM Kernel gets linked completely to the tool programs, as well as the stub routines for the Meta Data Interface. The load of the project server is reduced, since part of the framework code executes in the tool processes. Note that this possibility follows from our decision to control concurrency at the level of the Meta Data Interface (section 6.5). The framework parts of the tool processes maintain their own state in local data structures, and contact the project server only upon meta data access. As we described in section 6.5, the Nelsis CAD Framework employs a declarative form of interaction with the Meta Data Handler. This has the advantage of a reduced communication overhead, as a complete query request in OTO-D DML syntax can be passed as one string to the project server. The query-level RPC protocol does not have to be changed when new framework services are incorporated in the DDM Kernel. This loose coupling at the Meta Data Interface facilitates framework evolution significantly. However, tool programs have to be re-linked upon framework evolution.

Some (sets of) functions in the DDM Kernel perform a large number of meta data accesses and do not share local data structures with other functions. These functions are excellent candidates for execution in the server process. The optimal solution, therefore, is a basic RPC interface at the low level of the Meta Data Interface, supplemented with RPCs for a selection of higher level functions. This allows the communication overhead to be reduced, and the server load and code size to be balanced. This mixed approach has been illustrated in Figure 7.7 by the dotted line tagged with 'mixed'. The Nelsis CAD Framework has a basic RPC interface at the
level of the Meta Data Interface. In addition, some design flow management operations that query heavily on the state of design have been located in the server process. An additional advantage is that the data structures used by these functions do not have to be re-build upon each tool-run.

According to the mixed approach for the RPC interface, the Design Data Interface is linked to the tool program. First, this simplifies interfacing to a foreign design data handler, as all access comes from the same process. Second, this approach implies minimal overhead in design data access. The Nelsis CAD Framework has a design data handler that maps each design object to a directory in the Unix file system. With this handler, all file access is performed directly from the tool process. Framework overhead in accessing 'raw' design data is thereby minimized.

### 7.6 Application of Shared Memory IPC

The communication overhead upon meta data access can be further reduced by the use of shared memory IPC. As has been described in [Wolf90], the project server can load the meta data into shared memory. Local tool processes, i.e. tools running on the same machine as the project server, can attach the shared memory to their address space. These tool processes may then access meta data directly in their address space rather than via RPCs. Besides increased efficiency there is increased concurrency in performing non-conflicting meta data accesses. A drawback is the increased complexity of the software, since low level synchronization must be performed via semaphores. Another problem is the limited size of the shared memory segment (in the order of several Mbytes). Further, the code size of the tool programs increases, as they have to carry their own Meta Data Handler. A tool process must be able to switch dynamically between local operation on shared memory and RPC-based meta data access. The gain in efficiency (i.e. the communication overhead) depends on the meta data access frequency and the size of the query results (rather than the size of the meta data repository). For some query intensive browse applications, a decrease in response time of about 50% was observed for local query execution. For other applications the efficiency gains were smaller.
7.7 Efficiency

It is difficult to light on one single criterion by which the efficiency of a CAD framework can be judged. In our requirements (section 2.3) we stated that the key goal is overall optimization of design efficiency. This relates to run-time performance of individual framework services as well as to increased framework functionality that helps the end-user to work more effectively. Local inefficiencies are acceptable if they are instrumental in global optimization of design efficiency.

The Nelsis CAD Framework has been the vehicle for validating many of the ideas presented in this thesis. While evolving from one release to the next, it gained functionality to become an effective assistant of the design engineer. The work-horse of the Nelsis CAD Framework is the Meta Data Handling component. The framework spends most of its computation time in this component. This is no surprise if we consider that many data- and design management functions are structured as meta data transactions (section 6.7). The two major components of the computation time spent on meta data handling are query parsing and query execution. Query parsing is independent of the size of the meta data repository. Query execution time increases linearly with the size of the meta data repository. We remark that in this respect the semantic approach is superior to the relational data model: almost all relational operations are of squared order [Bekke88, Bekke91]. We also remark that our Meta Data Handling component is a straightforward implementation of the semantic data model that leaves much room for further optimization by the application of more advanced search techniques. This has not yet been given a high priority in the course of the Nelsis developments, since performance was felt to be satisfactory.

Two measurable aspects of the run-time performance are:

• the performance degradation of the design tool operations caused by the framework.

• the response of the interactive framework tools.

The performance degradation of the design tool operations observed upon the introduction of extensive data- and design management facilities in the Nelsis CAD Framework, varies with the type of tool and the design size (in terms of the number of design objects and relationships between design objects). Two key operations are CheckOut and CheckIn, which bracket the design transactions initiated by the design tools. These operations perform many of the data- and design management functions.
For most tools they are the predominant consumers of framework CPU time. For medium-sized designs the CPU time spent on a CheckOut operation is in the range of 20 - 100 msec. on a SUN4 Sparcstation 2. For a CheckIn operation the CPU time spent is in the range of 10 - 80 msec. The large variations are caused by the conditional activation of data- and design management functions. For instance, one design transaction may be a simple ReadOnly access, while the other has to create a new version, possibly overwriting an older version. For many design tools the relative performance degradation is in between 10% and 25%, when compared to operation on a single user system without advanced data- and design management services. A SPICE simulation which accesses a single netlist description to simulate it extensively, endures only a very small performance degradation, since it performs very little interaction with the framework. An analysis tool which traverses the design hierarchy extensively, may endure a significant performance degradation. However, such tools may also take advantage of the framework services. For example, the services for consistency maintenance in hierarchical multi-view designs allow analysis tools to operate incrementally, leaving the administration of the correct state of design to the CAD framework. Upon iterative design activities this may yield significant savings of computation time. Also note that the concurrency control and distribution facilities allow the design engineer to fully exploit the distributed computing facilities.

In the Nelsis CAD Framework the response of interactive browse tools typically is instantaneous for medium-sized meta data repositories. The convenient browse- and tool invocation facilities support the design engineer in efficiently selecting data and invoking tools. This helps him to be more productive.

7.8 Conclusion

In this chapter we have defined the implementation architecture of the CAD framework. This architectural view describes how the CAD framework is implemented in terms of Unix primitives. We have defined a multiple client - multiple server process organization, based on the logical distribution of the meta data. This process organization permits fast incore meta data handling, and scales well with the size of the design environment. Design information may be accessed from any machine on the network, and the distributed computing power can be utilized effectively. The RPC interface between the tool processes and the server processes is best located at the level of the Meta Data Interface (section 6.5) with optional
extensions for a selection of DDM Kernel functions that query heavily on the meta data. Application of shared memory IPC may further increase efficiency and concurrency for local tools. Physical distribution is transparent to the tools, which simply initiate their requests via the framework interfaces defined in chapter 6.

We remark that the design choices made at the implementation level directly relate to high-level design choices made earlier in the framework development. Crucial factors are the meta data - design data distinction and the logical distribution of the meta data. From our experience we conclude that the proposed implementation architecture indeed permits the implementation of powerful and efficient data- and design management facilities. These facilities outpace by far commercial frameworks that still rely on file-based meta data handling.
8. Conclusion

In this thesis we have presented a CAD framework architecture. We have given a systematic presentation of the architecture by means of a global framework model and three more specific framework views. Key principles were adopted and, where applicable, well-defined primitives were used to describe aspects of the architecture.

A key characteristic of the framework architecture is the principal role allotted to the framework kernel. The framework kernel keeps track of the state of design by monitoring the data accesses performed by the tools. The knowledge about the state of design is exploited to enforce constraints on the design process, and to assist the end-user in organizing the design information and managing the design process. This helps him to be more productive.

We distinguished between meta data and 'raw' design data contained in design objects. The meta data represents the information about the state of design maintained by the CAD framework. We have defined the structure of this information, and described how it is handled inside the framework. We have illustrated how data- and design management functions are incorporated. At the side of the design data we have pursued maximum openness. The resulting CAD framework allows different kinds of design tools to be integrated conveniently and operated effectively in a single environment.

The specific challenge we faced in this thesis was to define the architecture of a CAD framework that is open as well as efficient. Openness was pursued by avoiding incorporation of features of a particular tool set or design representation. We focused on the handling of meta data and provided openness to a variety of storage regimes for the 'raw' design data. The framework allows incorporation of a design tool through integration at the design environment level only. It supports the full integration spectrum, from encapsulation to tight integration. Openness is further increased by the universal DDM Interface, which hides many framework specific details from the tools.
A number of design choices have been key to achieving good run-time performance. The coarse-grain operation at the design object level allows the framework to focus on efficient handling of the relatively small amount of meta data. The logical distribution of the meta data permits efficient operation in a physically distributed computing environment. Since framework intervention in handling detailed design data is minimized, design tools are not hampered in efficiently accessing their design descriptions.

The Nelsis CAD Framework has been the vehicle for validating many of the ideas presented in this thesis. This framework was evaluated extensively by six different partners in the Jessi-Common-Frame project. They agreed unanimously that it demonstrated a superior run-time performance in combination with powerful data- and design management services [JCFeval91]. Up to the present a variety of (prototype) application environments has been built on top of the Nelsis CAD Framework. Some examples are:

- The Nelsis IC Design System [Dewilde86].

  This is an integrated CAD system for the design of integrated circuits. It offers an extensive tool suite for design tasks such as layout design and verification, circuit simulation, and place & route.

- The HiFi Design System [Hoeven92].

  This is a design system aimed specifically at the design of digital signal processor arrays. It is under continuing development at Delft University of Technology. Both encapsulation and tight integration are used to incorporate HiFi design tools.

- Analog Simulation Environment.

  At Philips Research Laboratories an analog simulation environment was constructed by integrating a set of tools on top of the Nelsis CAD Framework. The system includes tools for schematic editing (Mentor's NetEd), waveform editing, netlist expansion, simulation, and waveform display. The effort required for this exercise was reasonable and the resulting system demonstrated good run-time performance [JCFeval91].

- Simulation Environment for Medical Applications.

  At Philips Research Laboratories a feasibility study was performed to test whether the Nelsis CAD Framework can be used in the construction of the Image
Generating Simulations (IGS) system which is being developed for Philips Medical Systems. In about 4 man-weeks a prototype IGS environment was implemented. The conclusions were that Nelsis has a good performance and reliability, provides strong design management functionality, and seems to be well suitable for the IGS application [Lepoeter93].

- Cathedral II Synthesis System.

At IMEC VZW, Belgium, the tool suite of the Cathedral II synthesis system [Rabaey88] was integrated into the Nelsis CAD Framework. This exercise was performed in a few weeks using encapsulation techniques. The resulting system organizes all design information and allows the end-user to control his design activities from the flow-based graphical user interface.

These practical experiences strengthen our conclusion that the presented architecture indeed provides the basis for a CAD framework that is open as well as efficient. Via its graphical user interface this CAD framework can present itself as the electronic assistant of the designer.

From our experience in the construction of the Nelsis CAD Framework and our involvement in the Jessi-Common-Frame project we conclude that:

- An incremental approach is to be adopted to the design and implementation of a CAD framework, as is also stressed in [Barnes92].

- A layered system architecture is to be adopted, with a good allocation of responsibilities to the different layers to avoid mismatches (concurrency control, physical distribution).

- The data- and design management functions must be conceptually harmonized.

- The system must be architected by a small number of people that are involved for a longer period of time.

- These people have to talk a proper data modeling language fluently.

- The experience of having actual tool suites integrated on top of the CAD framework is indispensable.

We believe that the topic of CAD frameworks can by no far be considered a "solved problem" and that there is still a lot of research to be performed. There is a great need for a formalization of data- and design management issues. For example, the topic of
change propagation in hierarchical multi-view designs is hardly understood. Approaches to design flow management need a more formal basis. A lot of work is to be done in standardization. Further, we believe that new framework topics will arise. At present, the year 1993, the areas of design methodology management and project management leave much space for further exploration.
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Samenvatting

Architectuur van een Open en Efficiënt CAD Framework

Het is voor producenten van elektronische systemen van ultiem belang dat zij nieuwe produkten snel op de markt kunnen introduceren. De tijd die nodig is voor het ontwerp van deze produkten dient dus zo kort mogelijk te zijn. Efficiëntie van het ontwerpproces wordt des te urgenter door de toenemende complexiteit van elektronische systemen en het kleiner worden van de markt-vensters voor deze produkten.

Ontwerpers van elektronische systemen hebben een breed scala van geavanceerde software ontwerpgereedschappen (CAD tools) tot hun beschikking staan. Deze CAD tools bieden ondersteuning bij het uitvoeren van individuele ontwerptaken, zoals circuit specificatie, simulatie, automatische bedrading, etc. Voor efficiënt ontwerp dienen de CAD tools ondergebracht te zijn in een geïntegreerde ontwerppomgeving, waarin de ontwerper snel de ene na de andere ontwerptaak kan uitvoeren. De basis voor een dergelijke omgeving is een CAD framework. Een CAD framework is een software infrastructuur welke een gemeenschappelijke omgeving verschaf aan CAD tools kunnen opereren. De primaire taak van een CAD framework is het beheer van ontwerpgegevens. Daarnaast kan het vele slimme functies bieden die de ontwerper ondersteunen bij het organiseren van de ontwerpgegevens en het uitvoeren van het ontwerpproces. Hiermee wordt het CAD framework de elektronische assistent van de ontwerper.

Dit proefschrift presenteert op systematische wijze de architectuur van een CAD framework. Voornamelijk eigenschappen van dit CAD framework zijn openheid en efficiëntie. Openheid is het vermogen van het CAD framework om op eenvoudige wijze integratie van nieuwe CAD tools (met nieuwe soorten gegevens) toe te staan. Efficiëntie impliceert dat het CAD framework bijdraagt aan verhoging van de algemene efficiëntie van het ontwerpproces. Hierdoor dient het framework snel te zijn alsmede krachtige functies te bieden aan de ontwerper.
In hoofdstuk 2 wordt de stand der techniek met betrekking tot CAD frameworks bekeken vanuit een historisch perspectief. In eerste instantie kregen CAD frameworks alleen de rol van gegevensbeheer toebedeeld. Later zag men in dat een CAD framework vele functies kan bieden die de ontwerper assisteren bij het uitvoeren van het ontwerpproces. De belangrijkste eisen waaraan een CAD framework dient te voldoen worden geformuleerd.

In hoofdstuk 3 wordt een globaal framework model gepresenteerd. Het framework opereert op het niveau van grof-korrelige ontwerpbeschrijvingen (design objects) in plaats van zich met alle ontwerpdetails te bemoeien. Dit bevordert zowel de openheid als de efficiëntie. Het framework concentreert zich op het intelligent beheer van gegevens over de design objects (meta data). We presenteren een model voor ontwerptransakties. Middels deze ontwerptransakties kunnen CAD tools toegang verkrijgen tot de design objects om hun specifieke operaties op de gedetailleerde ontwerpgegevens uit te voeren.

We besluiten om de meer gedetailleerde aspekten van de framework architectuur systematisch te behandelen door de successieve presentatie van drie deel-architecturen:

- De informatie architectuur.
- De component architectuur.
- De implementatie architectuur.

Voor de beschrijving van de informatie architectuur maken we gebruik van een formele techniek: data modellering. In hoofdstuk 4 bediscussiëren we data modelleringstechnieken en introduceren een semantisch data model dat we zullen gebruiken voor de beschrijving van de informatie architectuur.

De informatie architectuur wordt gedefinieerd in hoofdstuk 5. Het beschrijft de logische organisatie van de ontwerpomgeving in termen van object typen en hun relaties. De informatie architectuur wordt stap voor stap opgebouwd, waarbij een centrale rol is weggelegd voor het object type DesignObject. De verschillende begrippen die een rol spelen bij intelligent gegevensbeheer en ondersteuning van het ontwerpproces worden geïntroduceerd en ondergebracht in de informatie architectuur.

In hoofdstuk 6 presenteren we de component architectuur van het CAD framework. We identificeren de individuele framework componenten en hun onderlinge relaties.
Interfaces van framework componenten worden gedefinieerd. Belangrijke aspecten zoals logische distributie, multi-user ondersteuning, toegangscontrole en consistentie van de ontwerpgegevens worden bij de definitie van de component architectuur in beschouwing genomen. We introduceren afzonderlijke componenten voor het beheer van meta data en design data. We bieden de mogelijkheid tot het gebruik van alternatieve componenten voor de opslag van de gedetailleerde ontwerpgegevens.

In hoofdstuk 6 bespreken we verder de framework gebruikersinterface. Middels deze gebruikersinterface kan de ontwerper zich laten informeren over de aanwezige ontwerpbeschrijvingen en hun historie. CAD tools kunnen gestart worden vanuit deze gebruikersinterface. Deze faciliteiten demonstreren dat een CAD framework ingerdaad de krachtige en vriendelijke assistent van de ontwerper kan zijn.

In hoofdstuk 7 presenteren we de implementatie architectuur van het CAD framework. We beschrijven hoe het CAD framework geïmplementeerd kan worden in termen van Unix primitieven. De nadruk ligt hierbij op efficiënt meta data access in een gedistribueerde hardware omgeving.

Het proefschrift eindigt in hoofdstuk 8 met conclusies. De in dit proefschrift gepresenteerde architectuur is geïmplementeerd in het Nelsis CAD Framework. Dit framework is met succes gebruikt bij het construeren van verschillende (prototype) ontwerpomgevingen en is door gebeurskers als een uitermate efficiënt systeem ervaren.
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